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FOREWORD

This is my last assessment.

I'm aware that the modern history of Vietnam is
strewn with the bones of mistaken prophets.

I am also aware that hope hallucinates victory. And
that past prophets were infatuated with a tunnel light
that I, for the life of me, can't see.

It would be prudent to remain silent. But it's hard
to resist going out on the limb before going out on
the limbo of retirement.

I don't read tea leaves, don't have a crystal ball,
and my name isn't Nostradamus. But if I was Jimmy
the Greek, in Las Vegas, and laying the odds, I'd
put them in favor of our side.

Why?

Because the RVNAF take the big ones.

True they lost Dak Pek. After 400 days seige,
Tong Le Chan. And they lost the outposts of Chi Linh,
Rach Bap, Base 82, Bach Ma Mountain, ?iei d'Jereng,
Bu Prang, Bu Bong and Dak Pek. All told, the net loss
was 144 outposts. But - contradictory as it may sound -
these were largely gainful losses.

This is only relearning what the French learned the
hard way two decades ago. As Bernard Fall points out.
"at that time, everyone had agreed that sealed off
'hedgehogs' were hardly worth the use of maintaining
them". *

Holding all these small places takes too much in life
and effort. The big ones count. And each Corps since
the Cease-Fire has seen the big ones taken by the
RVNAF. The first big fight in I Corps was over the-jPort of Sa Huynh. The Division size battles at QuanE
Duc in II Corps, at Tri Phap in IV Corps, and the Iron
Triangle in III Corps. All enemy defeats. With only
the iron Triangle less than total.

",4 *Bernard Fall, Hell In A Very Small Place (The Siege
1 of Dien Bien Phu), Vintage Books, 1968, pg. 18.
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CONFIDENTIAL
But if - and this a prodigious pivotal if - if
we don't support them with the dollar wherewithal,
then the end is the opposite. The end, is their
end.

I am apprehensive over the GVN future as the enemy
builds up and our support of the RVNAF lessens. Their

hope as we scrimp the support, is in their Generalship,

their basic leadership and courage.

As we take a lesson from the History of War at Dien
Bien Phu of two decades ago, we can also take a lesson
from the same source and Waterloo, 16 decades ago;
where Marshal Ney "the Bravest of the Brave" made a
final desperate charge, and ended up -- in frenzied
despair -- beating a cannon with a broken sword.

Valor is not enough...

What I'm saying is, they'll win. If we support them
as we promised. They won't, if we don't.

It
V!

AJO-N E. MURRAY
Major General, USA
Defense Attache

__ 2
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i CHAPTER 1.I

THREAT ASSESSMENT

1. (S) NORTH VIETNAIM:

a. Norti, Vietnam" (..) continues to receive econo-
mic aid fron its Communist allies at a record-setting
pace. The high level of imports noted in the first
quarter 1974' continued in the second quarter. In April
and May, imports totaled 647,400 metric tons (MT):

Food 268.000
Ferti.izer -.. 7:OO
POL 88 .00

Genral 25U000

A preliminary e-timate indirices that approximately
180,00c tons of cargo were delivered to NX-'N by sea in
June, while an estimate on overland imports for that
month is not presently available.

b. Imports have steadily i-c-eased since the
71n" r eaQ7eRe ni wil probably reach a newJ n ry l..Zas i _ ' - --I 'r - L -I
high in 1974, suaSsin_ the .--ecrd ;_7 million tons

imported in F7 j:'ons h the 1ncrease are:

4 1) Cessat C.-... , azr camoaign

(2) Neutraliza7i.n of -ines blocking major ports

(3) Dredging of H :ipbongs main shipping channel,
permitting ia!ge vessels to enter the port.

(4) NVNs greater need for materiel to aid in
reconstruction and development.

c. North Vietnamese officials continue to empha-
size the reconstruction and de velopment tasks during
1974 and 1975:

Hoc Tap Editori "DXring the two years of'
W economic restoration and deve4cpment ( - , we

must mobilize and organize social labor forces to
carry out production, practise economy and increase
the production rate of the socLety and of eazh economic

-1- SECRET
V!t
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1 branch and unit so that it is equal to or higher
than the top rate achieved in 1965 and 1971. We
must strive to rapidly increase the total volume of
social products and then accumulate capital. Mean-
while, we must properly meet the requirements for

J supporting the Southern revolution."

It should be noted, however, that Hanoi also makes it
clear that support to the "Southern revolution" will
continue.

wad. A government reorganization designed to facil-
tate reconstruction and development is currently under-way. The following changes have brought about a funda-

mental restructuring of the government aimed at creating
an instituti4onal framework to direct economic recon-
struction and development programs:

(1)Appointment of three new Vice-Premiers to direct
economy-related ministries.

(AppointmentC of two "old" Vice-rmestecny
related ministerial positions.

(3)Grouping of economy related ministries into "blocs"
d 'irectly supervised by Vice-Premiers.

I
e. The changes began in April 1974 with the naming

of three new Vice-Premiers: Phan Trong Tue; Dang Viet
Chau; Tran Huu Duc, and the appointment of two other
Vice-P-emiers Le Thanh Nghi, Chairman, State Planning
Commission; and Nguyen Con, Minister of Machinery and
Metallurgy, to important ministerial positions, and the
dismissal of Hoang Anh as Chairman of the Central
Agricultural Commission.

(1) Economy related ministries have been grouped
! into "blocs" directed by Vice-Premiers. The three new
, Vice-Premiers, for example, have been given responsi-

bility for these "super" ministries:

(a) Pham Trong Tue: Light industry, communications4 and transportation, power and coal, possibly materiel .

(b) Dang Viet Chau: Foreign trade, international
trade, finance and the National Bank.

- (c) Tran Huu Duc: Public Security, interior, state.
4_1 inspection commission, possibly labor.

1-2
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-~ Other pre-April 1974 DRV Vice-Premiers are: Vo Nguyen
G Giao, Defense Minister; Nguyen Duy Trinh, Fcreign
Affairs Minister; and Do Muoi, Construction Minister.

f. Pham Trong Tue, a Central Committee Member
and Major General in the NVA specializing in logistics, his
was elevated from Minister of Communications to head
his new "superministry". Dang Viet Chau was moved up I:
from Minister of Finance and is not known to hold an
important party position, suggesting, perhaps, that

his expertise in financial affairs is more highly
valued than party credentials. Tran Huu Duc, a Central

- I Committee Member and ministerial level assistant to the
Prime Minister, also directed the recent national census.
Even before the public announcement of his elevation to

I head the so-called "Internal Block', he spoke out author- |3
itatively against mismanagement, corruption and waste.
The designation of a Vice-Premier to direct ministries
charged with maintaining law and order underscores
Han-oi's efforts to deal effectively with corruption and
other disciplinary problems.

,I g. In some cases, lines of authority are not clear,
E as the exact subordination of several inistries is in-

certain. Additinnal appointments can be expected, as
several ministerial positions were vacated by the recent
personnel changes, and a more comprehensive and orecise

- picture of the reorganization wil probably appear.
Nevertheless, the changes that have occurred clearly

Sin-dicate an attent to -ore closely control and manage
the North's formidable reconstruction and development

"4 tasks.

Economy related ministries have been formed into groupsF directly under Vice-Premiers, who will have wide respon-
sibility and authority in pursuing reconstruction and
development goals. This will result in greater centrali-
zed control and improved coordination between almost
thirty ministerial level agencies which, in the past,
operated independently and often in conflict with each
other.

h. Hanoi's most serious immediate economic problem
is agriculture, as can be seen in this Nhan Dan editorial
(14 June 1974):I "Because the area of our cultivable land is small,

- - 1-3
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SECRET
our population density is high, and our need for grain
is very great, we must highly value every inch of grain,
considering it as an inch of gold. We must not let any
piece of land remain uncultivated anywhere."

i. North Vietnam has never been self-sufficient in
food production, but this perennial problem has been
aggravated by an especially poor 10th-month rice harvest
last year. The problem-plagued 5th-month crop now being
harvested is expected to provide little relief, as also
noted in a Nhan Dan editorial (4 June 1974):

"The plan for cultivating all the allotted area

has not been fulfilled, because several tens of thou-
sands of hectares of rice fields were not transplanted
on schedule. Also, due to the unfavorable weather, the
yield of secondary crops has failed to fulfill plan
targets and is lower than in previous years. For this
reason, elthough the rice in many areas has developed
fairly well, the total yield of rice and secondary crops
will surely not be very high."

£

j. Furthermore, the late harvest of thic crop is
interfering with preparations for the 10th-month crop,
which normally accounts for 60 to 70 per cent of the
total rice production. This situation was reported over
Hanoi radio broadcasts:

(1) Hanoi Radio (20 June 1974): "...as of 20 June,
provinces in the North had completed harvesting about
half of the 5th-month spring rice crop.
By the same time last year, provinces in the North had
basically completed the harvest."

(2) Hanoi Radio (21 June 1974): "...the time
available for harvesting the 5th-month spring rice
and preparing for the 10th-month crop is limited.
Therefore, far more intensive effor'ts must be exerted

4than in the past."
k. Food supply problems already exist in the

western provinces and the lower panhandle, and grain

reserves are being depleted,as evidenced in this Nhan
Dan editorial (18 June 1974):

"In the recent period between two crops, only by
using its grain reserves did our state succeed in giving
timely and efficient assistance to the peasants."

~1-4
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i, Hanoi is taking measures to deal with the prob-

lem, including reducing military rations, cracking down
on waste and corruption, and increasing imports, as
reflected below.

NVN FOOD IMPORTS
(Thousand Metric Tons)

1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973

798 755 660 616 745 995

m. As indicated, NVN imported almost one million
tons of food last year -- a record -- and monthly food
imports averages so far this year exceed last year's
monthly average. The current measures initiated by Hanoi
and the apparent willingness of its allies to supply ad-
ditional food should prevent the development of a crisis.

2. (S) INFILTRATION.

a. During the third week of April, the NVA began

Phase Ii of its 19731974 dry-season infiltration ef-
fort. During this phase, infiltration was greatly re-
duced. Dispatching of regular combat groups to the B-3
Front and COSVN ceased. The Phase II infiltration ef-
fort concentrates primarily on dispatching replacement
personnel to the northern areas oi RVN. This developing
infiltration pattern closely follows the onset of the
southwest monsoon period, during which time infiltration
to the B-3 Front and COSVN is hampered by poor road con-
ditions.

b. The following is the current infiltration
arrival totals compared with the corresponding period
last year:

Month 1974 1973

January 7,000 12,500
February 21,500 5,300
Marcn 9,400 20,900
April 16,250 15,500
May 20,750 4,600

June 2,900 2,000
July 100 300
August 100

Total 77,900 61,200
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Area 1974 1973

DMZ/MRTT 900 19,300
MR-5 15,000 7,400
B-3 Front 16,000 9,900
COSVN 46,000 24,600

Total 77,900 61,200

c. The exfiltration of Communist forces continued
during the second quarter,but at a rate much lower than
during the first quarter:

January 13,600
February 13,900
March 8,000
April 3,400
May 4,600
June 1,700

Total 45,200

3. (S) AIR AND AIR DEFENSE:

a. Over the past year the NVN air and air defense
forces have been steadily expanding and improving their
capability. Rece.t developments include the following:

4 (1) Dispersal of aircraft

(2) Renovation of airfields.

(3) Southward deployment of aircraft .

(4) Establishment and improvement of air defense
alert facilities.

b. Deployment of aircraft from traditional home
bases has allowed NVN to disperse its force while
recent MIG shifts seemed designed to enhance NVAF
operating capabilities. Aircraft have been gradually

deployed into the southern panhandle. Presently, Bai
Thuong as well as Vinh and Dong Hoi Airfields have
Ground Control Intercept (GCI) facilities. In addition,
Bai Thuong has recently been afforded SA-2 protection
and Vinh could very well receive similar protection.

c. The present MIG OB in NVN consists of 72 MIG-
21's, 71 MIG-19's, and 113 MIG-15/17's. The majority

1-6
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Si of more than 250 jets in the enemy's inventory are

combat operational and flown for the most part by
experienced and well-trained pilots.

d. In air defense developments, the NVN continue
to consolidate command and control and expand their
air defense capability southward. NVN also has taken
steps to improve air defense alert facilities. These
improvements have consisted of the following:

(1) Establishment of visual observer battalions.

(2) Establishment of an alert system by rear service
units.

(3) Establishment of an alert system by air defense
units.

e. Visual observer battalions provide early warning
and tracking data to air defense units. Since early 1973,
some 19 battalions, previously subordinate to the 368th
Air Defense Division in NVN, have been reassigned to the
673rd Division at Khe Sanh and deployed throughout north-
ern MR-1 and adjoining areas of Laos. An air defense
alert network has been established by AD units and rear
service entities located through northern MR-1. If
properly implemented, the alert system should provide
timely data to facilitate necessary precautions against
air strikes and preparations to engage VNAF aircraft.

f. Enemy air defense units have the following
weapons and equipment in their inventory:

Guns

* 12.7mm (D-SH-K)
* 14.5mm (ZPU-I, 2 and 4)
* 23mm (ZU-23)

23mm (ZSU-23-4)
30mm (M53)

* 37mm (M1939)* 57mm (560) .
* 85mm (KS-12 and M1939-M1944)

* 100mm (KSl9M2)

Missiles

* SA-2 (Guideline)
SA-3 (GOA)
SA-7 (Grail)

SEtiET '
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Radars

* Firecan (AAA Fire Control)
* Whiff (AAA Fire Control)
* Fansong (Missile Control)
* Spoonrest (Early Warning) -I Kniferest (Early Warning)
Flatface (Early Warning)
Lowblow (Missile Control)

I Gundish (AAA Fire Control)
* Sidenet (Height Finder)

Tallking (Early Warning)
I Flapwheel (AAA Fire Control)

Barlock (Early Warning)
I , Slotrest (Early Warning)

Bigbar (Early Warning)
, Rock/Stonecake (Height Finder)

•Confirmed In-Country

g. Aerial photography confirmed a SAM site some
11 KM east of Khe Sanh, extending the SAM threat to
Quang Tri City. In addition, the province has AA
threat which includes 18 AAA regiments. A total of
approximately 1,000 AA guns and 100 SA-2 missiles are
currently concentrated in Quanjz Tri (P). In the re-

mainder of MR-l, the .enemy's air defense threat is repre-
sented by the 545th and 571st AAA Regiments with most
guns concentrated along the Route 14 logistical complex.
These two units control some 100 guns ranging in size
from 12.7mm to at least 57mm.

h. Further south, in MR-2, four AAA units with
some 200 guns are also deployed along the Route 14
complex. These units have guns ranging in size from
12.7mm to 100mm.

i. Since the ceasefire, Communist forces have been
improving their AA capability in MR-3 by adding new
units and equipment and by increased training. Current
enemy AA OB in MR-3 consists of the 377th AAA Divisionand three subordinate AA regiments (71st, 210th and
262nd). The enemy has significantly improved his AA
posture with the addition of radar-controlled 57mm AA
guns. [The addition of radar control to the 57mm AA guns
will increase the tactical AA altitude capability of
this weapon from about 12-13,000 feet to approximately
19,600 and doubles the enemy's first strike capability.
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SECRETFJ. In the past six months several new AA threat
areas have been confirmed in MR-3, and the most sig-
nificant of which is in western Hau Nghia Province and
SW Tay Ninh Province. Since 1 January 1974, seven air-
craft have been lost to SP-7 and light AA fire in this
area. VNAF pilots also have confirmed 23mm and 37mm
AA fire and have indicated the possibility of 57mm inIthe area. Two other new areas of AA concentration in
Binh Tuy Province along the Long Khanh and Lam Dong
Province borders have been noted in the region.

k. Since the January 1973 Ceasefire, enemy gunners
have shot down 84 VNAF aircraft:

Aircraft Type Weapon System
AAA SA-7

' AC47 1-

RC47 1 -
SAl 0 5

A37 3 5
01 7 -
CH147 1 2

2 UHI 46 3
F5 7 1
C47 - -
AC119K 1
02 1 -

Total 67 17

1. To date, only three U.S. aircraft and one civil
aircraft have been downed while one manned and two
unmanned U.S. flights and two civil aircraft have been
hit. The enemy's record is somewhat poor, given the
number of VNAF air operations and the number of shoot-
down attempts. On the other hand, he has not yet employed
his radar-controlled, heavy AAA against VNAF. The enemy
has, however, achieved these results:

(1) Prohibited VNAF operations over major enemy
complexes.

(2) Forced VNAF to increase flight altitudes,
thereby limiting the effectiveness of airstrikes,
logistical resupply and reconnaissance.

m. Meanwhile, he is improving his capability
through the following actions:

{ 1-9
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(1) Streamlining command and control.

(2) Integrating AAA and "-7 threats.

(3) Adding increasingly sophisticated weapons
systems.

(4) Adding early warning radars and visual/
aural observer units to air defense forces.

(5) Holding conferences to exchange experiences.

(6) Training in combined arms operations.

n. Regarding enemy-held airfields in South Vietnam,
recent information indicates there are now 14 considered
suitable for use by NVN aircraft: Khe Sanh, Mai Loc,
Ba Long, Hau Duc, Ben Het, Dak To, Polei Kleng, Plei
Djereng, Duc Co, Bu Prang, Bu Dop, Loc Ninh, Thien Ngon
and Minh Thanh. Thirteen of these fields are suitable
for use by light to medium transports and helicopters,
while Khe Sanh is considered suitable for use by jet
aircraft. Seven of the airfields -- Khe Sanh, Ba Long,
Hau Duc, Dak To, Duc Co, Loc Ninh and Thien Ngor
have been improved or renovated by the NVA.

o. While photography has not confirmed NVN
aircraft using airfields In SVIN, there have beennumerous reports of helicorters and light transports
on liaison missions.

4. (S) LOGISTICS:

a. Enemy Stockpiles; In January, throughout SouthVietnam, the enemy had enough ammunition and supplies

to launch and support a major offensive similar to his
1972 effort for over a year. Throughout the first six
months of this year, the NVN continued to move large
quantities of supplies into SVN. Over 140,000 tons of
supplies of all classes have entered SVN this year.
The large input of supplies, coupled with low exppndi-
tures, has increased the stockpiles. It is estimated
that since the first of the year, ammunition shipments
into the NVN panhandle have averaged about 3,500 tons
per month, or about 15% of the total tonnage of supplies
shipped into RVN each month. We believe that if only
3% of the total goods shipped to SVN consists of ammuni-
tion, the stockpiles would be growing significantly.
In summary, although a firm estimate is not possible, we
believe that ammunition shipments into South Vietnam
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exceed current enemy expenditures and thereby augment
existing stockpiles.

b. Enemy Logistics Network:

(1) North Vietnam's road, rail and waterway trans-
portation systems, though concentrated in the Red River
Delta region and along the southern coast, extend to
all major population and economic areas.

(2) The most important international connections
are by sea. Between 90% and 95% of import cargo moves
through Haiphong, then via well-developed road, rail
and inland waterway connections to Hanoi -- NVN's trans-
portation center. Two other major ports -- Hon Gay and
Cam Pha -- serve primarily as coal export ports. There
are numerous minor ports and coastal transshipment points.
The most important of these -- Ben Thuy, Quang Khe, Dong
Hoi and Dong Ha -- are used to supply NVA forces in South
Vietnam. Although some ocean-going international mer-
chant ships call directly at these ports, most cargo is
delivered from the Haiphong area by small NVN coastal
freighters.

(3) Inland waterways constitute an important medium
j for short and long haul transport. The inland waterway

network totals over 4,000 miles and is heavily travelled
fby over 30,000 barges, junks and sampans. Principal

routes are concentrated in the delta region. These
routes, with their tributaries, provide a dense waterway
network which is connected to the southern panhandle by K
intra-coastal and coastal shipping routes.

(4) Hanoi is the hub of North Vietnam's rail system.
From the capital city, main lines radiate NW, North, NE
and South. The most densely populated regions, the most
important industrial facilities, principal agricultural
and mining areas, and the port of Haiphong are served by
this system. The most important lines are the NortheastLine over which Chinese and Soviet aid goods are delivered,

and the line running between Haiphong end Hanoi. Although
severely damaged during U.S. air interdiction campaigns,
repair work continues and all major lines are operational.
The line which once ran from Vinh to South Vietnam has
been unserviceable since the war with the French in the :
1950's; however, flange-wheeled trucks are used to pull
rolling stock for short distances along portions of the
track. The NVN are apparently intent on revitalizing
the southern line, as they are constructing railroad
facilities both north and south of Dong Hoi. Reconstruc-
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tion of the line south from Vinh to the DMZ, or
possibly even into Quang Tri Province, will enhance
the North's all-weather logistic support of Communist-

held areas in the South.

(5) The basic pattern of the NVN road system
centers on the major cities of Hanoi and Haiphong,
from which routes extend radially to remote areas anC.
with China, Laos and SVN. The major N-S Line (Route
1A) extends from the China border to Quang Tri Province.
The condition and maintenance of the system is uneven.
Many roads are in poor condition with movement and speed
restricted by a variety of physical bottlenecks and by
seasonal flooding. Roads, although a very important means
of transportation, serve primarily as short-haul feeders
to rail and water transport and, in this context, they
are adequate. In effect,,NVN has a multimode transporta-
tion system which, though poorly developed, adequately
supports the requirements of the economy and the war in1K the South.

(6) Since the 1973 Ceasefire and bombing halt in
Laos, the NVA has been expediting construction of stra-
tegic supply lines from NVN to COSVN in GVN MR-3 that
would be free of effects of the monsoon seasons.

May, the NVA can concentrate movement of supplies and

infiltration groups from N\TN to the B-3 Front and COSVN
via dual lane highways in southern Laos and in RVN.
This route consists of portions of the old Laotian "Ho
Chi Minh Trail" plus newly constructed segments and has
been under development for over a year. Traffic then

! moves through the tri-border area to Route 111 and then
South to COSVN. During the SW monsoon wet season,
June to October, the NVA shifts most of its south-bound
truck traffic through RVN on Rcute 14 between the DMZ
and the tri-border area.

(8) Although the system does not yet have an all-
weather year-round capability for throughput traffic,
the use of a shuttle system permits continued movement,
albeit at a reduced level. The NVA has begun asphalt
paving portions of Route 9 west of Dong Ha. Working
from an asphalt mixing plant on Route 9, the NVA will
probably attempt to pave much of its strategic road
system.

1-12
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(9) To support the logistic flow, the NVA is

continuing to extend its POL pipeline system. A
new 4-mile segment was observed on photography 35
miles SW of Pleiku. If the NVA continues its current
rate of construction, the pipeline should reach
northern MR-3 by September or October. The NVA would
then have two full months to build storage and distri-
bution facilities before the start of the next dry
season's expected logistical and infiltration push to
the B-3 Front and COSVN. The extension of the pipeline
into MR-3 will facilitate refueling operations and re-
duce infiltration travel times. In addition, the NVA
continues to construct major POL storage fzcilities inits rear areas. To support traffic along Route 14, the
NVA is expected to complete the POL system inside RVN

by connecting the pipeline from the A Shau Valley to
the tri-border area, giving the NVA a POL system which
complements both the S. Laos and Route 14 main logistic

~routes.

(10) At the time of the Ceasefire, men and materiel
were moved into MR-1 via a number of infiltration routes
from NVN and Laos. Since that time, the route structure
has been greatly improved by construction of new roads

, j and upgrading of existing trails and feeder routes. In
developing an alternative in-country logistics system to
complement the traditional Laos infiltration system, the
enemy has constructed large logistics complexes along

major arteries. The most important of these are at Dong
1 Ha, Khe Sanh, the A Shau Valley, Ben Giang and Kham Duc.i• thLarge amounts of materiel are now funneled both by sea, to the Port of Dong Ha and by overland routes to supply

areas for further distribution to field units.

(11) In Quang Tri Province, the route system and
base complexes support a force structure consisting of
some 35 regiments (including AA) and 50-55,000 combat
personnel. Farther South, Routes 547 and 548 , along witha recently-constructed route, facilitate the flow of

materiel from the A Shau Valley to the 324B Division and
supporting elements totalling 15-17,000 combat personnel
in nine regiments. In Quang Nam Province, Route 614,
recently extended, along with two newly constructed and
improved routes, provide logistic support for enemy
Front 4 elements operating south of Danang. These forces
consist of 1 AAA regiment and 17 infantry battalions with! approximately 4-5,000 personnel. In Quang Tin Province,

Route 534 and various branch routes provide a logistics
corridor that connects both with the Laos Corridor and
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NVA Route 14. These routes serve the NVA 2nd Division,
which operates primarily in the Que Son Valley.
Supporting the division are independent armor, artillery
and AA regiments and four independent battalions. Total
enemy strength in the area is estimated at 12-15,000
personnel. Finally, Route 9662 constitutes the backbone
of a series of routes leading into Quang Ngai Province
to support the 52nd Brigade and 8 independent battalions
with some 7-8,000 personnel operating throughout the
Province. This system is also a primary corridor for
materiel destined for the An Lao Valley in Binh Dinh
Province.

!1 (12) In MR-2, since the January 1973 Ceasefire,
the enemy has relocated his logistics system almost
completely in-country from Cambodia, significantly
upgraded his South Laos road system, and expanded his
east-west corridors within the region. As an extension
of this in-country development, the enemy has also con-
structed large open logistics complexes to support his
forces in the principal threat areas.

(13) The upgraded and improved main road system
through South Lacs is the principal artery supplying
the western highlands through the tri-border area.
In Kontum Province, the road system captured by the
enem, during the 1972 offensive has been upgraded.
The Post-Ceasefire development of the Dak To open logis-

f tics site provides support for the 10th NVA Division'and associated B-3 Front elements totaling 10-12,000personnel, in seven regiments. Additionally, the in-country Route 14 complex is being upgraded and will

[1 probably play a greater role in supporting the forces
in Kontum and Pleiku in the future.

(14) In Pleiku Province, the enemy continues to

use and upgrade the traditional Route 615 complex along
the RVN/Khmer border. This system, as well as the ex-
tended Route 14 complex, feeds the Duc Co open logistic
site, which, in turn,supports the 320th NVA Division and
associated B-3 Front elements in Pleiku, totaling 10-
12,000 personnel in seven regimnts.

(15) Farther south, the enemy has developed a new
in-country extension of the Route 14 complex through
Darlac and along the Quang Duc border into COSVN. An

(-- upgraded feeder line supports the 25th NVA Regiment in
central Darlan. Total enemy combat personnel and 546th
AA Regiment strength in the area is estimated at 4-5,000
men.
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(16) Enemy external logistics support for Binh

Dinh Province is largely funneled through Route 514
from MR-1. New East-West links are being established
between the highlands and the coastal provinces. In

Binh Dinh, the An Lao open logistics site supports the
3rd NVA Division and associated przvince unit forces
totaling 8-10,000 personnel. Virtually all major LOC's
in the region, with the exception of some of the newer
east-west links, will at least seasonally support
vehicular traffic.

(17) In MR-3, the majority of personnel infiltrated
and logistics now enter the region via.the Route 14 com-
plex in Phuoc Long Province and are dispersed southward
over branch routes to major storage areas in northern
MR-3. These logistical centers directly support approxi-
mately 12,000 combat personnel in the northern areas.
Lesser amounts of supplies, which are mainly procured in
Cambodia, also enter Tay Ninh and Binh Long Provinces on
Route 7 and 13.

(18) East of Route 13, a series of feeder routes
originating from Bu Dop, Bu Gia Map and Loc Ninh carrji supplies primarily to the 7th NV-A Division and forward
base areas to support a total force of approximately
14,000 personnel.

(19) In Central MR-3, supplies are transported
from the center of the enemy's logistical network at
Loc Ninh and from storage areas in Katum and Thien NgonI +to the Minh Thanh/Michelin Base, a major logistical and
training center which serves as a rear base for the
9th N'VA Division and other enemy units in central MR-3
which total 9,500-10,000 men. The area is a vital link
in the continuous flow of supplies to front line units
in Binh Duong, northern Hau Nghla and southwest Tay Ninh

HI provinces.

(20) Enemy forces in central and southern Tay
Ninh Province receive logistical support from base

areas at Katum, Xa Mat, Thien Ngon and Lo Go, and
from the Michelin area.

(21) The nature of the Delta's terrain, with its
inland waterways, necessitated the formation of a
logistical system distinct from the other three military
regions. The majcr logistics corridors generally follow
inland waterways. Normally, only personnel and war
materiel are moved down this system, since rice and other
provisions are procured locally. From the major base
areas in northern MR-3, supplies are moved by water and
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road to f4eas (WT737q), Ctaboda, which is a major
ter7.inal station. From Meas, suolies are sent down
two branch routes to the border areas.

(22) Com.munist forces in the Parrot's Beak feed
off this line, although they also receive some supplies
from routes running along the Tay Ninh/Cambodian border.
In the upper delta, the major logistical networks are
corridors 1-A and I-B. These networks support a for-et ~of soyqe 14,000 including the units in the Parrot's Beak.

: The desire to have secure infiltration routes into Dinh
Tuong, and the need to reestablish a new base area at

the southern terminus, following RVNAF interdiction of
-tri Phap; have been major causes for much of the activity
in this area.

(23) In the western half of the Delta, the major
route is corridor i-C. Although the GVN was success-
ful in significant- '_y reducing the majoi enemy base area
in the Seven Mountains area last fall, elemtents of the
101st INA Regiment nave -stab1shed a new base area to
the west. Differences with 'heir KC counterparts have
often resulted in blocked supply lines in the past; how-
ever, a high level KC/NSVA agreement has apparently been

' reached, giving the Vieznamese Coma munists rights of pass- "
age through southeastern -mbo-ia. At this juncture, no
significant probiemc disruptin the mutually profitable
arrangement have been oe. enemy intetions to
expand territorial cont-rol succeed in the extreme lower
delta, the Coimnunists will be able to establish a much
more secure logistical net-work and supply system. This
would conveniently interface with seaborne offloading1and greatly assist in ironing out periodic shortages.;

(24) All available evidence indicates that off-
shore offloading is taking place, albeit a distinct
second to overland routes as an avenue of supply.
Despite numerous reports, this activity is almost Im-
possible to detect, and VNN counter-measures are limited
due to the thousands of coastal fishing craft and rela-tive paucity of VNN patrol and search craft. In summary,
the ,VN have developed a highly effective all-weather
supply system using rail, trucks, boats and manpower to
move goods, primarily of Russian and Chinese origins,
from Hanoi to Ca Mau.

5. (S) ENEMY OBJECTIVES:

4a. Concerning enemy objectives, the Cemmun.sts
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S continue to strive toward the overall goal of unifying

Vietnam under their control. We estimate that they
will eventually be forced to resort to a primarily
military option to achieve this goal. Intermediate
Communist objectives emphasize the following:

(1) Reconstruction and redevelopment in NVN.
(2) Improvement in combat capability in both SVN

and NVN.

(3) Rebuilding of infrastructure and political
organization in SW. 'I.

Accomplishment of these objectives requires actions to
exacerbate GVN political, economic, and military
problems.

b. In Marcn 1974, COSVN Directive 1-74 provided [
specific guidance for the first half of this year:

(1) Stand firm near GvNi controlled areas.[ (2) Destroy GVN population and resettlement plans.
(3) Regain lost territories.

(4) Develop a .cula:!on base in "liberated" areas.

(5) Concentrate attacks on sensitive GVN
facilities.

(6) Develop party and infrastructure.

(7) Motivate the masses and troops to a heightened
awareness.

c. Subsequent amplification of COSV! guidance ii-
dicated that a period of heightened combat activity was
to occur. Initial reporting indicated that this activity
was to occur from April to June while subsequent report-
inE ind.cated a May to September time period. The appar-
ent initial implementation of this guidance was a series
of attacks, most notably in western I.R-3, to regain lost
territories and, according to the Cormunist propaganda
line, to force the GVN to implement the ceasefire accords
"correctly." Western MR-3 was a good choice for an
initial effort, since the attacks would support a near-
term military objective: Forge a corridor into Dinh

-Tuong Province to facilitate the infiltration of personnel
1-17
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to refill dieple! r, un s T ,ese at (.ks ,e_. initial l
unsuccessful and the subsequent ARVN operation into
Cambodia ha3 made future successful attacks there un-
likely. This significant increase in combat in MR-3
caused some alarm concerning a pcssible widespread
increase in activity. Nonetheless, despite the drama-
tic improverents in the Communists' military capability,
their guidance still emphasizes that they are not yet
strong enoa.Tn to defeat the GVN. The setbacks in April
apparently reinforced this point.

d. Several recent reports allude to an apparent
change in emphasis for military actions in MR-3 to
counter RVNAF initiatives. Reportedly, the objectives
are not to "liberate" or "regain" more territory
immediately. Rather, they are to inflict heavy casual-
ties on troops and to disrupt the GVN's goals for 1974:

(1) Improve territorial security.

(2) Consolidate political strength.

(3) Build economic strength.

(14) Ameliorate social ills.

e. Atta.Ks re to be made prmarily against out-
posts in the contesred areas, although enemy plans to
penetrate deep into GVN areas to overrun targets and
quickly pull out also have been reported. Enemy plan-Ining apparently calls for constant attacks against the
GVN, designed to attrite bo'h RVNAF personnel and
materiel. Meanwhile, stress on improving Communist
weaknesses, especially the infrastructure, continues.

6. (S) MILITARY REGION WRAP-UPS:

a. It is within the framework of attriting RVNAF,

disrupting the GVN's four goals and improving the
Communist position that current enemy activity should
be judged. The probable impact of certain recent RVNAF
successes against main force units, especially in the
Parrot's Beak and in the northern Delta must also be
taken into acccunt. These successes had tipped the
momentum in favor of RVNAF in MR-3. A short analysis
of activity by region may further illustrate the vary-
ing implementation of current enemy guidance.
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b MR-I:

(1) In MR-l, the Communists have been able to
tie down ARVN and inflict casualties, threaten key
LOC's ana disrupt pacification efforts at a fairly
minimal cost. Meanwhile, improvement in their mili-
tary capability continues and activities to accomplish
certain other objectives, such as improved access into
GVN territories necessary for political development
and rebuilding the infrastructure ,continue.

(2) Scattered fighting continued throughout the
region during the past quarter and there are indica-
tions of increased activity in the future. The fight-
ing around Hill 300 and, more recently, along the Song
Bo is related to NVA attempts to extend LOC's to the
GVN lowlands. The enemy is attempting to reestablish
its infrastructure in GVN areas as well as to establish
observation posts close to GVN population and military
centers. Farther south the GVN pacification and re-
settlement program has. been the primary target in the
Ky Tra/Tien Phuoc areas of Quang Tin Province as well
as coastal districts of Quang Ngai. Increased activity
can be expected during the coming weeks as the NVA/VC
realign their forces to meet these problems and exploit
RVNAF troop redeployments. Rallier statements and a
recently captured document indicate near term intensi-
fication of attacks. Outposts on LOC's leading to the
coastal Delta, choke points on GVN LOC's and logistical
installations will receive the brunt of enemy efforts.

(3) In recent months, a major command and control
change has become apparent for NVA forces in northern
MR-1. Previously MRTTH and MR-4/B-5 Front were the
principal command authorities for NVA/VC forces in

Quang Tri and Thua Thien Provinces; MRTTH was apparently
disbanded. This move probably reflected the following
NVA thinking:

(a) Annexation of Quang Tri and Thua Thien

Provinces into NVN.

(b) Streamlining command and control of military
forces.

(i) Militarily, the existence of two major head-
quarters in Quang Tri and Thua Thien was superfluous,
so B-5 Front assumed control of military units.
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Collateral reporting at the time indicated that the
Communists named this area the Binh-Tri-Thien Inter-
region in early '73. Subsequently, the B-5 Front was
redesignated MR Tri Thien.

(5) The above changes in NVN command and control
in MR-l provide these apparent advantages for the NVA:

(a) Streamlined and integrated command andFo control over NVAiVC military forces.

(b) Centralized political autnority.

(c) Centralized authority to direct the develop-
ment of the "liberated areas" of Quang Trt and Thua
Thien Provinces as parts of NVN.

(6) The current enemy threat in MR-I is as follows:

Divisions 4 (+1 AD)

Regiments 30 (+21 AD)
I Brigades 1

Battalions 194 (+ 79AD)
Combat 95-105,000
Admin Services 30-35,000
Guerrillas 5-10,000

Total 130-150,000IArmor 355-385
Artillery 288-324
(122/130MM)

(7) Enemy short-term intentions in MR-I are

summarized as follows:

(a) Counter ARVN pacification and resettlement
programs.

(b) Continue developing logistics base.

(c) Hara:s and pin down ARVN in defensive positions.

(d) Eliminate exposed ARVN outiosts.

(e) Take back areas lost to GVN.

(f) Attempt to expand and develop "liberated
areas"
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= 'c. MR-2:

(1) Enemy activity in MT "'ring the past quarter
has been characterized by eff .n to protect and develop
LOC's and base areas in the ands and renewed
limited attacks in the coast.7 area. In the highlands,
attacks since mid-May againsc isolated GVN outposts at

Dak Pek in Kontum Province ,nd Tieu Atar in Darlac
Province have removed GVN :,cesence in enemy rear areas
near vital LOC's. The enemy in Kontum Province has
also reacted UIgorously to RVNAF threats to logistics
centers and LOC's north and northeast of Kontum City.
The 10th NVA Division and associated B-3 Front elements
are currently massed north of the city. Since 24 May,
these forces have blunted an RVNAF push toward their
forward supply center at Vo Dinh. In the coastal low-
lands, following six months of relative inactivity,
the enemy in Binh Dinh Province initiated limited
attacks during May designed to challenge GVN territorial
and population control. Such efforts thus far have not
met with notable success.

1 (2) During June, enemy activity decreased somewhat
in the three principal threat areas. In the highlands,
anticipated attacks against GVN outposts in Kontum and
Pleiku provinces have not materialized. In Kontum Pro-
vince,the threat to the isolated outposts at Mang Buk
and Chuong Nghia seems to have receded for the present.
NVA 10th Division and associated B-3 Front elements
continue to oppose RVNAF south of Vo Dinh. Proposed
shifts in RVNAF forces and tactics may presage a near-
term increase in enemy activity in the area. In Pleiku
Province, attacks by the 320th NVA Division elements
against GVN outposts SW of Pleiku City have been expected
since mid-May. Although low-level reporting continues
to indicate attacks in tie near future, indicators such
as forward deployment of major headquarters have not ibeen noted.

(3) In the coastal lowlands, the enemy highpoint
evident during May has subsided. Binh Dinh Provincial
Units continue to resist RVNAF clearing operations in
Phu My and Phu Cat Districts, but have relinquished
control of most of the populated areas seized during
May. Most NVA 3rd Division elements have pulled backfrom Tam Quan and Binh Khe Districts; however, the
141st Regiment has been confirmed in contact recently
in Hoai Nhon District for the first time since its.4 return to Binh Dinh.
II
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(4) OB developments during April included the
probable resubordination of the 9th Regiment, 968th
Division to the 320th Division in Pleiku and the
probable deployment of the T-29th Sapper Regiment
back to GVN MR-3 from Quang Duc (P). In June, an
element operating in support of the 320th NVA Division
in Pleiku Province was identified as the suspected
54th Artillery Regiment. The regimental headquarters,
located SW of Pieiku City, is subordinate to the B-3
Front. A possible 54th Artillery Regiment was initially
identified in March 1972 in Kontum Province, but was
only recently confirmed. Recent sources have referenced
a "Lam Dong" Artillery Regiment supporting the 320th
Division. DAO Saigon accepts the 54th Artillery Regi-
ment, with a possible cover designator of "Lam Dong".
Further South, reporting in early June indicated the
205th Regiment had redeployed to GVN MR-3 from Quang
Duc Province. Ralliers and PW's reported the movement
of the 205th to Tay Ninh, confirming earlier reports
that elements of the regiment have moved back to
northern MR-3, after more than six months duty in Quang
Duc.

*1 (5) For the near-term, enemy activity in the
region will probably continue at current levels.
Major attacks against Kontum and Pleiku City are not
expected. The patzern of contacts and ABF's evident
north of Kontum City and west and SW of Pleiku City is
likely to continue. In Binh Dinh Province, the enemy
is expected to continue to resist RVNAF clearing opera-
tions and to harass LOC's and populated areas in an
effort to challenge GVN territorial and population
control.

1 (6) Current enemy strength in the region is as
follows:

Divisions 3
Regiments 16 (+ 4 AD)
Battalions 128 (+ 12 AD)
Combat Pers 4o-45,000
Admin Services 15-20,000
Guerrillas 5-10,000

Total 60-75,000

Armor 115-135

Artillery 60- 75
(122/130MM)
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d. MR-3:

(1) In MR-3, Communist forces are trying to
implement recent COSVN guidance. Following the 5th
NVA Division's unsuccessful and costly attacks in
April and May to free enemy logistics corridors into
Dinh Tuong, 7th and 9th NVA Division forces initiated

a series of attacks in Binh Duong Province in mid-May.
Available intelligence indicates these enemy objectives:

(a) Inflict heavy casualties on RVNAF.

(b) Arrest GVN progress in consolidating its
political and military strength in contested areas.

(c) Halt ARVN momentum achieved by a series of
recent operations in MR-3.

(d) Consolidate military and political strength
in contested areas of MR-3.

'I (e) Test combined arms training.

i' (2) In April, enemy forces forced RVNAF to abandon
Tonle Cham and Chi Linh outposts. Such operations
are in accordance with COSVN instructions to eliminate

all isolated GVN positions. Additionally, both outposts
were situated along important Communist supply corridors.

(3) In the SW part of the region, military activity
in April remained centered around Duc Hue Ranger Outpost
and in northern Hau Nghia (P). Following the initial
ground assault against Duc Hue, the enemy conducted
frequent bombardments with mortars, rockets, and artillery
against this outpost and other GVN outposts in the area.
Ralliers indicated that elements of the 5th Division were
planning to renew the attacks in western Hau Nghia. At
the time it appeared that the 174th and 275th Regiments
may have been preparing to attack; however, they probably
were pulling out to avoid the planned GVN pre-emptive
operation west of Duc Hue. The 275th Regiment evidently
pulled out to initiate attacks on the GVN outpost of
Long Khot. This leaves elements of the 6th Regiment,
probably supported by elements of the 75th Artillery Group,
in the Parrot's Beak west of Duo Hue defending against
the RVNAF penetration. For the present time, the RVNAF
pre-emptive operation into Cambodia has spoiled the 5th
Division's plans for Hau Nghia; however, it appears they
will continue their effort to secure supply corridors
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into MR-4 through Kien Tuong.

(4) In the southeast part of the region, activity
has been concentrated along Route 2 on the Long Khanh/
Phuoc Tuy Province border. The 274th and 33rd NVA
Regiments are conducting attacks to gain control of
contested areas, secure supply and commo-liaison routes
running between Hat Dich and May Tao Secret Zone and
to tie down ARVN forces.

(5) During May, two regiments from the 9th Divi-
sion (95C and 272D) conducted combined arms attacks
against three company-sized outposts along TL-7 west
of Ben Cat and forced the subsequent abandonment of all
three camps. A destroyed T-54 tank was the first con-
firmed use of armor in MR-3 since the Ceasefire; how-
ever, the enemy reportedly sustained three additional
tanks destroyed and one captured in the ARVN counter-
attack. Enemy forces relied heavily on accurate artil-lery/mortar fire and mines to stall RVNAF attempts to

regain control west of Ben Cat and to inflict casualties.

(6) In the Phu Giao area, the 209th and 165th Regi-
ments, 7th NVA Division, attacked south of Phu Giao
District Town, especially near the Song Be Bridge.
Captured documents indicated that enemy plans called
for the severing of all land LOC's into Phu Giao fol-
lowed by an attack by another regiment, probably the
141st, against the district seat. Enemy attempts to
isolate Phu Giao were unsuccessful and in these and
subsequent attacks, the 209th and 165th Regiments
suffered heavy casualties. Artillery elements continue
to conduct attacks against GVN positions along 1-A.
On 5 June elements of 165th Regiment were reported moving i
north towards Song Be Bridge. The 209th Regiment is
reported moving into positions east of Ben Cat, and the
141st Regiment is reported moving west towards Route 13
north of Lai Khe.

(7) Enemy planning apparently calls for attacking
RVNAF wherever they are vulnerable and it is possible
that the Communists, who now have caused the commitment
of most of ARVN, might use these units to strike other |
vulnerable targets. in addition, elements of the 271st

Regiment, 9th NVA Division have now been moved into the
iron Triangle.
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(8) During June, the focus of attention remained

west of Ben Cat where elements of the 9th NVA Division,
supported by the 141st Regiment/7th NVA Division, con-
tinued to defend successfully against ARVN attempts to'I move back to Base 82 and Rach Bap. Enemy forces at
Base 82 have been able to conduct a successful defense

for these reasons:

(a) Strong, well-prepared enemy defensive positions.

(b) Accurate, heavy indirect fire against ARVN

(c) Enemy minefields.

(d) Unfavorable terrain has limited ARVN's use

of armor.

(e) Weather and heavy AA fire have limited VNAF
operations.

(9) ARVN was forced to halt the operation tempor-
arily on 20 June in order to regroup, refit and rede-. ploy forces. This enabled the enemy to improve defen-
sive positions, while also striking ARVN troop formations
with accurate indirect fire. With this fire support,
we estimate that a relatively small enemy force, perhaps
three or four battalions, could put up a very strong
defense. Indicators suggest that the 9th NV/A Division
will continue to defend Route 7, as long as the enemy
believes that he is having a favorable psychological
impact on RVNAF by inflicting high personnel and materiel
losses.

(10) Elsewhere, enemy forces in southeast MR-3,

taking advantage of a shift in the balance of power
caused by the continued deployment of the 18th ARVN
Division to Binh Duong Province, were fairly successful
in implementing COSVN guidance to harass key LOC's and
resettlement sites and to strike important GVN installa-
tions. The enemy successfully interdicted QL-1 near
the Rung La Resettlement area for six days and established
temporary road blocks along other portions of QL-l and
QL-20. Route 2 south of the Phuoc Tuy/Long Khanh border
remains closed. Elements of the 274th NVA Regiment have
occupied two hamlets southeast of Xuan Loc for the past
three weeks and elements of the 445th LF Battalion were
successful in occupying the Tam Phuoc Resettlement site

in southern Phuoc Tuy for two days. The early June
rocket attack against Bien Hoa Air Base highlighted
attacks against GVN installations. Additionally, however,
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sappers attempted to enter both Long Binh and the
Thanh Thuy Ha ammo depots and successfully attacked
a training center near Bear Cat. A specialized urban
area sapper command has reportedly been organized to
strike the cities and major installations. By striking
these types of targets, the Communists touch very sensi-
tive political nerves of the GVN. Attacks on GVN in-
stallations, especially ammo and storage areas, can be
expected to continue as the Communists try to exacerbate
GVN problems.

(11) The Communists may feel that losses suffered
in recent fighting were warranted. The increasing
ARVN momentum of May has dissipated and the wear on
ARVN is becoming evident. For example, in early April,
infantry battalions in the 18th ARVIN Division had nearly600 men, whereas now these battalions have approximatel ,400 men. We estimate that enemy forces in MR-3 can

continue the present level of action for two or three
months without additional replacements from i'riU.

(12) In April,the most significant OB change was
the confirmation of the 27th Sapper Division with six
regimental subordinates. This division probably con-
sists of seven sapper regiments (113th, 115th, 117th,
119th 367A, 367B and the 429th). Previously the 429th
Regiment was believed to have been involved in the Quang
Duc operation prior to the deployment to the Ninh Thanh
area. The existence of a division headquarters does not
significantly increase the total sapper strength in the
region. It does, however, allow the enemy to enhance
his combat capability through better consolidation and
control of existing sapper assets.

(13) Another significant change in the MR-3 OB wasthe June arrival of the 262nd Air Defense Regiment inthe Bu Dop area. This regiment operated in the Hanoi/

Haiphong area prior to its deployment to MR-3 and is
equipped with radar-controlled 57itsI weapons. Recent
photography confirms a new AA site in the Bu Dop area,
probably belonging to the 262nd AA Regiment. The
deployment of the 262nd Anti-aircraft Regiment to MR-3
now provides the enemy with three air defense regiments
(71st, 210th and 262nd) plus four or five independent
air defense battalions in MR-3.
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2 (14) The final OB change was confirmation of the
24th Artillery Regiment/75th Artillery Group. The unit,
which reportedly infiltrated SVN in March of 1973, is
located in northern Tay Ninh Province. It is equipped
with 85MM, 122MM and 130MM field guns.

(15) Near term enemy intentions for the region
appear to be as follows:

(a) Recover land lost since the Ceasefire.

(b) Continue pressure against isolated GVN f
positions.

(c) Secure supply corridor to MR-4.

(d) Continue attempts to expand control in con-
tested areas.

(e) Increase harassment of resettlement areas.

(16) The enemy force structure in MR-3 is as
follows:

Divisions 5 (+ 1 AD)
Regiments 27 (+ 3 AD)
Battalions 147 (+ 11 AD)
Combat 40-45,000
Admin Services 30-35,000
Guerrillas 5,000

Total 75-85,000

Armor 190-200
Artillery 80- 90
(122/130rM4)

e. MR-4:

(1) During April, there was no significant change
in Communist military aitivity in MR-4. It was high-
lighted by the usual monthly highpoint, primarily in
the southern portion of the Delta. Enemy near-term
objectives and tactical doctrine remain the same:

(a) Defense of Base areas and LOC's.

(b) Harassment and diversion of RVNAF.I
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(c) Utilizat!).- of econom.-,' or forc,.o: .:,

which produco paythol ,,cal impact and/or "
operational ditfficulties for OPV:AF and the G'71:.

(d) Improvement and expanaion of logistlcal
and procurement systems.

(e) Improvement and expansion of combat capa-
bilities and troop strength.

Cr) Assuring capability to tie down RVNAF in
the event of a major offensive.

(g) Establishment of secure zone3 along -he border
to facilitate *::filtration and &upply movemn-..

(h) Targeting oUtpost3 for A.'P's, ha.-A.%t,
proselyting or elimination.

Wi Avoidi::,r ._-.,~ cm~

(j) Shelling of distric tQ.:ns and ionte..,cn
of LOC's to force ARV'I into static poz',re and --iction-
ary defensive operations.

(k) Reliance upon ambushes i ! ot:.- . :-tralze
river,.ne Navy.

(1) Avoidins presenting Iucr.-.Ive ta-'. . t.
RVNAF by not occupying overrun .

(2) The most significant activity during April was
the Communist comeback effort in Dinh Tu.ng/'rl.. :Fmia.
The VC/NVA conducted mobile defensive operat .ec, ctrn-
served ordnance, and used guerrilla tactics. They -.eere
able to reestablish some commo-liaison routes v.ithir. and
leading into the province. For the near term, the
Communists probably will continue to rebuild T' fo.rces
while conducting diversionary attacks to keo: V::AF of
balance.

(3) During May, VC/NVA forcet, in th? n r.ern
Delta were primarily concerned w.ith forging an .raneod
logistical corridor through thr: 7-"lephan' ":j,:i:, a:'d
restoring combat capabilities in Tri Phap and iDinh 1-.ng
Province. Aggressive RVNAF op---i41f.ns c:: x -
these objectives, especially ifn ncrthrn Kit ....
Tri Phap, where Communist forcer sustained az~r~ x'-c*eiy
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1200 and 300 KIA respectively. Despite these losses,
VCiNVA units will continue to receive replacements and
enemy strength will fluctuate around these levels:

Divisions 0
Regiments 14
Battalions 90
Combat 20-25,000
Admin Services 12-15,000
Guerrillas 13-15,000

Total 45-55,000

Armor 0
Artillery 0
(122/130MM)

(h) The qualitative increase will not be proportion-
a!" how..ever, as inexperienced replacemen'ts fail to dem-.r _eeo their predecessors.onstrate the exoertise and competence of ti rs.

Other serious enemy problems are the inabilities to re-
establish a logistical base area to replace Tri Phap and
buildup supply stocks to support a higher level combat.These developments notwithstanding, VC/NVA elements have

reacted with flexibility and arrested their backslide by
aopting a mobile defensive posture and resorting t
gerrilla tactics. The sitaation rermains fluid and will
probably produce moderate to heavy activity-, in these
areas.

(5) In June, Communist units in the northern Delta
were primarily concerned with blocking RVUAF probes near

the Elephant's Foot,while attempting to improve the 5th
NVA Division's combat capabilities. Visible results were
not overly favorable for the enemy, with VC/NVA takingF moderate casualties and realizing no corresponding gains. I
The Communists have not yet been able to deal with main
force RVNAF units and have limited their initiatives to
probes and shellings in the Elephant's Foot region and
scattered activity in Dinh Tuong/Kien Phong Provinces.
Despite the relative lull, the enemy may be preparing to
step-up operations, once improvements have been made an-
rising water levels detract from RIFNAF's mobility advant-

ages.
(6) The lower Delta presents a much less optimistic

picture as VC/NA units press on with their campaign to
expand domination of contested areas. in contrast to
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their le.s successful counterparts in other areau of
MR-4, Communist elements in the southern Delta tnitiate
the majority of combat incidents, a trend that has be-
come increasingly evident in the past six months. The
Communi.jts are not believed to be planning to depart
from their strategy to concentrate on dominating rural
areas; however, isolated district towns in An Xuyen,
Kien Giang and Chuong Thien are highly vulnerable.
The enemy has succeeded in beginning to erode OVN control
without offering lucrative and fixable targets. To
capitalize on the current situation, VC/NVA units have
the options of increasing shellings of district towns
and initiating sapper attacks against key installations
and LOC's thus forcing RVNAP into a more defensive role
than before. Although a critical threshold has yet tz
be reached, the established trend is a definite plus
for the Communists.

(7) At this Juncture, deScite undesirable trends,
a crisis point is stil2 off in the di';tant future. VC.'

NVA success is due --o tneir ,ucrior e-
mobility and tactical ,Uiscipline, compi. ment d '
and RVNAF shortcomings and an immense resource sappin;
defense burden. The extent to which Communist fce's
can capitalize on these factors is limited by R!M.U.-
numerical and firepoower superiority and, mnor"e s _iV-
cantly, VC/NVA ihabillty to increase '.,.6lir .......
strength rapidly or permanently, not to men tnu-p-'
stocks. Despite movement of a 7_0o0r0. 000 inr ..rat: :, ':
to the lower Delta and local recruitment, wh.c,.h may :'-
duce several thousand trcops a year, constant enemy Ia.tl-
field commitment exacts an equally constant toll of Coi,'-.
munist casualties. Furthermore, enemy supply lines
are lengthy and unmechanized and, barring voluminou5
seaborne shipments, can not bring in sufficient cargo
to radically upgrado firepower capabilities.

(8) Almost no district towns and key LOC's car be
seized or held by the eneiny for any length of time.
VC/NVA progress will be measured in treelines, hectare:_,
and hamlets.

(9) Developments are progressing to the point,
where enemy systematic coordinated harassment '..
against vital LOC's become feasible, albeit at the
cost of an upswing in enemy cas!alties. Th!z ",:,ud
probably push RVNAF into a still greater reai"zaar
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d'v. 13ivc 1% iu ind create convenient military/
poiltical v',cudtiz . vrural areas. Thiz haz not
b,+c':, reflectoed in known plans; however, it has be-
cm, an available option. Through his actions, the
enemy has been able to expand and improve efficiency
across the entLre range of covert organizational
operations: taxation, recruitment, unit formation,
civil develorent, etc. More significantly, be has
prevented RVNAF from duplicating their successes in
the upper Delta and disrupted OVN consolidation efforts.
Moreover, by keepine RVNAF committed throughbut the area,
the Communists assure themselves relatively secure
supply lines, an advantage which is not 'equally enjoyed
by their counterparts in VC MR-2, where ARVN is more frep
to patrol ai., strike logistical convoys.

(10) VC/:IVA progress, however, has not produced
irreversible enemy gains, and, what is perhaps the
most critical factor, RVNAF combat capability affords
the GVN a co:,'rol lable variable with which it can
dircetly influence future deve2opments. Having been
forced to recognize their own 3hortcomings,.RVNAF
could combine qualitative improvements with their numer-
ical superiority and bring a halt to further deterior-
a '2icn and eventually zero in on main force enemy units.
i. doing this, deeply rooted malpractices and inadequa-
cies will have to be reduced in scope and dealt with
determinedly. Should RV1AF and the GVN seriously imple-
ment and follow-up with their battery of corrective
programs, they should succeed in eliminating some
degree of historical counter-produCtive deficiencies and
provide the Communists with a much more formidable
opponent. Until such time, the VC/NVA will be more than
able to hold their own while the GVN expends its re-
sources and suffers from economic stagnation' and foreign
aid uncertainties. The problem should be viewed In
terms of its potential impact, as measured by Communist
progress and, perhaps more importantly, by opportunities
lost by RVNAF to improve pacification in the lower Delta.
Neither aspect rates a plus at this time.

(11) Taken from a country-wide perspective, even
a total GVN victory in the lower Delta would not be
decisive in "winning" the battle with the Communists;
however, GVN failure to secure and control this rich
and fertile area would have an extremely serious nega-
tive impact on the CVN's ability to survive.
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7. (S) ENEMY STRENGTH:

a. The current estimate of the enemy OB within
SVN is as shown:

MR-I MR-2 MR-3

Divisions 4 (+1 AD) 3 5 (+1 AD)
Regiments 30 (+21 AD) 16 (+4 AD) 27 (+3 AD)
Brigades 1 0 0
Combat Pers 95-105,000 40-45,000 40-45,000
Guerrilla 5- 10,000 5-10,000 5- 5,000
Admin Services 30-35,000 15-20,000 30-35,000

Total 130-150,000 60-75,000 75-85,000

MR-4 COUNTRY-WIDE

Divisions 0 1,
Regiments 14 88I Brigades 0 1
Combat Pers 20-25,000 195-220,000
Guerrilla 13-15,000 38- 40,000
Admin Services 12-15,000 87-105,000

Total 45-55,000 310-365,000

The above totals represent an increase of almost
100,000 in enemy strength since March 1972.

b. Additionally, North Vietnam has seven reserve
f divisions with an estimated deployment strength of

56,000 personnel, which could be committed to the con-

Division Deployment Strength Location

308 8,500 Hanoi area

308B 8,500 NW of Hanoi

312 8,500 Thanh Hoa (P)

316 8,500 Upper Panhandle
(1 Regt renains
in N. Laos'/
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Division Deployment Strength Location

320B 8,500 MR-3 Right Bank

341 8,500 Lower Panhandle

9b8 (2 Regts) 5,000 S. Laos (1 Regt
deployed B-3
Front)

Total 56,000

8. (S) CONCLUSION:

a. In conclusion, North Vietnam continues, unabated,
to build and z'upport the largest military threat to the
Republic of Vietnam in the history of the war. Current
intelligence, however, does not indicate that the DRV
will use this force for a general offensive in the next
two to three months.

b. All indications point to a continuation of
phased attacks in all military regions, similar to those
initiated during the past two months. We expect actions
in MR-1 and MR-4 to increase in the coining month. Enemy
initiatives in MR-2 will reflect changes in friendly dis-
positions. The shift of the 22nd Division to Binh Dinh
could open up the highlands for new enemy attacks.
Additionally, an increase in activiy in Binh Dinh is
expected when the ARVN 22nd initiates operations. Enemy
attacks in MR-3 will probably continue at a high level,
with increased sapper attacks against urban areas, LOC's
and logistical installations. Regardless of the outcome
of the Iron Triangle battle, the 9th NVA Division will
need some time to refit. NVN is undoubtedly evaluating
the outcome of current operations, the GVN economic situa-
tion, as well as international developments during this
critical period.

c. Should the enemy decide to increase the level of
his activities radically, DAO Saigon estimates that he
would have to reinforce his southern forces with one or
more divisions from NVN. We would expect to receive
advance warning of the southward move of major units.
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S!. (C) O1RVIEW. Co-,munist cffensive activity soared
in all four military regions setting a record high since
Ceasefire iI. The heaviest fighting, in MR 1, took
place in Quang Tin as NVA units overran Ky Tran Village
and atte.,ted to isolate Tien Pucc District t...n. F iht -
ing broke out south of Hue when -VA forces seized a
series of hills adjacent to 1 1. They were subsequently
retaken by ARVN. Quang Hgai continues to experience
a moderate level of activity as Communist units attempt
to interrupt the pacification program and collect rice
in the lowlands. In MR 2, the Central Highlands was
the scene of heavy fighting as Dak Pek Ranger Camp and
An Tan border post fell into enemy hands. OP 5, north
of Kontum, changed hands several times. Heavy clashes
erupted south of Pleiku when division-sized forces
fought over Base 711. In the coastal lowlands, Binh
Dinh continues active as the Comunists targeted Phu Cat
District, where the air base was shelled several times
and four nearby outposts overrun. The Parrot's Beak,
along the Cambodian Border in MR 3, was the center of
large-scale military activity, as ARVN task forces
reacted to the threatened Duc Hue outpost. After being
under siege for more than a year, Tonle Cham fell to
Communist control. Large-scale fighting broke out in
Ben Cat District, Binh Duong Province, as regimental-

sized ARVN units attempted to retake three RF outposts
which had previously fallen to XVA attacks. VNA units
suffered a defeat in the Elephant's Foot in the northern
Delta. However, in the southern Delta, MR 4 territorial
forces time and again lost outposts. LOC's through the
country were interdicted as key bridges were frequently

damaged or destroyed and sniperfire temporarily halted
traffic. VNAF continued to increase TACAIR support and
preemptive strikes. Civilian casualties increased as
communists attempted to disrupt the resettlement program
in all four regions. Again public meeting places, shools
and village officials were high priority targets for

terrorists.

2. (C) MILITARY REGION 1.

a. Activity North of the Hai Van Pass increased to
a moderate level with the majority of reported incidents
occurring in Thua Thien Province. The northern province
of Quang Tri remained relatively quiet with only occa-

sional minor incidents reported. In mid-May the VN
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TI Joint Gener... .1 .. -" orered the rotation of c_, .
borne 'Brigade to .: ;on as JGS reserve. Plan. :ai:
for rotation, at 60-90 day intervals, of all tnree
brigades. The t.ransfer of the 1st Airborne Brigade,
with its three Battalions, required a realignment of
regular unit.-s in Quang Tri and Thua Thien Provinces.
The Marine D,. _.,.AO was ext n, -d southward to
include about ten kiometers in Thua Thien previously
occupied by an Airborne Brigade. The Airborne AO was
adjusted to the south and now covers the Bo River
Valley. The transfer of an Airborne Brigade and the
realignment of units was acconplished on 3 June 74.
The 1st ARVN Division reported heavy fighting in and
around hill 144 (YD8701) and hill 273 (YC9299). The
area was reinforced by elements of the 3d Infantry
and hill 144 was retaken on 7 May 74. ARVN units,
using small unit tactics, interdicted lines of communi-
cations into the hill 300 area and successfully sealed
it off. Hill 300 was retaken on L June 74. Hill 273
continues to be occupied by the Communists and heavy
shellings are reported daily. There has been no GVN
attempt to retake Bach Mia Mountain; however, ground
action is periodically reported north of the mountain.

b. Activity south of the Hal Van Pass increased
markedly during the quarter. Heavy enemy resistance
to the GVN pacification program occurred in Quang
Nam Province. The majority of enemy actions were
targeted against subse:tors and ponulated areas to
disrupt program adminit ration and to reduce the
people's confidence in the ability of the GVN to pro-
vide adequate security. On I May 74, ARBV attempted
to clear the Communists from Go Noi Island south-
west of Hoi An City. This operation failed with heavy
ARVN casualties. A more elaborate operation began on
31 May, with infantry and armor and succeeded in clear-
ing the Island, long a VC stronghold. NVA/VC forces

began attacks by fire on the Ky Tra Village complex
in southern Tam Ky District of Quang Tin Province on
4 May 74. The communist overran Regional and Popular
fordes defending the area and continued to shell GVN
forces to the North. Additional ARVU units were
deployed into the area and a counter-attack was initiated
which proved unsuccessful, with heavy ARVN losses.
The 2d ARVN Division abandoned plans to recapture Ky
Tra Village on 20 May and redeployed units to counter
the increased communist threat to Tien Phuoc District
town and the road connecting Tien Phuoc and Tan Ky.
Heavy action was reported in this area until the end
of June. GVN forces were successful in foiling com-
munist attempts to capture Tien Phuoc and interdict
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... ' ,, t ,-. C:;n u is! t. : nutting mpha i:.is 7-... " .. . : F ' n

,s pacetficatlon and re3ettlemernt ....... ,he
northerii districts, Binh Son and , Tnh, .ere the

!ia.rdest hit. The majority of ihocidents consisted of
3hellings; however, there were incidents of the enemy
?ntorn; resettlement sites, killing o..iciaiz and rezi-

. and destroy ing houses. The airflold at Quang
I.Sal City was subjected to sporadic 122mm rocket fire,
,-:hich caused little damage.

c. During the quarter, the Commun.sts increased
their eforts to disrupt rail service between Da Nang
and Hue. and to halt traffic on the important LOC, QL-l.
There were 18 reported interdictions of the National
Railroad, primarily between Lang Co and Phu Bai. Rail
service has been temporarily suspended between Lang
C3 and Hue because of the 'Large unrepaired sections.

_ai! rerair clews refuse to enter this area until
e i improved. QL-i, the main LOC in R ,as

interdicted six times; however, traffic ,,as halted only
"o:' brief periods. There were two unuccesssfu attempts

Ir, tel',iict QL-l wrth explosives 0. rnf-:;. Secrity
''t4s detonated them without irciadnt Tb.r(- wre.. eprovince r,-acds in Quanv- Nam Pro,.vl.nce Interdicted

" a : 'n a s ta" ... gun-
.A.F.un.. and elementiz of .. t, Arimored

... ::3- ':2",-, ," ' ' . , LV ship"" ' " ' " ,; C- -a " - " ' ',iT I..;,'; :&/" ti"a,' ": ouz, uf ;L' *2u7: : L : ' . T [he

s,:ip, equivalerit to an LCM-6, was apparently carrying
:.-unItons, as it exploded before sinking.

e. Activity trends over the period are shown in
figure 2-1.

3. (C) MILITARY REGION 2.

a. In the Central Highlands military activity
-,ontinued at a relatively low level with isolated
highpoints occurring throughout the quarter. Other
than these highpoints, activity was confined to minor
incidents with the majority resulting from aggressive
;W,.x security operations and patrols. In mid-April, the
711 base area northeast of Plei Me, Pleiku Province,
receivedA heavy eniomy attacks, which were repulsed. In
m~c-r,[ay, the Communists attacked and overran the

2Best Available Copy
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Ranger Camp and subse9tor headquarters at Dak Fe;: in
northern Kontum Province. On 30 May, Communists at-
tacked and overran the An Tan border camp in Tieu
Atar, northern Darlac Province. On 8 May, the 22d
Ranger Battalion reoccupied outpost 5, located 13 km
northeast of Kontum City. The outpost dominates an
area near the Vo Dinh/Kon Braih road and was used by
the GVN for observation and harassment of Communist
traffic on the road until it fell to the Communists
during the first week of April. On 10 June, Communists
shelled and attacked FSB 261, 15 km west of Pleiku City,
and forced the Ranger unit occupying the FSB to with-
draw. The 90th Ranger Battalion counterattacked later
in the day and retook the FSB. With the fall of Dak
Pek, there was great concern over the isolated outposts
at Mang Buk and Chuong Nghia. in an effort to draw
communist attention away from these outposts, the ARVN
41st and 44th Infantry initiated an operation north-
west of Kontum City, along the axis of QL-i4, toward

Dinh. Commun st forces immediately retaliated with
heavy shelling and ground attacks. Even though the
continuous resistance caused the ARVN operation toIS be blunted, it evidently achieved its main objective
of taking pressure off the two isolated outposts.

b. In the Coastal Provinces, almost all signifi-
cant --ivit y occurred in Btnh Dinh Province. In northern
Binh Dinh, in the v'icnity of Tam Quan Di" trict town, Ranger

i units met stiff resistance to their area-denial opera-
tions and remained active throughout the quarter.
Highway QL-l was interdicted at two locations in Tam

j Quan District, northern Binh Dinh. Communist sapers
successfully destroyed the Gia Huu and and Cong Thanh
highway bridges. Traffic was temporazily halted. In

fi the southeast of Phu My, the Communists conducted shell-
ings and ground attacks against territorial forces
and occupied five villages. The 47th Infantry was
moved from Pleiku into the area and, with territorial
forces_ began making a strong effort to reoccupy these
villages. GVN forces have managed to reclaim some of
the'lost territory and hurt the Communists in doing so.
Extensive TACAIR support was employed in support of
these ground operations. In mid-May, territorial forces
occupying outposts west and northwest of Phu Cat Air
Base were attacked by Communist forces and four out-
posts were overrun. Phu Cat Air Base came under heavy
rocket attack causing only minor damage and casualties.
The quick reaction of GVN forces Dermitted the reoccupation of
two of these outoosts within !18 hours. The 43d Ranger Bat-
talion was deployed ti the area and successfully diverted
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the Communiiti i'ro:m Vurthcr ,,dvaniement to,,:ari the
irbase. The .. v. ua. of milItary aircr- - 'r' both

day and night , ,Iv the enmy eriou. b'.w and
foiled any attcmpt to overrun the Phu Cat Air Base.

c. On 15 April, , lementz of the 82nd Ranger Bat-
talion and !;h ACS came under a heavy Communist at-
tack north of Plei Me in southern Pleiku Province.
GVN forces moved into the 711 Base Camp area,north of' route TL-6C; however, the Communists continued

the attack and the Rangers were forced to withdraw
with heavy casualties and materiel loss. The ARVN
42nd and 47th Infantry were deployed into the area and
counterattacked from the north. Heavy fighting was
reported and Communist forces were forced to withdraw
to the west suffering heavy casualties. The Communist
attempt to J.nterdict QL-1 south of Pleiku was averted.
Continued aggressive patrolir4 by Ranger ard ARVAN.
units has prevented tne Cor, ni sts from massing forces
in that area.

. ,\t 2 40 .:a'zy, . y the Communists began
a coordinated attack Dai:i:x Dak Pek Ranger Camp and
district headquarters in nort',ern Kcntum Province.
The attack consisted of heavy shelling combined with
ground attacks from the north and east. The 88th
Ranger Battalion was *-upp.rt-:< by flar-hizps, but
the camp was overrun. Three 'anks .,., observed moving
toward the camp fron t-ie no... .. were later report-
ed t-o have crcss,2d z:c .... J c z'). .i.. the camro. The
Rangers were or'dT.ed t :it,,.aw, and radio contact was
lost, with the exception of contact maintained by PRC-25
radio with L-19 aircraft. Fifty percent of the troop
strength at Dak Pek was killed or wounded and the
remaining rangers aithdrew to the west. Subsector
Headquarters and PF units also withdrew and the isolated
outpost was completely in Communist hands on 17 May.

e. At 0635 hours, 30 May, Communist forces heavily
shelled and attacked the An Tan border outpost at Tieu
Atar in northern Darlac Province. The territorial
forbes defending the camp were, unable to withstand the
attack and withdrew. Previously, the Communists had
forced the majority of the civilian populaticn to more
south into VC controlled territory. Village officials,
with their families, fled t.c 7an Don. This 2ast border
outpost to fall has given the Communists unc., ,nested
access to the border area In 11R 2.
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f. Activity t.rend., for the period art-r:' V

:'Igure 2-2.

44. (C) MILITA11Y REGION 3

a. Reported activity in MR 3 increased sharpl:.
The activity in Duc Hue and southern Tay Ninh during
the first few days of June gave way to a cross-border
operation by the CV:: to reduce the enemy threat
in that area. Tonle .'ham in Tay Iinh and
Chi Linh in Binh Long fell within one week in early
April. The Bien Hoa Air Base and surrounding area was
the target .of an extensive rocket attack in early June.
The enemy's capture of three outposts along rouce 7
between the Saigon anr1 Thi Tinh Rivers in Binh Duong,
and the subsequent GVN operation to retake these out-
posts developed into the most significant confrontation
of forces since Cea~efire. This development s not
yet resolved. The enemy's interdiction of QL-l and
attempts at QL-20 created concern for the economy IM
Saigon. Sapper a.tt"v. ty continues to threaten The
POL and ammunition storage areas.

b. With the Duc Hue operation ongoing as the
quarter began, and thu threat to Tay Ninh and northern.
Hau Nghia seemingly imminent, ARVN's 3rd Armored :3de
was tasked to eliminate or reduce the thr9:.A
by forming combined infantry-armor tasz or':. ,,i
strike the enemy in a cross border ope ati -In 1-o
Parrot's Beak/Ange2's Wing area. Airstrikes a artil-
lery preparation were conducted for two days a:z a T:re-
lude to two task forces penetrating into Cambodi. (.e
task force screened along the frontier and the fourth
task force was held in reserve, in the vicinity of QL-1/QL-22
intersection in Hieu Thien. This highly successfal
operation terminated on 10 May. Friendly casualties
were very light and intelligence reports indicated
the 5th NVA Division had suffered heavily. The operation
also caused a shift of forces in MR 4 to the horder
area. (See ARVN operation in the Elephant's Foot MR 4).
Fribndly losses were reported as 35 KIA, 108 WIA, one
F-5 destroyed and four armored vehicles damaged. EnemyV
losses reported were 390 KIA and 12 DTN. Additionally
28 CS, 63 SA, a substantial number of rockets, mortar
rounds, AT-3 missiles, mines and other equiTpprt were
captured.

c. Chi'Linh, formerly a Special Forces ,atocst
along LTL-13 west of Don Luan,was overrun by an enemy

2-8
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force on 5 Apr11 ' %1. ;i,, camp at 1Lim . -t ,-+;.:'+".1
by ll7 pr3onn.v :'1 :' , v.. : pI't: . . ' n.platoott. Tite gr :ot,..i at,"ack wris precea-o1+ l,y ;in t, "+,
AIBF that noet off tht. f : :, bunl'ot. '"even; rrv- +,',,

the attack, a ' of 32 perBonnel had relachd ",L.
safety of Don Luan :rin :hon Thanh. The fate of -.te re-
mainder is unknnw,.

d. The siege of Tonle Cham ended on 11 April, after
an ABF of 900 tc.-nds w.:as followed by a ground httak.
The 92nd Ranger iattali.Ln successfully withdrew to Ar
Loc. Of a total of 26 arriving in An Loc, 32 weie wounded,
five reported killed and four missing. The stege lanted
from 1 March 73 thru 11 April 74 during whioh the camp
received 20,000 ro:n~hn of Incoming artillery, 59 minor
ground attack" 1,1!1 1 attempted Infiltrations1.,he
92nd Ranger Ba:tntA.,: r,,mained in An Loc until late June,
then they were se',; tc, the Ranger Training Centvr at
Duc My, Khanh Hoa f"v intra ning and refitting.

e. Or. 3 Jtr: "n ir .. Ai' F*,: t :,, andsurrounding area ;22riu T.-t I.i: e, ' '
main launching site t ti'a. e kir, -.vrthet :t: (), 7%ri
Uyen District town. 'Thirty two of the rockets hit the..4 ' -l ' - 'i n g b o t h r ud n w a y s , , .. .. .,
Bien Hoa Air Base, ..17.. o
500 napalm bomb.- q:id )-Ai fire tru :ck, n:,:! .'o t::i 0 b: .
Nine rounds fell :+ .'.1 oNs villages .'1,thi:,ld r.n + :
air base killi . I . . 'E x" : ;; .. *

rocket hit the Th : ;'.. f l ;' .i " i: ,-.. .
30 women and child:,en. i:;id . . I.,3',.

f. The most c t'-*;:i y casuitv . :i.
ment-wise, for both GV1; an- the VC/N1/A nl.co. Cean'.fIre,
began in Binh Duong Pro Ti ce on 16 *ay 74,. A coa.-
dinated enemy attack began on the east and we ,;t .i ..s
of the province aimco.t simultaneously. The 322 RF
BN providing security for the bridge on the Be River
was attacked in an effort to interdict 1,TL-1A south of
Phu Giao. This was a diversionary attack, as the :.ain
effort was launched southwest of Ben Cat along route 7
betieen the Saigon and Thi Tinh Rivers. Raah Bz-! *IUt-
post, adjacent to the Saigon River and Base 82 midtry
between the two rivers, fell on the evening of 1,6 Nay
followed by An Dien village and an RF outpost on 1?. *ay.
The GVN immediately startnd a counter-attick !;,) t'ilhako
the lost OP's. The efforts mat very stiff ,

and the enemy usd extensive ABF a.ainst P n ,'-t. The
subsector town was subsequently tvacutatel. The. I
Division (minus one battalion), two ranger, hatt .] 3'A

two ACS and one tank battalion were cowmit2;ed tn. .;
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effort to retake the a-ea. Elements or the !Pth Diy4Sion
crossed the river south of An Dien and met stiff
resistance. Reconnaissance elements crossed the bridge
between An Dien and Ben Cat, then two additional bat- F
talions of the 18th Division crossed the river north of
An Dien. A three pronged attack then was successfl
in retaking An Dien on 4 June. Subsequent efforts to
retake Base 82 and Rach Bap fell short of Base 82 by
on e kilometer. The operation was halted on 25 June with
all except two ARVN battalions pulled back to the Ben
Cat area. An additional artillery allocation enabled
Phase II to start on 27 June; however, this effort was
stopped in the same area as Phase I by well entrenched
enemy elements. Reported losses for the operation were:
GVN-353 KIA, 2016 WIA, 180 MIA, 238 SA, nine CS weapons
lost, one F-5, two A-", one UIH-lH, one M41 tank, three

w-'48 tanks, five M113 APC's and two M125 mortar carriers
destroyed. A substantial number of armored vehicles
were damaged. Enemy losses, reported by the
GVN: 1264 KIA, 34 DTm%, 186 SA, 88 CS we!nons and one
T54 tank captured, six T54 and two PT76 tanks destroyed.
Civilian casualties were 11 killed, 102 W: ND and 30 MIA.
VNAF TACAIR in support of this operation were '61 F-5
and 724 A-1 sorties.

g. On 11 June, an enemy force entered the Rung La
resettlement village in eastern Long Khanh on QL-1.
barricades across the vital route. This was the first

time since the Ceasefire began that the enemy attempted
to hold a portion of QL-I. At the same time. minor at-
tacks and attempts to interdict QL-20 were made innortheastern Long Khanh. Enemy elements successfully
resisted territorial force attempts to clear the road.
Elements of the 8th Regiment and a ranger battalion were
reinforced with an armored cavalry unit and moved to the
area as a road clearing force. The enemy gave up their
hold on the road after seven days; however, through
the end of June they continued to threaten traffic onthe route and have caused ARVN forces to close the
route several times due to sniper fire.

h. Sapper activity continued throughout the V.R
during this period. The Caltex POL depot was attacked
by sappers in mid-May. One sapper was killed, but not
before two three-milliLon liter tanks were destroyed.
One tank was empty, the other was one third full of
MOGAS. Sappers and floating water mfnes have also sunk

2-11
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came on 30 March, three weeks after the fact. A sec-
ond school incident occurred on 4 May when eight 82mm
rounds hit the school in Song Phu, Vinh Long. This
incident resulted in six children dead and 28 injured.
Nine adults were also injured. The ICCS, at least the
INDEL representative, was on the spot for an investi-
gation the next day.

c. The operation in the Elephant's Foot was a re-
action rather than a pre-planned cross-border attack.
The activity began on the evening of 28 April 74,when
an enemy force supported by captured M113's attacked
the RF outpost at Long Khot. Several 7th Division ele-
ments and two ACS units had been shifted north of Moc
Hoa in response to the activity in che Parrot's Beak
and Angel's Wing. These elements had been formed into
two armor infantry task forces and reaction to the
enemy Pttack was instantaneous. The 15th Regt, 9th
Div, was also shifted into the area in support. This
area was intensely active 'hrough 9 May and ARVN report-
ed casualties of 39 KIA, 2'33 WIA, one MIA, 14 small
arms lost, one M113 destroyed and six damaged. Enemy
losses were reportedly much heavier: '50 KIA, 31 DTN,
110 weapons, two radios and a substantial amount of
armunition and demolition equipment captured. This area
continued to be -.poradically active for the remainder
of the quarter ,ith two reinforced regiments remaining

I there. The llth Ret, 7th Din, is in Moc Hoa area and
the 15th Regt, 9th Div, in Tuyen Binh. The coordina-
tion between MR's was the highlight of this operation)
when considered with the cross-border operation from MR
3. 414 TACAIR sorties were flown in support of the oper-
ation from MR 4 during the ten days of intense contacts.

d. Activity trends for the period are shown in
Figure 2-4.

6. (C) THE OUTPOST WAR.

a. The term outpost has many different connotations
in.Vietnam. It could be as simple as a few sandbags and
a sheet of corrugated metal, to a slightly larger posi-
tion along a road or infiltration route, using crew-
served weapons and supporting troops, to the large
outposts located along the political frontier. All
these different types are used and reflect the spectrum
of security requirements in South Vietnam. Two general
types of outposts are defined for purposes of dis-
cussion - strategic and tactical. Strategic outposts
were located along the political frontier to combat

2-14
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major infiltration fr- u . n totc. -hey were
considered strategic. ac , They were established
to protect the entire S2' f'

b. After the ceaseflre, th-eSe outoosts began to
lose their strategic significace. Operations conduct-
ed from the outposts became e:efective as enemy in-filtrationC inrasd C '-sing of small groupsfiltration increased. nc ........

and backpacking supply bearers. infiltration became more
sophisticated and consisted large troop formations
with motorized support. The outposts were no longer
able to cope with an enemy who could mass units and sup-porting artillery quickly at the time and place of his

choosing. In essence, the posts became tactical liabi-
lities rather than strategf'_ assets. Most required air
resupply and could not be reinforced except by extra-
ordinary effort.

c. There are several of tactic Utposts
located throughout the ou..r:. . .hich vary according to
size and function . , Z' ar nits establish out-
posts to provide securiS:. Thcse in a conventional de-
fensive posture might have F permanent outposts and
several temporary ones. n-1 a sre si~uated in supporting
range of artillery weapons '- -azed within the main de-j fensive positions. Some our,-szs are manned only sea-
sonally, as enemy acrivity dereases during the rainy
season. W.hile most aeesupplied by
surface, others air resupply due to
enemy a v ':' n 'n and around ham-
lets, along critical "ommunications and in prox-
imity of government and -l..y..... installations. There
were 5,522 known Ran. r cutoosts in May.
Many outposts are nor rz - as such; additionally,
the changing security sit results in establish-
ment of new posts and aa -.aent of others.

d. In MR !, there are :wo different situations.
North of the Hai Van Pass, units are oriented to a con-
ventional defense, much like iI or Korea. Subordi-
nate units of the IMarine, Airborne and 1st ARVN Division
have established numerous outpos ts to protect against
infiltration and provide early warning of enemy attack.
There have been two prime areas of activity in which
the tactical outoosts of h-ese major units have been
involved throughout the ceasefire. Northwest of Hue,the Bo River corridor has iong been the site ofoutposts, located on key terrain t eo rotect against in-

filtration along the trad....ona route to the lowlands.
In April. the enemy capotue The outposts on Hill 300
and other key terrain in hvic-nizy. Fighting con-
tinued for almost to mon before the positions were
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retaken. On the high ridge line extending west from the Hai
Van Pass, an RF outpost was located on Bach Ma Mountain.
The pQsition provided excellent observation both north
and south during the dry season. The outpost was over-
run last fall. Since there are many other available
positions, the loss was more psychological than tactical. 3

South of Hal Van Pass, outposts around villages and in
hamlets have been particularly singled out as targets,
as opposed to the six larger, long established strategic
outposts. These former SF posts located at Thuong Duc,
Tien Phuoc, Tra Bong, Da Trach, Son Ha, Minh Long and
Gia Vuc are manned by SF and Ranger units and seldom
experience contact., These latter camps are located out-
side of firm GVN control astride traditional infiltration
routes into the coastal lowlands. The camp at Gia Vuc
is particularly isolated in southwestern Quang Ngai,
near the Kontum border. This outpost and 11 others ini MR 1 routinely require air resupply. The Tien Phuoc -i

Tan Ky area recently has been the scene of heavy fight-
ing after a long period of relative calm. The action
began in late April,with successful enemy attacks against
PF outposts protecting the Ky Tra Village complex south
of Tam Ky. However, the area of activity rapidly ex- IHpanded to the entire Tien Phuoc - Tam Ky area and has
been primarily directed toward the population. To the
south, Quang Ngai Province is inhabited by a large pop-
ulazion which is not entirely under GVN control. Out-
posts are located to protect areas where control is firm.
In other areas, par"icularly to the south, Outposts are
located to establish GIV presence where GVN control is
not consolidated and positive. These outposts are sub-
4ected to frequent attacks by fire. An assessment of
outpost effectiveness is difficult in MR 1. There are
fewer posts than in other regions, partially due to the
conventional defense north of Hal Van Pass; and par-
tially to the relatively low number of LOC's which re-
quire protection. They have established an essential
presence south of Hai Van Pass and kept QL-l open most
of the time.

e. MR 2 presents a somewhat different picture.
There are several isolated outposts in the Central 4
Highlands. Many of these have been targeted by theI
enemy and six outposts which could once be described as
strategic have been captured. Isolated on the Cambodian
frontier in Pleiku, Plei D'Jereng (now known as Le Minh)
was overrun 22 September 1973. Le Minhwhile under
siege,required air resupply. A II Corps operation to
relieve Le Minh was interrupted when an unexpected enemy
attack on two outposts in Quang Duc required deployment

2-17CONFIDE iAL
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of the 23d Division south to maintain lines of com-
munication, a key mission of the Quang Duc outposts.Two more outposts protecting QL-14 in Quang Duc were
overrun and subsequently retaken. Again in Pleiku, a

major enemy attack placed the camp at Plei Me in dangerof isolation. However, nearby ground reinforcement was

available to defeat the incursion. After months of
complete isolation, the outpost at Dak Pek was overrun [
16 May. Located in northern Kontum, the outpost was an
ineffective liability. Recently, the camp at Tieu Atar,
Darlac, was overrun. Heavy fighting has occurred around
a Ranger/RF tactical outpost overlooking an enemy road
construction project northeast of Kontum. After months
of changing hands, the post is again in GVN control.

f. Northeast of Ban Me Thuot, several GVN outposts
protecting villages were overrun just after the begin-
ning of the ceasefire. Their recapture required a
major deployment of regular units. Many BF/PF outposts
located along QL-19 protect the vital overland route to
Pleiku and Kontum. These outposts play an important
role in keeping QL-19 open. Lowland outposts have been

a frequent target of enemy attacks. Northern Binh Dinh'Province is similar to Quang Ngai in that much of the
population is not under firm control and is easily in-
fluenced by the side in control. Numerous outposts are
located on either side of QL-l to maintain GVN presence
in a traditional area of enemy activity. Outposts inI ithe area east of Phu My have been under frequent pres-
sure throughout the ceasefire. Their role became more

! important when the 22d Division was deployed to the
highlands in November. Outposts around Phu 7at Air
Base were overrun 16 May and required redeployment of
several regular and territorial units to be recaptured
and reestablish stability. RF/PF outposts protecting
critical lines of communication along the coast south
of Binh Dinh have been successful in maintaining the
route. The role of outposts has been critical in
MR 2, especially in the lowlands, and has gone on un-
noticed while the more heralded conventional war raged
in the highlands. The line of outposts along QT.-19 has
maintained the overland resupply route to the highlands,
QL-I to MR 3, and QL-11 to Dalat. The fewer regular
troops in this, the largest region, attests to the ef-
fectiveness of the outposts in MR 2.

g. In MR 3, posts once considered strategic and
still outside GV1. control are located at Song Be near
the Province Headquarters, Phu Cuong and Don Luan. An
Loc and Chon Thanh, while not ever in the strategic

CONFIDENTIAL
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I - category, are outposts in the sense they are isolated
and maintain GVN presence in otherwise enemy controlled
Binh Iong Province. Nui Ban Den, a high mountain
north of Tay Ninh, protects a communication relay sta-
tion. Chi Linh, in Eastern Binh Long, fell in April.
Shortly after, the long siege of the celebrated outpost
at Tonle Cham came to an end when that post was overrun.
Throughout the first ye ar of the ceasefire, troops from
outposts along lines of communication, especially the
Bien Hoa - Xuan Loc Railroad, were heavily committed
as interdiction attempts were frequent. QL-l and QL-22
were interdicted in several locations and over 100
hamlets were occupied or infiltrated throughout the MR
soon after the ceasefire. Within ten days, these hamlets
were retaken and all outposts were re-established. The
outposts, and active patrolling by their troops, have
kept the major roads open and maintained security for
the population. With the attack on Duc Hue outpost
in early April, a new dimension came to MR 3, major
conventional warfare. RF/PF outposts in the area of
the major combat were overshadowed by the escalation to
major unit confrontation. however, those outposts in
areas away from the large engagements, became more
significant as they enemy tried to divert ARVN from the
area of major engagements. As a result, outposts, protect-
ing hamlets and resettlement areas in Long Khanh, Phuoc
Tuy and Binh Tuy came under heavy pressure during the
fierce fighting around Duc Hue and Ben Cat. Their ability
to hold has determined the requirement for deployment of
regular units to reinforce tnem. The increased popula-
tion, the presence of the caoItal city, and the many
critical LOC's, both land and water, compound the security
function of outposts in MR 3. Their effectiveness has
determined the extent to which ARVN troops are free to
operate in a mobile role.

h. MR 4 is replete with outposts. The task of
maintaining security is compounded as enemy forces have
exploited every available means to infiltrate men and
supplies, and to get their share of the rich rice crop.
Because of these problems, RF/PF outposts are locatedalong the numerous canals and natural waterways and at

their critical intersections, along the extensive road
network and near critical bridges and installations. A
few outposts, which once were considered as strategic,
lost their value when US forces departed the country.
These outposts have difficulty interdicting the large unit
moves of the NVA/VC. Because of the geography of the
Delta, these outposts were isolated camps alongthe frontier as in other military regions. None require
routine air resupply. These outposts have been

2-19
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jimportnt in detec -n! intc the northern

and western Delta. Cther outposts are located in
coastal hamlets and a- the o..ths of rivers leading to

abadonentof utpstsd.rngthe ariver~os ofain te
the interior. Outposts near hamlets and cultivated
areas have been constant targets. Enemy units in-

filtrated numerous hamlets and overran or forcediabandonment of outposts- d .ri.c the earIy .onths of the

ceasefire. During the 1 April - 60 June period, hamlets
in Chau Doc, Kien Phong, Dinh Tuong and Chuong Thien
were targeted. I-hen the hamlets were cleared they
continued to receive frequent standoff attacks by fire.

Outposts in Dinh Tuong are critical in protecting QL-4,
the vital land LOC to Saigon. Toward the end of 1973,
General Nghi, the !V Corps Commander, directed regular
unit operations be conducted to relieve the serious
interdiction threat to QL-4 and upgrade security. When
success was achieved, some outposts were abandoned de-
liberately and otehrs relocated astride enemy resupply
routes. The seccess of the QL-h operations permitted
the attack on Tri Phap, lonIg an enemy stronghold. When

Tri Phap was penetrated and held, new outposts were
established to provide securi,y within the area. Out-
posts along the Khmer frontier. especially those contig-
uous to the Parrot's Beak anf Elephant's Foot areas,
bore the initial brunt of initial attacks in May when
they enemy appeared ; be attempting to reinforce in the
northern Delta. ?F/FF -0utozs were under constant pres-
sure as enemy units h1 a reayl. The constant
....arrassment of .... oriented both to
acquisition of rie and mzvement of forces to new loca-
tions. The 21st Division is highly dependent on the out-

posts because of the size of lts AO and its importance
as the major rice prllucin area. The degree of security
and GVN troops deployed indicates the effectiveness of

the Outposts in the r, glon. The boxscore of outposts
reported to have been overrun, abandoned and retaken
since the ceasefire shows a net loss of 144 outposts.

N, The 144 reflect the six major outpost actions such as
the smaller outposts which often go unnamed. These num-
bers are only an indication of the constant activity in-
volving the over 5,500 RF/PF outposts throughout the
country; nor are the numerous outpost attacks which were

repulsed or those that were lost and retaken within hours,

always reported. As an example, in April, 188 outposts
came under attack in the Delta alone. Of these, 125
successfully defended and 62 v:ere overrun or evacuated.
Most were quickly reoc cuzed. SiXty of the attacks

2-20
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occurred in Dinh Tuong. A!though the conflict involving
major units has most often drawn attention, a continuing
conflict goes on day after day throughout the country,
not always statistically recorded, but significant by
its anonymity. The ability of the GVN to meet its goals
will depend to a large degree upon the capability ofSoutposts to protect the population and permit regular

units to confront major enemy units.j

7. (C) SUIMMARY/CONCLUSIONS.

a. Communists continued the elimination of GVN
strategic outposts as four more fell to their control
during this quarter and determined attempts were made
against several others. Psychologically, the loss of
the outposts was serious to the RVN as it represented a
breach of the Paris accords and eliminated a GVN pre-
sence over large areas. Militarily, the outposts were
costly to RVDIAF- as a! four had to be resupplied by air.
These strategic outposts outgrew their mission of
border control and interdiction of infiltration routes
because they could no longer cope with sophisticated' movement of large enemy units.

b. The Duc Hue operation into the Angel's Wing was
professionally planned and executed. It included a
cleverly designed dezeption plan with 3d Armored Brigade
withdrawing from ':au Nghia ?rovince to Lai Thieu (10 km
N of Saigon) n .. et.rn immedi'ately by night road
march to execute t night river crossing over the Vam CoV Dong River. The coeration demonstrated daring and
imagination by leaders at all echelons. Complexity of
coordinating and executing this plan, which ircluded
combined armed ground forces, supporting TACAIR, arti1,
lery and gunshiD support cannot be overemphasized. Cre-
dit must be given RVNAF for their mobility, aggressive-
ness and initiative.

c. Communist efforts to create salients into GVN
territory by overrunning three outposts southwest of
Ben. Cat has created a major battleground in MR 3. Ele-11 ments of the NVA 7th and 9th Divisions, supported by
tanks and heavy artillery, are determined to hold the
outposts. The 18th Division and 3d Armored Brigade
equally determined, with heavj TACAIR support, suc-
ceeded in retaking An Dien but were stalled short of
Base 82 by a well entrenched enemy. Both sides have
suffered heavy casualties. With the loss of momentum
it now appears that ARV. forces will revert to small

2-2:
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unit tactics to prevent further losses and concede the

two outposts to the communists for 
the time beig.

d. Figures 2-5 through 2-12 
update information

provided in past assessments.

1'
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A/C Destroyed by SA 7 from 1 April - 30 June 74

|i

A/C 'TYPE $ COS (MA) DESTROYED TOTAL

iI
CH-47 990,717 1 990,717

.I I
0-1 34,845 1 34,845I

A-I 27 ,456 2 594.,912

EC-47 95,466 1 95,466

A-37 455,000 2 910,000

2,625,9401I0 I

, Figure 2-5
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REPORTED SA-7
FIRINGS IN RVN .nm

28 JAN 73-30 JUN 7 4
0

MISSILES FIRED i

IR I MR 2 MR 3 MR 4 TOTAL r

2B8JAN 73 THRU 31 MAR 74 14 23 4I9 22 98

1 APR 74THRU3 T -3QJU74  2 1 18 13 314

TOTAL 6 214 67 35 132

I K Figure 2-6
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APRTL-JUN - 10 9

MAJOR ENGAGEMENT WON-LOST LEDGER

MR DESCRIP'E"!ON LEDGER

1 lil" 300, Thua Thien Win

On 11 April, the communists overran at1 Regional Force outpost on Hill 300 and
secured the surrounding key terrain 12 ki-
lometers south of Phu Bai. After initial
unsuccessful attempts by the 54th Infantry,
3d Infantry reinforcements retook nearby
Hill 144 on 7 May. After the Ist Divisioni Units sealed off all lines of communication

to~ Hil 30, tr'o he latter part of May,
"one3d Infantry -compaany recaptured Hill 300

fn a night assault - Ju. All key terrain
' in te ... wa re. aotured by 7 July.

2 ire Suppo3rt Base 7ili1eiku Win

On 15 April, the enemy forced the 82d
Ranger Battalion and elements of the 19th
ACS off Fire Support Base 711 north of
Plei Me. ARV su cesfuly deployed the

4 42d and 47th Reginents, 22d Division to the
enemy rear precluding their disengagement.
Heavy contacts continued through the end

, of April until the bloodied enemii withdrew
to the west. FSB 711 was reoccupied and
the threat to the isolated Ranger outpostF at Plei Me was alleviated.

-2., ..Dak.Pek Outpost,. Kontum Loss

The Dak Pek Ranger Camp and contiguous
subsector, isolated behind EVA lines in
northern Kontum, was overrun 16 May 197.
The fate of the almost one thousand de-
fenders and three thousand district popu-
lation is unknown. VNAF supported the
camp with A-37 and AC-47 aircraft during
the four days of heavy shelling preceding
the loss of the camp and bombed the camp
following abandonment by the defending

" 88th Ranger Battalion.

Figure 2-7-A
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2 Phu Cat Air Base. Binh Dinh Win

i ~ Following attacks by fire against Phu

Cat Air Base 3 May, enemy ground forces
overran four outaosts northwest of the

Aas. toiccmprovincial force reaction,
coupled with airstrikes and Corps rein-
forcements, drove the enemy west from Phu
at by 22 May with heavy losses.

2 AnTn(iuAt.... -Outpost, Darlac Loss

3.Dii eiei irto i

In mid-a , NVA forces moved over one
Ath1,ousand hiJghland residents from Tieu

t A-ar to a communist controlled area to

the sout . The isolated An Tan camp,te
manned by r wo understrengt RF companies

was overrun 30 May. To date 21 Penm,K survivors from the camp and 600 civilians

from 'he aa have returned to GN control.

v3.i Duc e ReCif OWin

In late April, ARVN launched a combined
armor-infantry attack into the Parrot's
Beak of eastern Cmbodia to relieve enemy
Pressure against the Raner outpost at
Duh Hue. U in_ C n assured coordinated
air suport from a forward CP at Cu Chi col-
located with a 3d Air Division CP (incudin

:| a DASC). The 5th NVA Division, caught by

H esurprise, was badly defeated.

3. Tonle Cham Outposc, Tay Ninh Loss.

i! T"he year long Commaunist siege of Tonle i
i Cham ended 11 April with the successful

exfiltraton of the 92d Ranger Battalion.
On 14 April, the Ranger Commander, with~his 267 men, including five KIA and 32

• WIA arrived at GV11 controlled An Loc.
%t During the latter months of the siege only

Halo (ftlivered supplies had supported the
Rangers who, prior to exfiltration, had been
targeted by over 20,000 rounds, and sub-
Jected to II infiltration attempts and 59
ground attacks.

R

Figure 2-7B
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3 Chi Linh RV Outpost, Binh Long Loss

Chi Linh RF Outpost is located on QL-I3
ii eastern Blnh Lon . The outpost,
manned by an RF Company reinforced with
aA artillery platoon ,was isolated from i
GIR- control and required air resupply.
On 5 April, following a night of heavy

shelling, the outpost was overrun. About
a third of the defenders (32 personnel)
reached GVN control at Don Luan and ChonI Thanh.

f 4 Elephants' Foot Operation Win

in late Anril, commni.st forces hit a
series of outposts along the Elephant's
Foot in northern Kien 7uang. Two ARVN
armor-infan try task forces rapidly formed,
deployed a~~engaze d :;-e enemy in numer-

"-- ous heavy contacts over a two week period.-
I With the help of TACAiR, ARIN forces mai~t-

ained a 10/1 kill ratio throughout the
operation which cost the enemy 850 KIA.
The defeat prevented movement of 5th NVA
Division eJLeMer.ts I*'nto- -;e northern Delta
to reinforce the Tri ?h a area.

!!

,I

Figure 2-7-C
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KElL RATIO 1974

FFQ) EN RATIO

JAN 821 3035 3.70

EB821 3324 4.05

MAR 976 34165 3.55

APR 1352 5461 41.o4

MAY 1281. 5625 4.39

JUN 1118 5451 4.87

Figure 2-1i
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1SECRET NOFORN DISSEM
CHAPTER 3

ASSESSMENT OF RVNAF INTELLIGENCE CAPABILITIES

l. (S/ftD) J2/JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF.

a. Organization:

(Figure 3-1)

b. Personnel: The authorized strength of J2 was
reduced from 289 to 288, .and actual strength showed a
decrease of five officers, an increase of one NCO, and
a loss of 14 EM from the last reporting period:

AUTHORIZED ACTUAL

Officers 156 116

NCOs 102 88

E~wi30 18
TOTAL 288 222

c. Operational Effectiveness: The operational
effectiveness of the Office of the j2 continues at a
high level. A contributing factor is the personal
integrity and professional competence of the J2 who has
been in office since May 1971.

2. (S/NFD) UNIT 306.

(Figure 3-2)

a. Organization: Unit 306 is the designation of
the former Military Intelligence Center and consists of
Division 1 (Intelligence); Division 2 (Document
Exploitation); Division 3 (Military Interrogation);
Division 4 (Materiel Exploitation) and Division 5
(Administration/Support).

b. Personnel: The authorized strength decreased by

43 from 457 to 414. The actual strength was reduced by
29, which included a loss of 14 officers and 40 EM and a
gain of 25 NCOs.

3-1
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AUTHiQ 17 C 'AT._

I Of f I-ers 19 19

N'COs 153 153

EM 102 86

TOTAL L11 3 58

c. Ope-rational ffectiveness:ii!(1) Division 1 (Intelligence): Division 1 is
the m,,ost effectively m.anaged and productive element of
Unit 306. The Target Branch is particularly outstanding,anditsprducs re highly professional. H-oever, the
Tntelligence Data Handling System. (IDH-S) Branch faces
certain problems. It has a new chief who has some
knowledge of data processing, but a request for qualified

andtrine Jnior officers has not received priorlty

co± -,.mand attention. T-here has been no input of intelligence
information -nto the system since December 19'? when MACV
withdrew its Computer. TLIwo DAO-1hired cozinouter specialIsts

fare tasked with re-nro-ra=muIn-x IDHS files for use in the
[ I IBM360-50 and to '-rain Dersonnel in the use of this

eoujihment. H-owevc., a -uxm ettort* -illb required
to re-prograui all data, and I s etnaed that the
project will not be finished until1 m~d-1975-. The short-
age of qualified personnel and t-he lack of aporeciat in
by users of the importance and potential of data. process-

ing constitute serious weaknesses.
f (2) Divis'on 2(Documnent Exolo.4ltation): The i

continued increase in the level of enemy contacts during the
reporting period has not generated any significant

L! increase in documents available for exzloitation. ARVN
field elemrents still do n-t a-ive Dr-orit otetml
transmittal of acculred docvi-ients to higher headquarters
for eXploitation, except, for those of high levelI
interest. The Dian for document acouisition t-.eams to
travel to field units and retrieve sIgnifi.Lcant captured
documents has not made any headway due to lack of RVNAF

transportUat ion.
(3) Division 3 a:. -ay Interrogation): Division

3continues to be le yc:,.evet experienced pronl
D ur ing this quarter, t.he DI.-tIofl interrogat-ion facility

SECRET NOFORN DISSEM P
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tirely basis and it is accepted with due credibility.

SP Fs D fF;) IARY SECURITY SERVICE (13SS).

a. Organization: The PIS is still commanded by
Brigadier General Vu Duc Nhuan. it is subordinate to
the General Political Warfare Department "GPWD) of
the Joint General Staff (JGS). Despite PISS sub-
ordination to a staff element within the Ministry of
Defense, it reports directly to, or feceives taskingK directly from, the highest levels, including the
Office of the President and the Prime Minister. TheLi headquarters element (Military Security Directorate)
is located in Saigon and is compcsed of 662 officers
and men. Tne remainder of the Dersonnel are assigned
to either military: units or to regular MSS un'its
throughout South Vietnam. There is a detachment of 50
officers and men at the headquarters of each military
region and in the Capital District. A field office of
30 personnel is maintained in each province and in the
major cities. A contingent of six personnel makes Lp.
the sub-f,ld4 offices within each district. Also,
units of 20 a nd 25 officers and men are assigned to
Corps and Divisions, respectively. MSS personnel are
attached to regiment, battalion, company and platoon

level.

b. Personnel:

n A : HO7iFED ACTUF iAL

Officers 1,087

NCOs 2, 26 2,009

= Enlisted 1,248 1,025

TOTAL 4,761 4,079

Tne authorized strength represents a loss of 64
personnel while actual strength declined by 306.

c. Operational Effectiveness: 1SS efforts have
been successful in assisting the government in
maintaining a level of Dolitical stability .

furtherance of the countersubversive mssion, S

SECRET NOFORN DISSEM
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has provided yalu:ble inform~tion concerning the VC
inr - r ... .'-- The MSS co-equa! in power and
brest!ge with the National Police and the Central
.-Inteliigence Organization. During the reporting period,
the MSS con1inued bilateral operations with US military
Intelligence elements in RIVN fo- the purpose of satisfying
mutual Order of Battle collection requirements in MR-l
and 1R-3. Additional bilateral operations are under 4
cons iderati. for implementation in the Capital Zone and

I in each military region. A new MSS policy of screening
all incoming intellige nce reports and messages at the
Directorate HQ for further dissemination has resulted in
a marked increase in the number of reports relating to
enemy Order of Battle. In addition, the Directorate
prepares two monthly reports which attest to its opera-
tional effectiveness within its area of competence. Onereport covers Comxunist military, political and economic

activities while zhe other is concerned with the
activities of oolitical opposition parties in RVN. MSS I
continues to provide special services to US military
intelligence, including the issuance of MSS passes,
performance of national level file che.cks, and coor-
dna;-n clearanues of inaigenous .ersonnel.

a . O .an2ion: Or- ;he r-=er'azi 'na control[~ cf J2, Unit , / organies, diects and i
controls in--ontr ross-order ary inteili- i

- .gence cn ;... p e rattchment is
and 26 teams operating throughout the country. Detach-

£ ment 60 is resoonsi4 1 Pr coverage of the Central
Office of South Vietnam (COSi). Detachment 67 provides

coverage for MR-3. with the exceticon of the Capital
Military District. Detachment 68 is responsible for
.4- Detachment 69, with headquarters at Thu Duc, was
re-organized and some of its operational assets re-
targeted during June. As a result, Detachment 69 will
have one additional collection tear. and one additional
resident case officer.

b. Personnel Actual strength of Unit 101 de-
creased by 17 personnel during the reporting period..!
Approximately 560 men of the total assignedare assigned to field duties. If

:1 3-9
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AUTHQRIZED ACTUAL

ff i• cicers -- 331

I IC s -- 256

EM -- 146

TOTAL 874 733

c. Equipment and Facilities: Most of the Unit's
equipment Is serviceable and replacements of spare

parts are available. The Unit has second echelon
maintenance capability for all its equipment. Mainten-
ance above that level is obtained through ARVN suport
channels. U'.t facilities throughout the country are
excellent.

d. O., erational Effectiveness: Unit 101 maintains
lA Aivties,Tliaison with US Army Special Actvites Thailand. One
project officer is assigned a the headquarters level

and provides technicq! and financial assistance. TheUnit's monthly poduction of" inteligera reports is

aporoximately 500. The Unit is res" -e to AR1?N
requirements from al consumers The- receives
financial ass'.stance through US,1 Milit, velligence
Contingency x .nd: which a.,:ount- ;: anr.- mately 86,000
monthly. Cost effecti.veness is ex .lenC; however,
IU n i101 could not cont.inUe 'function :-thout, this

US financial assistance.

6. (S/N'FD) vI:NVSF':..,Vy TI::TELL:C.ENCE 0ORGAINIZATIC.

(1) Organization: The N-2 is an operational staff
for the Chief of :Naval Operations with four main
branches: Ad-, inistrativeiPersonnel, Hydrographic Mapping,
Tntellience and Exploitation. its mission is to analyzeinformation received ..o.. the special collection
detachment, naval forces at sea, naval coastal zone
headquarters and ozher MTN intelligence agencies and
to provide estimates of Comunist intentions.

SEC T 3-10
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K2 Personr.2±:

~4y'c*~z~D ACTUAL

c e cers 321

Petty tOfficers 33 14

Seamen l 14

T 0r 'AL 99 a49

The N-2 expects to receive a newv IPO&F' from Vi et-
namese Navy HOI in July to formalize the personnel
strengtn shown above. Additional persoanne 1 will prob-

aby be transferred to NI-2 to fill vacancies. As

o-ez' s e ucom avalable six officers, nine petty
ofces and sr:r!e s _eae.wl be assign_,ed to support
the riverine forces. The mora2e of N~-2 personnelI re-
mains good. All per:sonnel2 are volunteers and most have
cn"o-ted sea (&ut;,.

S3) Ea, p m e n t arid 'Fa c 2l1ife s: recent DAO/N-2
conference determnnezi a nee-4 fPor fa~ or 21 of, the
:avy's 1 a r--e - s hi to z ssit hi n identification.
igenz radios fc' -te Na'ztz.unles were also re-

21 II L S il -Urrade the
and mre ti~ly b- oeter ouali-

and- mor e- I

- Itin has continued to ; ocu goc; quai~ty brief-ings,
-zeorts and sruuieS. One their mast significant

products is t1he w.eekely int&l i~rence .3ummary w;hich con-A ~ ~tains mainly tactia neliec.i is based on in-
formation obtained from the snecial collection detach-

Hment, naval fPorces at sea, naval coastal zone headquar-
ters, riverine forces and other RV,', intelligaence agencies.
The N-2'_ HQ staff plans to establish an interrogation
team .-which can be di spatched f'rom the HQ to exploit-
captured junk ces- suon as, the -Thai crew that was
recently detained by th iNavy for smuggling
opiun. The interrogation teari. i-dll be trainedbyAV
Unit 306 and will have the capability to interrogate in
Vietnamese, Chinese, Cambodian and Thai languages a~s

w..ell as to exploit foreign documents and materiel.ib. Unit 701 -Special Co"llection Detachment (SOD):
( Orgcaniz a ti on: Effective 1 July 74, the former
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Special Collection Detachment was reorganized and re-
designated Unit 701. The Headquarters e teent of the
detachrent consists of a command section and three
bran6hes: Operations, Signal and Support. It has two
field elementsv, The covert element has six collection
teams composed of agent handlers and informants.
Because of the mounting Communist threat to Vietnamese
Navy warships anchored in the Saigon Port, SCD plans to
establish a seventh collection team which will be re-
soonsible for the Capital Military District (CMD). At
the present time, the CMD is covered by Collection Team
6 which is also responsible for the Rung Sat Special
Zone. The overt element consists of 28 naval intel-
ligence liaison officers who are assigned to the various
military regicns, sector and/or sub-sector headquarters.
In the past, the liaison officers functioned in a dual
capacity. In addition to contact with official intel-
ligence collection sources, they also worked as covert
collection officers and managed the agent handlers in
their area. As a result of the reorganization of 1
July, HUMINT collection officers have been assigned to
the field to assume the management of the various col-
lection nets. The reorganization will also permit the
eventual raising of rank levels in the collection
teams and at Unit 701 HQ. The seventh collection team
that will be resDonsible for the Capital Military Dis-
trict will not be assigned until another T&E is ap-
proved by the Joint General Staff increasing the au-
thorized strength and the number of Unit 701 collectionteams.

(2) Personnel:

AUTHORIZED ACTUAL

Officers -- 50

Petty Officers 129

Seamen -- 19

TOTAL 121 198

The recently revised TO&E provided for 121 posi-
tions as shown above. By Jan 1975, JGS will approve a
revised TO&E which will authorize the additional per-
sonnel. The Unit expects to receive 20 personnel in
August 1974 who will be assigned to communications
duties.

_ J 3-12
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(3) Operational Effectiveness: Morale of the unit

is excellent and operational efficiency continues to
improve.: Additional agents have been recruited to ob-
tain intelligence on the Cua Viet area and reporting is
good. The two-week Human Resource Intelligence Collec-
tion course taken by 80 case officers should contribute
to greater efficiency.

7. (S/NFD) VIETNAMESE AIR FORCE.

a. HUMINT Collection:

(1) Most VNAF officers have developed skills to a
point where they can successfully operate on a uni-
lateral basis.

(2) VNAF DOI Personnel:

AUTHORIZED ACTUAL

Officers 249 223

NCOs & EM 389 308

TOTAL 631 531

: wenty-one of the '-:rs are in training status.
(3) The VNTAF Special Collection Unit stil has an

:]uthorized strength of 15 and an assigned strength of
9. The US provides all of the Unit's ooerational

I funds. Without this financial assistance, the Unit
could not operate.

b. PHOTINT:

(1) VNAF's photo intelligence is limited by number
of aircraft and their susceptibility to ground fire.
Four RF-5s arid four of the 12 authorized RC-47s are as-
signed to photo collection. These aircraft provide
minimum coverage of -,Rs 2, 3, and 4. The RC-47 can
obtain good photography but is too vulnerable to ground
fire in most target areas to be used for BDA. The RF-5
operates under the major handicap of its 70mm camera.
There is little or no coverage of MR-I due to the high
air defense threat. The RVN relies on the US for all
photo coverage of MR-I and 95 percent of photo coverage
country wide.

3-13
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(.2) ro V AFs photo reconnaissanceon., a n co.... a .... cm.. ...

.capability, a soeciai reconnaissance comitte met in
Saigon on 25-2" June 1974. The meetinr was attended by
re-resentat~ves from HQ USAF, PACAF, Wright-?atterson
AFB, USDAO, USSA3, VNAF HQ and Northrop Corporation.
The requirements 'o- a suitable camera system were
re1efined in order to obtain greater operating altitude
flexibility dictated by the increased ground threat.
Because of the lead time required for funding and the
complexity of the camera system, the Comuittee recom-
mended both an interim and a final solution. As an
interim measure, it was recommended that a KS-121
system be installed in 4 RF-5 aircraft. The KS-121 is
electrically and physically interchangeable with the
K3-92 which is presently being utilized by V AF.
CONUS flight tests demonstrated that the KS-121 has
twice the res-. ution and 10 times the reliability of
the KS-92 plus ozher advantages. The camera could be
available six to nine months after award of contract.
if the KS-121 test -esults prove acce able, USDAO/VNAF

may elect to purchase the KS-12i for the F-SE. However,
if the T-ng focal length,-A (K,,*,-95 4")e) capabity _ is the
only type system acceptable an- funds are available,
FY-77 may be the earliest that this can be programmed.
The estimated cost of modifying 18 F-5E's with an inter-
nal KA-95 type syszem is aoprcxi-a-ely 37.5 -i7.'n
-The budgetar. est-ma-e to oro.ide ... " -2l low-

. umediu.,,lti.... and the "eaium-to-
h:h altitude capability -r- each of l airrft is
approximately S13.5 million. The estimate for :0 KA-95
type systems installed in a modified 275 gallon non-
Jettisonable fuel tank would aroroxiimate the intarAnal
costs. The pod option degrades the range and performan-
of the F-5E aircraft to some extent (which was unacceptable
with the lower zerforming P-5A) but avoids airframe
dedicetion. T17.he pod installation of the camera will
need to be checked to determine if the camera performance
is significantly degraded compared to an intern.l
installation.

(3) VNAF can Produce duplicate positives, select
prints and photo mosaics. Its capacity to produce paper
orints is limited. Laboratory standards have deter-

iorated in recent months. The poor quality of RF-5
70mm negati-es of VNAF aerial photos have resulted in
unsatisfactory imagery interpretation. US technical
assistance has been requested. VNAF Imagery inter-
oretation Dersonnel meet US professional stan-dards.
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* (4) There is an average delay of three days in pro-
cessing, aerial photographic film. This delay, which is
rnot acceptable for prompt tactical reaction, is due 4-n

the fact that film from all five VNAF divisions must be
sent to the Aerial Photo Center (APC) at Tan Son Nhut for
processing and then returned to the requestor.

(5) On 061815H Jun 74, the VNAF Aerial Photo Center
(APC) caught fire and all films in the library and
storage facility were destroyed. The cause of fire was
attributed to faulty wiring. The APC has had several
recent incidents of shorts and burning.in circuit break- E

ers and wiring in and adjacent to the film library/
storage area. This building (APC) is approximately 15
meters from the main building. No equipment was lost
or damaged. The fire will not affect operations or
capabilities of VNAF/APC. J2/JGS has a duplicate of all
film lost in the fire. VNAF will have to construct a
new library and storage area as there is no other space
available for this purpose.

8. (S/NFD) SIGINT.

a. The J7 is responsible for RVNAF SIGINT Collec-
tion. This agency provides timely tactical intelligence
to field commanders through its 11 ARVN special tech-
nical detachments assigned to the 11 ARVN infantry
divisions. SIGINT support teams are assigned to Air-
borne, Marine and Ranger Units. This collection effort
is aided by four centers situated in Da Nang, Pleiku,
Saigon and Can Tho.

b. Overall RVNAF SIGINT collection continues to
make progress in the analytical and reporting fields.
However, shortages of personnel and equipment and need
for additional secure communications hinder the col-

9 }lection effort. Equipment problems, primarily a 40
percent TO&E shortage in AN/PRC-15 radios, have been
resolved and are programmed for purchase. Actual pur-
chase cannot be made until funding becomes available
late this year. A one-year lead time is expected bet-
ween time of purchase and receipt of equipment.

c. Of the 33 EC-47 aircraft originally in the Air-
borne Radio Direction (ARDF) Program, only 30 remain.
One aircraft was destroyed in a landing crash in late
1973; two other aircraft were lost over Tay Ninh Prov-
ince in May of this year to enemy air defense systems.
Since April 1974, the VNAF have been scheduling 15 mis-
sions a day over the RVN. While primary cause for

- SECRET NOFbRN DISSEM
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mission reductions and aborts continues to be weather,

.the age of both the aircraft and the Direction Finding
,.DF) equipment also limit collection time. There are
Splans"to augment the EC-47 inventory with seven ad-
ditional aircraft and improve the DF capability of a
portion of the EC-47 fleet. Funding constraints have
delayed these improvements and no final decision can be

reached until funds from the FY-75 budget are released.

9. (S/NFD) SUMMARY. RVNAF intelligence services
benefit from personnel who, on the whole, are highly
competent, dedicated professionals. DAO liaison with
them continues to improve, and the products received
from them are generally satisfactory and timely. Some
RVNAF intelligence activities would have to be dras-
tically reduced or eliminated without US funding as-
sistance. DAO is also assisting VNAF in improving
their photo reconnaissance capability which has been
degraded by the increased ground threat. Procurementiof an improved camera system with greater operating
altitude flexibility is under consideration. Other
weak areas in RVNAF intelligence are the failure to ex-
ploit captured documents and materiel in a thorough,
timely manner, and the lack of an operational data pro-

jcessing system for intelligence information.
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CHAPTER 4I

RVNAF FORCE STRUCTURE

1. (C) If1TRODUCTION. This chapter addressed force
structure changes submitted in the Joint Strategic
Objective Plan (FY 77-84), and the formation of JGS/
RVNAF/DAO working commitees to discuss the impact of
funding reduction on RVNAF force structure.

2. (S) RECOMMENDED RVNAF MID-RANGE OBJECTIVE FORCE,
JSOP FY 77-84.

a. CINCPAC letter 537, serial 0269, dated 13 May
74, forwarded the guidance for Defense Attache Office
(DAO) preparation of the country submission of the
Republic of Vietnam (RVN) annex to the Joint Strategic
Objectives Plan Fiscal Years 1977 - 1984 (JSOP FY 77 -

84). CINCPAC guidelines for DAO preparation of recom-
mended force levels for Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces
(RVNAF) for JSOP FY 77-84 were to develop forces within

the country and in line with current U.S. obje ctives

I and strategy.

Ib. DAO Force Structure Section, Plans Branch, met
with representatives from Army, Navy, Air Force, Com-
munications-Electronics and Security Assistance Divisions
in developing recommended RVNA' force changes to econo-
mize, standardize and improve effectiveness of the force.
Recommendations for force changes forwarded to CINCPAC
included:

ARVN

ADA AW Battalions - Four battalions to be de-
leted in FY 78 due to in-I adequacy and obsolescence
of the M55 and M42A1 anti-
aircraft weapons. Redeye
Missile platoons/sections
are proposed as the best and

4 quickest attainable replace-
ment to be programmed into
ARVN in 1978.

a I
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t Armored Cavalry - M48 tank replaces M41 tank

$ Squadrons in Armored Cavalry Squadrons
in FY 78 due to obsolescence
and unsupportability of M41
tank.

VNN/VNMC

Crocodile Viper - Deleted from VNN because it
is uneconomical to maintain.

Landing Ship Tank - Increased from 6 to 12 begin-
ning FY 77 to provide adequate
assets for RVNAF cargo trans-
shipment, troop movement and
tactical missions.

Patrol Craft - PCE being phased out of VNN
Escort (PCE) because they are old and un-

economical to maintain. Re-
placement with Patrol Gunboat
(PG-F) will begin in FY 77.

Junk Patrol - Deletion of the Yabuta Junk
Forces and decrease in the number of 4

A&K Junks is being offset by
an increase in the number of
Coastal Raiders.

Amphibian Tractor - Deleted from the Marine Divi-
Company sion force structure in FY 77.

Replacement of the LVT-5 with
the LVT-7 is uneconomical as
is continued maintenance andfsupply of spare parts for the
LVT-5 in the out years.

VNAF - Reduction of 8 squadrons, from
66 to 58, from FY 75 to FY 79
for a total reduction of 427
aircraft. VNAF force structure
changes improve personnel/air-
craft ratio and enhance main-
tenance capability, mission
support, utilization and cost
effectiveness.

4-2
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Ic. The recommended force level remains at the auth-

orized manpower ceiling of 1.1 million men with signifi-
,cant changes in force structure as outlined in paragraph
b, above. Jo significant changes in Territorial Forces
force structure or reduction in strength was recommended
because of the continuing threat and the increased role
the Territorial Forces are playing in providing localsecurity.

d. The objective force level recommended was devel-
oped based on realistic needs of the country, definable
threat and reasonable attainability. Specific changes
in force structure provide improve standardization,
modernization and logistic support.

e. Table B (Security Assistance), JSOP FY 77-84
fiscal data, follows the economic data as submitted in
the FY 76-80 Program Objectives Memorandum (POM) and
provides recommended total funding requirements within
Office of the Secretary of Defense dollar guidelines,
1.8 billion, the minimum required to support the recom-
mended JSOP FY 77-84 objective force level.

3. (C) FUNDING RESTRAINTS. During the months of Mayand June, threatened funding reductions caused outside
challenges to units within the RVNAF current force
structure. Working committees were called to sub-
stantiate the requirement for the Airborne Division, the
175mm gun battalions, the M-41 tank trcops, antiaircraft
units and some headquarters units. These meetings were
hosted by the JGS-3 Force Structure Section and attended
by DAO representatives and the knowledgeable and con-
cerned RVNAF representatives. During this series of
meetings the RVNAF largely defended the status quo.
The specialist representatives justified their arms
strongly and expertly. However, by working with theRVNAF JGS through a series of these problems, they be-
came aware of the possibility of funding forced reduc-
tions. JGS personnel displayed a good appreciation for
equipment costs and unit costs. They are prepariig1
themselves to make hard decisions as required. The orig-
inal committee work done during May and June will be a
good precedent to further more meaningful meetings on
RVNAF force structure.

4-3
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CHAPTER 5

o." VIETNAMESE ARMY_

i I. (C) AUTHORIZED AND ASSIGNED STRENGTH. Depicted
authorized andassigned troop strengths include all
combat support, and combat service support units as-
signed to the divisions.

(Figure 5-1)

2. (S) AREAS OF OPERATION AND UNIT LOCATIONS.

a. MR 1 is subdivided into five Areas of Opera-
tion (AG' s). From north to south, Adts are assigned
as follows: VNMC Division, Airborne Division, 1st
Division, 3rd Division, and 2nd Division..

b. MR 2 has no firm divisional AO's. Due to the
large geographical area involved, the 22nd and 23rd
Divisions are forced to be highly mobile, without
defined AO's.

c. MR 3 is subdivided into four AO's anio the
Capital Special Zone (the area encompassing Saigon).
Combat units assigned to AO's are as -follows: Ranger
Command, 5th Division, 18th Division and 25th Di-
vision.

d. MR 4 is subdivided into three AO's. Combat
divisions assigned to AO's are as follows:" 7th Bi-
vision, 9th Division and 21st Division.

(Figure 5-2)

e. The locations of tactical units at the regi-
mental level and above are depicted for each MR.

(Figures 5-3, 5-4
-. 5-5 and 5-6) , j
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3..,0) COMBAT ARMS.

a. Combat Divisions:

(1) The Vietnamese Marine Corps (VNMC) Division
remains committed to a defensive posture in the northern-
most Area of Operation (AO) in Military Region 1. Until
1 June, the Division occupied defensive positions in
Quang Tri Province. At that time, the Marine AO was ex-
tended approximately ten kilometers to the south when
a brigade was deployed from the Airborne Division AO.
With the increase in territorial responsibility, the
Marine Division has experienced morecombat activity.
Enemy forces have probed several outposts on the western
periphery of the AO to test the newly assumed Marine
positions. Only two of the nine VNMC battalions have
participated in the increase in contact with the enemy.
The Division has continued improvement of defensive
positions and on-site training. Two battalions completed[f the refresher course at the Dong Da Training Center in
Phu Bai. Training emphasis has been placed on antialr-
craft defense, squad and platoon leader refresher train-ing, demolitions and crew-served weapons training and
maintenance. Tank-infantry training was also conducted.
Disciplinary problems have been ameliorated with increased
combat activity and morale is high. Battalion rotationf to Saigon was discontinued temporarily when the AO was
enlarged. However, a leave program was instituted as
an interim measure until the rotation program can be
reinstituted. The effective Combined Action Program
continued to improve readiness of Popular Force (PF)
and Peoples? Self Defense Force (PSDF) units in the AO.
The Division is considered a highly effective, combatready unit. Protracted employment in a defensive pos-
ture is expected.

(2) The Airborne Division also continued in a de-
fensive posture in an AO immediately to the south cf the
VNMC Division. The Division AO was contracted somewhat
1 June when the Ist Brigade was deployed to Saigon with
its organic weapons and equipment. The brigade was as-
signed as JGS Reserve for a 90 day period. Unit AO's
were adjusted to compensate for the redeployed lst
Brigade. One brigade is deoloyed north of the Song-Bo
Corridor and sauth to Hue. Units along the Song Bo
-ontinued to experience light attacks by fire, probes

55-14
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and patrol skirmishes. 1st Armored Brigade units are
respon sible for a small section of the AO and maintenance

.-of the tank barrier around Hue. Defensive positions
have been completed and are improved on a continuing
basis. The improved positions have resulted in reduced
casualties from attacks by fire. Rotation of units to
Dong Da Training Center for refresher training was dis-
continued when the lst Brigade was deployed to Saigon.
However, all units have conducted on-site training and~both brigades remaining in the AO have conducted two CPX

exercises. Rotation of battalions to Saigon for R&R had
to be discontinued 1 June upon deployment of the 1st
Brigade to Saigon as JGS Reserve. A leave program was
instituted to replace the battalion R&R rotation pro-
gram. Airborne units continued to participate in a civic
action program and a training program for PF and PSDF
units. Disciplinary problems have abated with increased
activity. The Airborne Division is still considered an
elite unit and is expected to continue in a defensive
role.

(3) The 1st Division is responsible for the southern-
most AO north of the Hai Van Pass. The AO extends from
Hue to the Hai Van Pass after having been shifted south
from the Song Bo corridor upon deployment of the 1st
Airborne Brigade to Saigon. However, relief of responsi-
bility for a portion of the Song Bo Corridor did not
reduce the combat activity in the Division AO. Two regi-
ments, the 3rd and the 54th, were heavily committed from

I mid-April to early July south of Phu Bai. Enemy units
overran an outpost on Hill 300 and several other posi-
tions on the key terrain in the vicinity. Initially inif division reserve, 3rd infantry units were particularly
effective in reinforcing 54th Infantry units in sealing
off enemy resupply routes and finally retaking all of the
lost positions in early July. Small unit tactics were
especially effective in isolating the enemy positions and
reducing casualties. Division unit defensive positions
have been improved and developed to cover avenues of ap-
proach. In depth defenses culminate in the main positions
around Hue. An excellent trail system has been developed
for resupply of outposts manned by forward battalions.
The 51st Regiment has been committed to area and rail-
road security in Phu Loc east to the Hai Van Pass.

5-15
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Small unit leadership is no longer a problem. Rotation
of.'battalaons to refresher training at Dong Da Training
Center and on-tite small unit training continued. The
1st Division continued to improve its readiness and
performance during th past three months, reflecting
increased combat capability. The Division is a reliable
unit and is considered combat effective.

fI
(4) The 3rd Division is responsible for Quang Nam

and northern Quang Tin province. Though still not com-
pletely combat tested, division units have been opera-ting west of QL-1. The 2nd and 56th Infantry have been
successful in several operations during the quarter andhave demonstrated their willingness to close with the

enemy and fight aggressively. The 57th Infantry has ex-

perienced little contact in the Que Son Valley where the
unit has been deployed. The Division staff is well
coordinated and has been effective in directing the
pacification program. Go Noi Island, a traditional enemy
stronghold, was cleared by the 56th Infantry in earlyii July. The 2nd Infantry was particularly effective in
operations against enemy forces in Tien Phuoc District.
Active patrolling by all division units has protected
the resettlement program and the rice crop. The Division
continues to rotate battalions to Hoa Cam Training Center
for refresher training, and civic action teams have been
active and successful in assisting the population in

ii various service oriented projects. Division teams have
also assisted in training PF and PSDF units. The Division
has gained experience during the period and is considered
combat effective.

(5) The 2nd Division has been heavily committed
throughout the period in its AO which includes the south- r
ern portion of Quang Tin and Quang Ngai Provinces. The
AO has continued to be the most active in the region.
When enemy units overran PF outposts protecting Ky Tra
Village south of Tam Ky, two 2nd Division battalions,
1/4 and 2/6, were successively deployed to reinforce
the area; neither were successful. The 2/6 infantry
battalion sustained heavy losses. The 5th Infantry was
deployed to the area and achieved limited success before
being redeployed to Quang Ngai. All three infantry
regiments have been committed to pacification operations
in Quang Ngai. Both the 4th and 5th Infantry Regiments
have been hit by frequent attacks by fire during these
operations. Battalions of the 6th Infantry Regiment have
sustained heavy casualties both in Quang Ngai and Quang I
Tin, although the regiment has not been committed as a
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unit. Pacifi.cation operations in Mo Duc and Duc PhQ
District or Quang Ngai haye met with. success, but the
enemy-continues to react strongly, The Division ro
tated only one battalion to refresher training during

:'the quarter.# The DivIsion is committed to contixiued
pacification efforts to facilitate expansion of GVN con-
trol. The 2nd Division is the weakest of the divisions
assigned to I Corps and is considered only marginally ef-
fective due to the losses sustained by the 6th Regiment.

(6) The 22nd Division is one of two divisions pos-
sessing four regiments. Three of the regiments have been
deployed in Kontum and..Pleiku Provinces throughout the
quarter. One regiment, the 47th, was deployed to Binh I
Dinh Province in May. Division units in Kontum have been
involved in several heavy contacts while in defensive
positions northeast of Kontum and participated in limited
objective attacks against enemy units southeast of Vo Dinh.
These actions resulted in heavy-casualties on both sides.
The division was effective in numerous small unit contactc
west of Pleiku City, and demonstrated excellent mobility
in responding to enemy operations in southern Pleiku, when
a serious enemy threat placed the Plei Me Ranger Outpost
in danger of being isolated and overrun. Although sus-taining heavy losses, aggressive action by the 42nd
Regiment defeated the enemy forces and forced their with-
drawal to the west. The 47th Regiment also showed ex-
cellent mobility in a rapid deployment to the lowlands
of Binh Dinh Province, when a renewed enemy threat de-
veloped along QL-19 and in the Phu Cat - Phu My area.
The regiment inflicted heavy casualties on enemy units
and alleviated the threat to QL-19 and Phu Cat Air Base.
The regiment has been continually committed to operations
against enemy units east of Phu Cat since mid-May. -
though the Division has been heavily committed, its
units have shown excellent mobility in responding to
enemy initiatives. However, the units need rest and have
been unable to rotate to needed refresher training.
Enemy activity and the potential threat in the highlands
will probably preclude any sustained redeployment of the
division to the lowlands. The 22nd Division is considered
combat effective.

(7) The 23rd Division continued to demonstrate its
capability to respond quickly and effectively to enemy

t initiatives throughout the central highlands. Units
have been rotated intentionally between Quang Due, Darlac
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J and Pleiku/Kontum to preclude over-commitment to sus-

tained combat. With the 22nd Division bearing the brunt
of ehemy initiatives, the 23rd Division has been used
often to reinforce and to conduct spoiling operations.
Although QL-14 Vlas not reopened along the Khmer fron-
tier, the line of communication through Quang Duc, using

alternate routes, was maintained. The 44th Regiment

was required in Pleiku and Kontum Provinces for most of
the quarter. The regimentt s units were able to pro-
tect critical facilities in Pleiku, to secure the Chu
Pao Pass between Kontum and Pleiku cities and to re-
inforce 22nd Division units around Kontum both on the
offensive and in a defensive role. When an enemy threat
developed in northern Darlac, the 45th Regiment res-
ponded rapidly and decisively, inflicting heavy casual-
ties and driving the enemy westward away from QL-14, the
vital land route running south from Kontum through south-
ern MR 2. The 53rd Regiment has experienced the least
combat during the quarter and has had an opportunity torefit and rest its units. One battalion had to be com-

mitted to reinforce the Kontum area in late June, but
the other two battalions are located in Darlac as Corps
reserve. The continual commitment to operations pre-
eluded refresher training, but on-site training has
been accomplished whenever combat requirements have
permitted. This highly mobile division is considered
combat effective. I

(8) The 25th Division has been committed to more
operations during this quarter than in any like period I
for the past year. However, most activity has been
oriented to providing security, participating with other
units in offensive preparations and conducting small unit .
operations while in a reserve posture. The Division
has not participated as a unit due to Corps requirements.
The 49th Regiment performed well in operations to relieve
enemy pressure against Duc Hue Ranger Outpost in western
Hau Nghia. The 46th Infantry Regiment has spent most
of the period in Tay Ninh conducting small unit security
operations. These regiments have rotated units through
refresher training at Cu Chi. The 50th Regiment has been
in reserve in the vicinity of Cu Chi when not committedto offensive operations rt other divisions. Units of
the regiment screened for 18th Division units operating
in western Binh Duong and two battalions participated
in the Ben cat operation. The effectiveness of Division
units has been demonstrated in reinforcing RF units to
maintain security along QL-l and QL-22, precluding theirinterdiction. Leadership has been improved with rotation

3 through refresher training and participation in small
unit operations. Inflation has caused morale problems
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which are of deep concern to Division leaders. The 25th
Division has again improved its combat capabilities and
the-battalions are confident in their ability to defeat
the enemy. The Division has attained its highest level
.of combat effectiveness since the ceasefire.

(9) The 5th Division has still not realized the
improvements which were anticipated after the change of
command in November 1973. However, division units have
been more active during this quarter than in any 

like 9

period for the past year. The Division AO was contracted
when all of Binh Long Province was assigned to the Ranger
Command. This left the 5th Division wi:h only a small
but important AO in northern Binh Duong Province, in
addition to Phuoc Long Province. However, Division units
are seldom deployed to that portion of the AO. The 7th
Regiment was committed in Phu Giao when the initial
enemy attacks in Binh Duong hit III Corps units 16 May.
The regiment was able to fend off the enemy attacks and
reopen Route LTL-lA between Phu Giao and Song Be
Bridge, after enemy units were able to interdict the
road. The regiment performed well under heavy enemy
pressure. The 8th Regiment was able to respond rapidly
to enemy threats against QL-.l in the eastern portion
of the region in Long Khanh Province. Two battalions

, of the regiment conducted operations and managed, with
difficulty, to open the route. Operations south of Xuan

Loc resulted in heavy casualties to two of the regiment's

battalions. The 8th Regiment has been deployed in the
Lai Khe operation during most of the quarter and par-
ticipated in screening operations to protect the northern

4 flank of operations in the Ben Cat area. The regiment
was only marginally effective in this task. All Division
units have been subjected to enemy attacks by fire during
the period and have sustained significant casualties.
In order to combat inflation and morale problems, some
units have been engaged in growing their own food in
base camps around Lai Khe and Phu Giao. The Division
has recently been assigned to maintain contact with enemy
units in the Ben Cat area and to conduct small unit opera-
tions to retake lost territory west of Ben Cat. Division
commitments have precluded refresher training. The 5th
Division can still be considered only marginally effective.

_10) The 18th Division has been heavily committed
to combat operations throughout the quarter and has main-
tained its reputation as the best unit in the region.
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However, each of the regiments has sustained heavy cas-
ualt2:es and is in need of rest, refitting and training.
At the outset of-the quarter, Division units were com-

mitted to clearing operations in Long Kharh and Phuoc
Tuy Provinces. However, the Division had to deploy units
to Hau Nghia and Tay Ninh Provinces where they partici-

pated in the relief of Duc Hue Ranger Outpost and the
ARVN operations into Cambodia. The enemy attacks into

northern Binh Duong again required redeployment of 18th
Division units to stem the enemy advance toward Saigon
and initiate operations to retake lost territory west
of Ben Cat. All three regiments were heavily committed
against strong enemy forces when the Division was as-
signed responsibility for operations west of Ben Cat.
This task lasted for over six weeks and involved daily

contact with the enemy. All Division units were subjected
to hea.y indirect attacks by fire. Frontal attacks
against well-prepared defensive positions proved costly
as the division sustained heavy casualties. However,
heavy casualties inflicted on the enemy did preclude
further enemy success. The heavy casualties have not

j yet affected the perfcrmance of Division units. However,
the Commanding General is concerned over the potential
problems which may develop from the extended commitment
to combat. For the present, units are able to rest and
refit and conduct on-site zraining. The long combat

commitment has precluded rotation of any units to train-

ing. The staff is hopeful for an extended period of less
intense combat in order to train replacements and pre-

pare for any renewed enemy initiative. The Division is

still considered to be highly combat effective, despite
recent casualties.

(11) After a long period of sustained offensive
operations, the 7th Division has been less committed the
past few weeks. All three organic regiments have been
highly mobile. Following successful operations against
the enemy stronghold in Tri Phap, the Division has con-
solidated control in the area. A regiment has remained
in the area to preclude reinforcement by the enemy and
further consolidate control. TirC regiments, reinforced
with armored cavalry unitswere heavily committed to

operations along the Khmer frontier from late April
through June. Initial combat was heavy when the 5th |
NVA Division attempted to infiltrate the northern Delta.
Excellent mobility and aggressiveness defeated the enemy
attempt. Heavy casualties were inflicted on the enemy
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and a significant number of weapons were captured.
Constant small unit patrols and ready reinforcements
have continued to deny the enemy access tc traditional
infiltration routes. Activity has abated recently,
except for indirect attacks by fire against units de-
ployed along the Khmer frontier. The division has been
able to rotate units tko Dong Tam for rest and refit
for limited periods. The regiments have conductedI local area training, but the continued requirement for
deployment of units throughout the AO has prevented
rotation of units to refresher training. Heavy casualties
sustained in Tri Phap in February and March have been
replaced, and the division remains highly mobile and
combat effective. f

(12) The 9th Division has not been employed as
a unit for over a year. The division Headquarters and
one regiment, the 16th, has been deployed in the western
Delta throughout the quarter. The 16th Regiment has
been especially effective in conducting heliborne opera-
tions against enemy infiltration attempts along infil-
tra'ion corridor 1-C in western Kien Giang Province. Sus-
tamned deployment of reconnaissance patrols, in addi-
tion to other sources, has enabled the 16th Regiment to
gain timely information and respond effectively againstenemy units. The battalions of the regiment have been
e.fective while fighting alone or as a regiment, when
required by the situation. The l4nUh and 15th Regiments
have been assigned to other divisions during most of the
quarter. The 14th Regiment was particularly effective
while participating in operations with the 7th Division
along the Khmer frontier. Recently, the regiment has.
been conducting effective security operations in eastern
Kien Phong Province under the control of the 9th Division.
The regiment has been mobile and responsive and has con-
ducted operations aggressively. The 15th Regiment has
also been deployed with the 7th Division for most of
the quarter. The regiment has been effective and mobile I
in conducting operations along the Khmer frontier under
control of the 7th Division, and for short periods in
northern Kien Phong under control of the 9th Division.
All of the regiments have been committed to operations or I
security on a continual basis. This has precluded ro-
tation of units to training. While the Division has not Ifought as a unit, the Headquarters has had control of
all three regiments for brief periods and has demonstrated '
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the capability to exercise control of widely dispersed
units, essential to assure positive control in its as-I signed AO. The Division is considered combat effective.

(13) The-21st Division continues to be weak, with
little prospect for significant improvement. Constant
enemy activity coupled with the size of the AO continue
to occupy the Division. The 31st Regiment has been the
only unit to demonstrate significant improvement. The
unit was deployed in An Xuyen after the enemy overran
several territorial outposts and was able to recover
most of the positions. The 32d Regiment has still not
fully recovered from a defeat in the U-Minh forest in
March. The unit was beginning to conduct limited
operations at the end of the quarter, however. The
33d Regiment has been marginally effective. The entire
division has been on the move throughout the AO on a
continually rotating basis. However, except for the
31st Regiment, the battalions have been unable to gain
the initiative. Tte most serious problems have been
combat strength of deployed units and corruption. This
21st Division suffers from the "flower and ghost sol-
diert " problem more than any other unit. Recent invest-
igations have not resulted in positive remedial action.
Until a solution can be achieved, the 21st Division canj' be expected to remain only marginally effective.

= (14) Ranger Command:

(a) There has been very little change since the

previous assessment. Rangers worked primarily within
isolated areas throughout RVI. There is a lack of bat-
talion level experience. MR Commanders have misused the
rangers in the past and consequently fail to obtain
maximum results. The ranger units could be task or-
ganized to form brigade size units and serve as a relief
for the committed regiments within the military regions.
Ranger units, under OPCON bo the divisions, complain
about the inadeauate logistics support.

(b) Ranger units in MR-1 did nothing to distinguish
themselves. The l14th Ranger Group was rendered combat
ineffective in the Ky Tra/Tien Phuoc operations. Other
units were generally used in security operations and not
committed to main force clashes with the Communists.

I_5-22
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Cc) Ranger elements in 74R 2 experienced the highest

number of incidents in RVN. They acquitted themselves
well in most engagements. Many of the Ranger units
zemain undertrained and understrength. The Rangers con-
tinue to make slow but noticeable progress In logistical and
maintenance support. If properly employed and supported,
they could become a significant fighting force for RVN.

(d) The Ranger units positioned within MR-3 have
experienced little combat activity during this quarter.
Most units have been positioned in rear area complexeszto
provide security. Other than performing routine
security patrolling and reconnaissance,'the Ranger units
have not been committed. The 77th RGR Group was employed
in the area SE of Xuan Loc in operations to reopen QL-l.
Their overall performance in this operation left much
to be desired. The 81st Ranger Group (Airborne) is in
a defensive security posture along approaches to Saigon.
Due to lack of commitment to combat there is no basis
for real Judgements as to effectiveness of MR-3 units.

(e) No Ranger units were employed in MR-4 duringthe period.

(f) Ranger unit locations throughout the Republic

of South Vietnam are shown in Figure 5-7.

b. Artillery:

(1) The overall operational ready rate for the
Artillery Command 'has decreased to a still respectable level
of 93% (10% above established DA standards). Readiness
Condition (REDCON) for the last three quarters is ao
follows:F

ARTILLERY OPERATIONAL READY RATES I105MM 155MM 175M

REDCON 2nd Qtr 97% 97% 90%

REDCON 3rd Qtr 97% 97b 90%

REDCON 4th Qtr 93% 91% 87%

523
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(2) There is still the problem of replacing the

"barrels" rather than the "breech & barrel" assembly.
This:is being pursued actively as a cost saving element
and n keeping with approved methods of maintenance
performance. -"

(3) A significant accomplishment by ARVN in main-
taining these weapons is the use of machine shops to
fabricate or repair many required parts such as spindle
assemblies of the 155 and 175MM and handle, breech
block operating.

(Figures 5-8 A/B)

c. Armor:

(1) Overall readiness rate of 89% for ARVN Armor
is being maintained well above the established stand-
ard of 80%.

(Figure 5-9)K
(2) Much of this achievement is attributed to pin- -

pointed technical assistance provided ARVN by Third
Country Nationals on site and directed at lst and middle
management levels. Recent changes to control and dis-
tribution of personnel under contract allows for im-
mediate diversion of available resources to meet or
forestall unfavorable developments in readiness condi-
tion. Top level managers are continuously being in-
volved in analysis of failure data and planning for
improvements.

(3) At this point it appears that an adequate- level
of technical assistance may have been reached to speed
up ARVN's achievement of self sufficiency. However,
due to critical shortages of authorized U.S. personnel
who generally plan the work load of these maintenance
specialists, there is the danger of regressing to a
lower level of assistance due to ineffective utiliza-
tion.

5-26 7
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HOW 105m HOW 155mm GUN 175.

UNIT- AUTH OH UNS - - NS H -N

MR1

10th Bn 1SS- How 18 17 1

20th Bn lSSm How 18 16 2
30th Bn 155mm How 18 18
44th Bn 155mm How 18 18

20 Arty Pits 155mm How(TF) 40 40
10 Arty Pits Rgr GTps 20 20

3 Arty Bns/lst Inf Div. 54 53 1

3 Arty Bns/2d Inf Div. 54 50 4

3 Arty Bns/3d Inf Div. 54 51 3

101st Bn 175mm How 12 1C 2

102d Bn 175= How 12 1] 1

105th Bn 175m How 12 1

3 Arty Bns/Airborne Dtv 54 53 1
3 Arty Bns/Marine Div 

54 54

Sub-Total........ ... 330 321 9 72 69 3 36. 33 3

MR-2
103d Bn 175mm How 12 9 3

37th Bn SSmm How 18 17 1

220th Bn 155 m How 18 18

3 Arty Bns/22d Inf Div 54 54

634 Bn 105lm How 18 18
69th Bn 105mm How 18 18

230th Bn 155.m How 18 18

Arty School 14 14 6 6 2 2

National Military Academy 2 2
3 Arty Bns/23d Inf Div 54 54

60 Arty Pits 105m How(TF) 120 120

9 Arty Pits Rgr Grps 18 1

Sub-Total ................. 298 298 60 59 1 14 1 3

[

Figures 5-8A 5-27
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UNIT HOW 105M HOW 155M GUN 175*

AUT__ _ OH UNS A OT H UNS AUTH OH NS
MR 3

180th Bn 155m How 18 18
50th Bn 155m How 18 18
250th Bn 155 How 18 18
46th Bn 155mmHow 18 14 4
Ordnance School 2 2 1 1 .1 1
3 Arty Bns/Sth Inf Div 54 50 4
3 Arty Bns/18th Inf Di 54 46 8
3 Arty Bns/2Sth Inf Di 54 51 3
61st Bn lOSmm How 18 18
44 Aty Pits 10S=a CTF: 88 80 8
7Plts Art:y Rgr Grps !4 12 2

104th Bn 175mm How 12 11 1

Sub-Total 284 259 25 73 69 4 13 12 1

MR 4

70th Bn 155mm How 18 18
90th Bn 155mm How 18 18
210th Bn 155mm How 18 18
47th Bn 155m How 18 18
67th Bn 105m How 18 17 1
68th Bn 105=m How 18 18
3 Arty Bns/7th Inf Div 54 53 1
3 Arty Bn, s/h Inf Div 54 52 2

3 Arty Bns/21st Inf Dii S4 50 4
64 Arty Pits 105mm CTF 128 28

Suib Total 326 318 8 72 72
' -- - - -

Maint Float/Repair 48 44 76

Grand Total 1238 1244 42 277 31 8 63 82 7

Figure 5-8B 5-29
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V APC M113 TANK M41A3 TANK M48A3

UNIT AUTH OH DNS AUTH OH, UNS AUTh OH UNS

I Amor Bde 6 6
4 Armor Cav. 42 37 5 17 14 3
7 Armor Cav. 42 42 0 17 15 2

11 Armor Cav. 42 40 2 17 1S 2
l Armor Cav. 42 40 2 17 16 1
20 Tank Sqdn 12 12 54 S4

MR-1 Sub-Total 186 177 9 68 60 8 54 54

II Armor Bde 6 6
3 Armor Cav. 42 42 17 15 2

14 Armor Cav. 42 41 1 17 1S 2
19 Armor Cav. 42 40 2 17 15 2
8 Armor Cav. 42 41 1 17 15 2

21 Tank Sqdn 12 11 1 54 51 3

MR-2 Sub-Total 186 181 5 68 60 8 54 S1 3

Ill Armor Bde 6 6
I Armor Cav. 42 40 2 17 15 2
S Armor Cav. 42 42 0 17 17 0
10 Armor Cav. 58 53 5
15 Armor Cay. 42 40 2 17 18 0
18 Armor Cav. 42 41 1 17 17 0
22 Tank Sqdn 12 12 54 50 4
Arcor/Ord School 18 17 1 10 10 0 10 10 0

MR-3 Sub-Total 262 251 11 78 77 2 64 60 4

IV Armor Bde 6 6
2 Armor Cav. 58 58 0
6 Armor Cav. 58 52 6
9 Armor Cay. 58 54 4
12 Armor Cay. 58 58 0
16 Armor Cav. 58 57 1
(No tanks in MR-4)

MR-4 Sub-Total 296 285 11

Maint. FPot/Repair 354 156 99

Grand Total 930 1248 36 214 351 18 172 2641 7

Figure 5-9 5-31
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4. (C) SUPPLY/LOGISTICS.

a-.. During this period, the initial impact of the
suspension'of funds in Jan 1974 became visible through
significant reduction in Depot receipts from the Con-
tinental United States (CONUS). Overall supply per-
formance dropped to a 38-40% fill rate and the number
of items with zero balance increased. The effort ex-
pended by the ARVN in capturing applicable assets through
increased visibility of excess provided sufficient as-
sets to meet emergencies in the field. Although still
plagued with in-country transport problems and a backlog
at the 1st Army. Republic of Vietnam Associated Depot
(AAD), Army Republic of Vietnam (ARVN)'combat losses and
related battle expenditures were supported. As the quar-
ter approached, funds were made available to provide the
ARVN sufficient latitude to generate orders covering re-
quirements for stocked items up to safety and operating
levels. In addition, repair parts necessary to support
the 1st and 2nd Quarter (FY 75) 5th Echelon rebuild needs
were placed on order. However, these orders (rebuild)
were placed during the May-June time frame. These re-
build orders only provided 1-6 months lead time, as op-
posed to the routine 9-12 months usually necessary to
meet United States (US) procurement lead times. The
availability of combat rations became critically low at
various times throughout the period. Problems were
overcome through close management and ratio adjustments
of issues. Radio battery issues were constrained to 75%
of normal issue. In these areas, on hand stocks also
dipped to precarious levels. Close management was main-
tained however and enroute stocks should arrive in time
to meet critical needs. Shortages in ponchos and iden-
tification necklaces continue; however, shipments now
enroute will ease this problem. Track and wheeled
vehicle losses to enemy action were replaced through
cross levelling and expenditures from emergency stocksat depot level. Shortages in basic issue items (BII)

V and optics continues to be a significant problem. Fifth
echelon rebuild of Engineer combat equipment was es-
sen.tially on target during the period. Rebuild of
Signal and Ordnance items suffered through lack of cri-
tical parts such as small electronics, engine cylinder
liners, etc. Progress on generation and shipment of ex-
cess continues at a slow but steady rate. Approximately
135,000 lines have been reported by field units to theNMMA and 121,000 lines have been processed to date.

rl 5-32
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b. Depot Operations; Ttxere are currently 234 ARVN

personnel on temporary duty CTDy) to. the 1st AAD, Long
Binh. .Of these personnel, 150 are on extended TDY. and
..84 are students who are here for a period of-2-3 weeks

' for orient atlon and training.

(1) Contract DAJB04-73-C-0018 with Eastern Construc-
tion Company Incorporated (ECCOI) continues to provide
technical Assistance training and operational support
in all areas of supply as it pertains to depot opera-
tions, including formal training classes.

(2) The 7-man Army Materiel Command/Pacific Area
Command (AMC/PAC) Quick Reaction Team provided technical
assistance, guidance and recommendations for the overall
improvement of depot operations. Significant areas and
activities addressed included improvement in Materiel
Release Order (MRO) processing, efficiency of reware-
housing, upgrade of care and preservation, location
consolidation, depot interface with NMMA/Republic of

Vietnam Armed Forces Automated Materiel Management
Systems (RAMMS), review and upgrade of table of al-
lowances, and validation of location survey accuracy.

c. Status of Ammunition: (April to June 1974)

I (1) Available beginning of quarter:

Short Tons: 145,094

Dollars $282,868,757
(2) Issues during quarter:

Short Tons: 44,355

Dollars $72,910,041

(3) On hand end of quarter:

Short Tons: 134,031

Dollars: $267,589,775

(4) Requisitions:

Short Tons: 471418
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Dollars: $72,032,880

.-5) Stockage Levels:

Short Tons: 178,000

Dollars: $332,583,009

d. Shortfall:

(1) Logistics/Management: The level of operational
effort this period was undertaken concurrently with unit
deactivations, activations and movements of stock. In
addition, the effort was completed while the CSC technical
assistance was being reduced in accordance with the
scheduled phase down in the contract. The turbulence
normally associated with end of Fiscal Year activity was
accompanied with a rash of visitors such as GA3, Special
Assistance Teams and others, and the performance of the
National Materiel Management Agency under these conditions
was exemplary. Actidn is now underway to review records
and correct any error conditions which may have occurred
during this most trying period.

(2) Depot Operations: The entire operation is still
S understrength and undertrained. The depot is authorized

2,697 personnel, current strength is 2,314 which includes
the TDY personnel. The major problem is that the reading
level of the personnel is such that they have difficulty
in understanding and implementing techniques even after
attending training classes.

(3) The Depot consolidation action continues.
Status as of 30 June 1974 follows:

(a) 60th Signal Depot:

Line items moved: 10,686

Short Tons moved: 1,513

Percent complete: 65%

(b) 40th Engineer Annex:

Line items moved: 1,109

Short Tons moved: 1,513

S C) Percentage complete: 53%
5-34
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(4) Ammunition Deficiencies: (Term usages:DODAC.Department of Defense Ammunition Code; BOE-

- Balance on Hand). None are below safe level.

" (a) DODAC A071 Cartridge, 5.56 Millimeter

BOH 127.2 Million Rounds

STOCKAGE 193.3 Million Rounds

% STOCKAGE 66%

(b) DODAC B568 Cartridge, 40
Millimeter M-79

BOH 1.7 Million Rounds

STOCKAGE 4.1 Million Rounds

% STOCKAGE 41%

(c) DODAC B627 Cartridge, 60
Millimeter, Illuminating

BOH 169.4 Thousand Rounds j
STOCKAGE 194.4 Thousand Rounds

% STOCKAGE 87%

(d) DODAC G881 Hand Grenade Frag

J BOH 945.9 Thousand Rounds

STOCKAGE 2,226.1 Thousand Rounds

% STOCKAGE 42%

(e) DODAC G911 Grenade, Hand MK3

BOH 135.5 Thousand Rounds

STOCKAGE 600.0 Thousand Rounds

(f) DODAC H557 Rocket 66MM , Heat

BOH 67.7 Thousand Roi-ids

STOCKAGE 208.6 Thousand Roundsw

% STOCKAGE 32%
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(5) Critical Shortages. See paragraph 4a (Supply/

Logi.Stics)-'above.

5. (C) MAINTENANCE.

a. Field Maintenance:

(1) End item use inspections performed since April
1973 totaled 367. Teams are now being located at each[I Area Logistics Command (ALC) for more effective coverage

and surveillance over management of assets.

1 (2) The Operational Readiness (OR) rate for ARVN
equipment continues to fluctuate. It is, however,
steadily improving. The following table depicts the
OR trend during FY74:

O/R (FY74)

1st QTR 2nd QTR 3rd QTR 4th QTR

Materiel Handling
Equipment (MHE) 55% 65% 63% 66%

ITactical Wheeled
Vehicles (TTV) 65% 74% 79% 80%i1 Combat Vehicles 80% 80% 84% 85%

Artillery 95% 97% 97% 93%

Communication and
Electronics (C&E) 94% 96% 95% 95%

(3) Continued command emphasis is being placed on
improving maintenance through better management tech-
niques and work methods. Specific actions identified
in prior reports a-e being pursued aggressively.

.b. Artillery:

The overall OR rate for this group of items remains
at an acceptable le-'el of 93% as compared wivh Depart-
ment of the Army (DA) standards of 83%.

c. Combat Vehicles:

1 C36
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(_1 The OR rate 4ncreaaed slightly during the

period, Combat vehigclea have. been maintained within
acceptable OR levels due Ln large part to additional
ejippbisia on maintenance hy commanders and assistance
from contract personnel.

(C2) Most recurring failures are experienced in
the 3urrent control system and ballistic computers.

C3) A study to determine the feasibility of re-
pairing computers in-country is underway. Repairs
required are pr±marily mechanical and not too dif-
ficult to perform.

d. Materiel Handling Equipment (I[E): The OR
rate for MHE appears relatively low in comparison with
other items of equipment. However, all factors con-
sidered, it is a significant accomplishment mintainLng
this equipment at a 65% OR level. Equipment is em-
dtion equirieng cmlte vral RNi en
ployed continuously and approximately 20% is in a con-dition requiring complete overhaul. ARVN is being

urged to act promptly for overhauling these items by
any means available, i.e., contract, military facili-
ties or off-shore.

e. Tactical 'heel Vehicles: f
* (1) The OR of 80% is within acceptable limits but

standards of readiness for these items need to be up-
graded considerably. This can be achieved by increasing
the re-cycling program so as to withdraw more vehicles
from users for depot maintenance.

(2) ARIis being pressed to improve maintenance
performance, particularly in prevent-ive maintenance 
schedules, replacement of hardware and repair of vehiclebodies.

f. Depot Maintenance:
(1) Engineer Equipment: Progress continues to be I

made toward the attainment of self-sufficiency in the
areas of rebuild and technical supply, althovgh the
following problems persist, which require technical as-
sistance.
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(a) Limited number of personnel capable of fullySunderstanding US Technical Manuals.

*" (b) .'Inability to establish comprehensive training
programs. -J

(c) Lack of oroficiency at the middle management
level.

(d) Quality assurance and control.
(2) Maintenance Facilities:

(a) Conversion to production line methods is now
underway in many areas. While the remainder of opera-
tions continue to be accomplished in bays, plans are
also being developed for the accommodation of new items
to the Depot Rebuild Program, as well as to provide
for related test equipment.

(b) The overall FY74 in-country rebuild program
production slipped by 18 percent. However, production .

in end items slipped by 25 percent. Lack of repair• ~parts was the principle cause for slippage. Repair : '
parts were not available due to long lead time and some

3were not included in Bill of Materiel (BOM) requirements.
Corrective action has been initiated to help prevent
omissions in future BOM's.

(3) Technical Supply:

in inventorying technica± supply stock, coupled with a
detailed and comprehensive review of Bill of Materiel
(BOM) requirements for the 3rd and 4th Quarters FY74 J
program, allowed reduction in requirements of more than
$550,000.00. Requisitions were adjusted accordingly.
The BOM requirements for the FY75 program are currently
being reviewed.

(b) Six thousand one hundred lines of repair Darts '7

have been declared as excess and reported tc the National R
Materiel Management Agency (NM4A) for disposition instruc-
tions. Since the excess has been reported, disposition [
instructions have been received on approximately 1,800~ ~lines."-I l (c) After a delay of approximately ten months, 1st

I Army Republic of Vietnam Associated Depot (1st AAD)
assets have been moved out of warehouse number 71 in
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the 40th Engineer Base Depot (EBD) compound. This
has made it possible for the 40th EBD to start re-
warehousing BOM assets on hand. Rewarehousing was
started-on 8 May 74 and as of this date approximately
YO percent o4f the materiel has been moved.

(d) The Locator Inventory Count is being provided
NWIA to be incororated into RAMMS. A majority of
assets on hand at the rebuild facility have been

posted to the automated RAMS asset balance file,
however, some items with invalid stock number or non-
standard identificaticn are currently not compatible

*• for input. The noncompatible numbers are subject
to exception process procedures for proper validation
requirements.

g. Vietnamese Army Arsenal (VAA): [
(1) Shop Supply: During the period, both a location

survey and physical inventory of the stocks within given
shoDs were conducted. Consolidation of locations is
now being finalized,-and the disposition of excesses
i*. on-going. An arsenal wide inventory, to encompass
the remaining parts storage and warehousing areas, is
planned for the first Quarter, FY75. The newly in-
stalled railway network connecting the Arsenal, Ist
AAD (Long Binh), and the deep water port at Newport
has greatly improved the movement of supplies andassets to and fr3m the VAA.

(2) Maintenance Facilities:

j (a) Power Train Shop: Problems encountered during
construction and installation of CD500 cross drive
transmission test equipment forced postponement of the
previously planned shop reorganization. Originally
scheduled for June 1974, implementation of the revised
layout is now planned for the 1st Quarter, FY75. Train- I
Ing of personnel on the new transmission test equipment
commenced in late June.

(b) Tire Shop: Planning is currently underway for
a general upgrade in production capability to enable
the tire shop to meet programmed requirements. Central to

r?
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the plan will be the acquisition of several major pieces
of machinery, the purchases which dill be'considered
during the FY75 mid-year i!view..

'(3) Phase I£.Upgadpai dFoundry Installation:

(a) A contract for construction and installation of
equipment for the new combat vehicle shop was awarded
in mid June. Work will.cdmoence in July wlth an estimated
construction time of one'year t6 completion. To date,
204 pieces of machinery and equipment have been received
from the US Army Depot'.at Sagahi, Japan. The remainingequipment, Which will be transported in one final irre-ment, is currently being readied for shipment at Sagami.

(b) Work on the Foundry Installation is progressing
satisfactorily. Completion is scheduled for September
1974 (with water system). The project will substantially
enhance RVNAF's capability for fabrication of non-standard
supply items and linestoppers.

6. (C) PETROLEUM, 0L AND ,UBRICANTS (POL).

a. During 4th Qtr FYk7 alternatives to continued
use of Military Standard Requisitioning and Issues Pro-
cedures (MILSTRIP) for supply of special lubricants to
RVNAF were studied. Long'lead time for procurement by
Defense General Supply. Center (DGSC) has caused many
items to be classified 'as critically short. This is a
serious situation for those products required to keepj Vietnamese Air Force (VNAF) aircraft in the air. Re.sults
of study confirmed that a decision to procure from SEA
suppliers was logistically feasible and economically

ii sound. "

b. A!. special laXbricants were offered in solicita-
tions to suppliers locat'ed in South East Asia. Response
to solicitations indicated that all products will be
available early.in the.lst.QTR FY75 at a cost less than
DGSC MILSTRIP cost. Ation to reprogram MILSTRIP funds
to tn-country procurement funds is underway and critical
supply items should be. satisfied in July 19711.

c.' Aviation Gasoline*Gfade (AVGAS) 115/145 require-
ments that could not be sa t'{fied by RVNAF contracts
during 2nd half FY74 were supplemented by shipments
from Defense Fuel Supply Center CDFSC). DFSC notified
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RVNAF that they could not provide assistance during
FY75. Negotiations with Eastern Standard Oil Co.
-(F.XXON)' has-aained the required AVGAS for FY75.

d. During 4th Qtr FYT6 extensive investigation
and negotiations with POL suppliers have resulted in
price decreases amounting to at least*$0.05 per gallon
beginning 1 July 1974.

e. From Jan to May 1974, RVNAF was dependent on
sole source supply from South East Asia Services (SEAS)
to meet fuel requirements. This was an unsatisfactory
arrangement for preservation of the fuel supply line
and placed RVNAF at the marcy of SEAS. Although SEAS

has registered strong protests, contracts have been let
to EXXON and California Texas Oil Co (CALTEX) for fuel
supply at the expense of SEAS quantities. The break-
down, by percentage of supply by contractor, is shown
below:

SEAS (SHELL) EXXON CALTEX

Gasoline, Auto-
motive (MOGAS) 46% 28% 26%

Diesel Fuel, Marine
(DIESEL) 49% 33% 18%

AVGAS 81% 19% 0

Turbine Fuel, Grade
(JP4) 53% :;7% 0

TOTAL 55% 32% 13%

f. RVNAF contingency storage was completely filled
during 4th Qtr FY74. This will allow slight reductions
in monthly allocations so as to meet consumption re-
quirements only. Storage now contains 60 days supply
at hormal consumption level and 30 days at full hostility
level. Allocation of product is now at 528,000 BBL per
month compared to a previous 540,200 BBL per month.

7. (C) PORT OPERATIONS.

a. On 29 March 1973, Republic of Vietnam Armed
Forces (RVNAF) assumed responsibility for military port
operations, less Military Standard Transportation and
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Y Movement Procedures (MILSTAMP) documentation functions.

These 'are being accomplished by US contractor, :.2aska
Barge.'*nd Trtansport Company. Stevedore services are
provided by Army-6f the Republic of Vietnam (ARVN)

military personnel and Vietnamese under contract with
ARVN. Total tonnage handled through ARVN operated
ports during period 1 April 1974 through 29 June 1974
amounted to 673,726 Measurement Tons (MT) inbound and
33,884 MT outbound for RVNAF; and 94,673 MT inbound
and 81,708 MT outbound for US interest cargo.

b. Shortfall:

(1) In the 3rd Quarter of Fiscal Year 74, the
Military Sealift Command (MSC) moved 10,642 MT of RVNAF
intra-coastal cargo which had saturated the ports of
Da Nang and Newport. This backlog consisted of normal
resupply items and return of unserviceable vehicles
and components to repair facilities near Saigon. During
the 4th Quarter FY74, the Pioneer Crusader (F-8041)
departed Da Nang for -ewport with 7,185 MT of RVNAF
cargo composed mainly of unserviceable vehicles. RqNAF
is not presently offering cargo for intra-coastal move-
ment.

(2) Cargo handling operations at ARVN ports is
improving but remains substandard when measured against
the MSC standard of 1,500 MT per day. The average daily
cargo handling rate of 1,210 MT for the 4th Quarter FY74,
shows continued improvement over the 1,177 MT rate
attained during the prior quarter. Efficiency in cargo
operations will continue to be stressed at every opportunity
to the Commander, Central Logistics Command (CLC) and
termina-l supervisory personnel.

(3) Port operations throughout the country must
continue to be a subject of prime concern for the
appropriate CLC Staff elements.

8. (C) RVNAF FACILITIES ENGINEERING SELF-SUFFICIENCY
PROGRAMi

a. Satisfactory progress toward achievement of the
goal of RVNAF facilities engineering self-sufficiency
continued during the 4th Quarter FY74. During the
period, technical and operational assistance programs
were conducted by teams of contractor personnel locatedat the Office of the ARVN Chief of Engineers (OCE); the
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13 MIlitary Property and Constructior -"'ices (MPCO's);
the Medium Maintenance Centers (MMCt. The Direct Sup-
.port Groups; and the 4Qth.KEngineer B .epot. These
teams assisot ARVN in developing rea" __ Tables of
Organization and Equipment (TOE's); eparing and im-
plementing uniform procedures for malaging facilities
engineering services; organizing F d conducting on the
job training programs; managing th:. Dependent Shelter
Program (DSP) and Bulk Construction Materials (BCM)
programs; calibrating equipment; assisting in the oper-
ation and maintenance of Single Integrated Military Sys-
tem (SIMS) sites and utility systems; performing equip-
ment overhaul/rebuild; and conducting base development.

b. Formal training under the RVNAF facilities
engineering self-sufficiency program is being conducted
in essential facilities at training centers located in
Da Nang and Long Binh. During FY74, a total of 28
courses were conducted with 941 students graduating.
Upon graduation from the training centers, students
returned to their original unit for continuation of on
the job training (OJT) or assignment to critical areas
as needed..

c. The self-sufficiency program progressed well
'II

during FY74. The current assessment of ARVN capability
is:

(1) Manoower: ARVN is still somewhat lacking in

sufficient numbers of trained personnel, especially in
the skill areas associated with operation and maintenance
of utility systems. However, progress is being made in
overcoming this deficiency.

(2) Utilities Systems Maintenancet Lack of per-sonnel and spare parts are the main problem areas. As-

signed personnel are capable of performing most main-
tenance functions. However, they still lack the ability
to diagnose major engine problems, and they are not yet
fully capable of resolving major electrical and control
circuit problems. Again, they are progressing.

(3) Utilities Operations: ARVN has made excellent
progress in this area, having assumed full responsibility4 for operation of all power plants transferred by the US.
However, more trained personnel are required. Limited
technical assistance will continue to be required for the

(o foreseeable future, especially at the large power plants.
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k 4 Tools, Equipnt and Supply Support: This is
still somewhat of a problem area, but the situation is
gradually improving. Requirements are known and have
been.!laced on requisition. However, the ARVN supply
system has not yet reached the desired level of respon-
siveness.

(5) Publications: Missing publications have been
identified and placed on order. ARVN can satisfactorily
perform maintenance on those items for which technical
manuals and/or commercial manuals are available.

(6) Work Management: ARVN has demonstrated that
they are capable of planning and completing work assign-
ments satisfactorily.

(7) Formal Training: The entire program has progressed
satisfactorily.

(8) Base Development: This recently initiated program
has progressed satisfactorily. Lack of trained oer-
sonnel is the prime constraint.

9. (U) DEPENDENT SHELTER PROGRAM:

I j a. During the qua,ter, construction of dependent
shelters was halted due to lack of receipt of US promised
materials.

b. Secretary of Defense message DTG 032158Z Aug 72
caused the initial program setback by deferring expendi-
tures of half the FY73 Operation and Maintenance Army
(OMA) money and the entire year's Military Construction
(MILCON) funds. The problem was compounded by reprogramming
actions which effectively eliminated all current OMA
money. The program is carried as a $11.2 million short-
fall for FY75.

c. The Office of the Chief of Engineers, ARVN,
ordered the halt to new construction and directed that
existing material be used to complete units under
construction.

d. Program statistics are:
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Number of Units

:Scheduled Construction 69,997
Completed 38,950
Under Construction 7,210
Total Program 46,160

10. (U) ARVN LINES OF COMMUNICATION (LOC) PROGRAM.

a. The ARVN LOC program progressed well during the
fourth quarter of FY74 because of increased availability
of asphalt products and improvements in the delivery of
crushed rock products in the Mekong Delta. The restraint
of short fuel supplies has been overcome and no shortages
have been reported.

b. Because of the possibility that MILCON funds would
be lost at the end of the fiscal year, all available MILCON
funds not required for cement and bridging materials were
reprogrammed for use in the procurement of asphalt. Suf-
ficient funds have been obligated to ensure the delivery
of approximately 16.5 million gallons of asphalt products
(at today's prices) which has the effect of revising the
scope of work remaining in the program upwards. With
adequate supplies of bitumens, the original 5" pavement
design may be constructed rather than the revised 2"
design which had been planned because of lack of OMA
funds and the increased costs of bitumens.

c. During the period, a contract for the delivery
of certain crushed rock products to the Delta worksites
was awarded. This expediency was required to provide
rock to the engineer units until United States Agency
for International Development (USAID) could award other
contracts under the Delta Rock Agency to provide the
services. At this time the USAID contract has become
effective and rock is being received at all rock ports.

d. ARVNization in the form of asphalt delivery has
been put into effect. Engineer units provide drivers
and trucks for the pickup and delivery of drummed
bitumens, and the RVNAF has leased five bulk asphalt
trailers which are operated by the troops for the
delivery of bulk asphalt to the worksites.

11. (U) SPECIAL CATEGORY ARMY WITH AIR FORCE (SCARWAF).

The contemplated SCARWAF program faltered shortly
after its conception when the Defense Attache Office (DAO)
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was unable to obtain funding from higher com.mands
for utilization in the program. ARVN's role in this pro-

gram i,_ to assist he Vietnamese Air Force (VI4AF) Base
ivil Engineers in accomplishing selected projects re-

quired at the nine major VNAF airbases. Preliminary I
~roundwork has been accomplished to permit the ARVN to
make contributions to the program in the form of troops
4and equipment during FY75 and over 100 projects have been
It1entatively allocated to the ARVN, engineers for accomplish-
ment. Over- . million in -aterias will be funded

from US sources in support of this program.

12. (U) RETROGRADE PROGRAM.

During the quarter, a contract for dismantling
and preparing for retrograde DeLong Pier #4 at Cam Ranh
Bay was awarded. Preliminary retrograde preparations
started on 10 June 1974 with a scheduled tow date of
9 September 1974.

13. (U) ARVN AGRICULTURE AND ANIMAL HUSBANDRY PROGRAM.
The ARVN Engineers inaugurated an ambitious self-

sufficiency agricultural program for the purpose of

supplementing the food supply available for the troops.
The objeztive of this program is to provide a free

breakfast and a free lunch to all engineer troops prior
to the end of 19714. Each engineer group has gotten

its program underway and some troops are already
receiving at least one free meal a day. Sales of
agricultural products assist in providing funds for
those products not raised by the troops. The program
includes the clearing, developing and planting of land1 and rice paddies. Vegetables and fruits of all kinds
are also being Gru-., and' animaI, ..... , and
bandry is being pursued. This program has received

4the attention of the Political Warfare Command and,
tt is expected '-hat similar programs will be establish-|
ed within other elements of RVNAF.

14. (U) PROCUREMENT.

a. Quality Assurance Training: 1
(1) During the 4th Qtr, FY74, 38 RVNAF officers were

given a 2-week orientation in quality control procedures
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to enable them to perform in-process inspection at con-J tractor facilities. Seven RVU!AF officers are actually
pernforming in-process surveillance and inspection in the
fa.iliti s of contractors who are participating in the
Ih-Country Prdcurement (ICP) Program. Five additional
RVNAF officers will augment the pharmaceutical in-line
inspection process at an early date.

(2) The ICP Committee has formalized an agreement
to implement this participation by RVNAF in quality
assurance (QA) activities. The benefits are two fold:
reduced reliance on US QA personnel; and increased
capability for RVNAF "in-house" surveillance at all
echelons in the logistics chain.

b. Specifications:

It has recently become apparent that ,in some cases,
specifications for items intended for RVNAF are not well
suited to conditions frequently found in the RVNAF

4 logistics system. Unique local conditions frequentlyfinvalidate operational, functional, and reliability
characteristics of the specification.

(1) Particular emphasis is being given to packing

and packaging for both CONUS and in-country procured items.I The physical condition of available warehouse facilities
frequently is not up to US standards and packaging
suitable for US use does not stand up in the RVN environ-
ment. Further, commercial-design packaging will not
withstana the stresses of handling under conditions found
in many areas of RVN.

- 1 (2) Because of environmental conditions, some itemsare not suitable for use in Vietnam, e.g., BA-31 carbon-
base dry-cells, which have only a 90-day unrefrigerated
shelf-life in a tropical environment. Other items require
repetitive procurements, particularly in the case of high

L volume items which will support economical procurement
quantities. Canned food, for example, may have a shelf-
life of only a year because of the high storage tempera-
tures experienced as supplies move through'the logistical! pipeline.

(3) As specific problem areas are identified, these
are brought to the attention of the RVNAF requiring activity.
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k Through the efforts of the ICP Committee, these activities

are providing personnel to assist procurement specialists
in tie development of specifications which will more
nearly meet the.-eeds of the Vietnam environment.

15. (U) SUMMARY.

a. Supply: The initial impact of fund suspension
in Jan 1974 has been noted via the marked reduction in
depot receipts from Continental United States (CONUS).
Overall supply performance has dropped to 38-40% fill
rate. ARVN still requires US technical assistance in
the areas of requirements, distribution, and depot

operations, although some progress was noted in data
processing and programs. Depot operations are still
under-strength and personnel are under-trained. ECCOI
continues to conduct formal classroom training in all
areas of depot operations.

b. Transportation: ARVN continues to show signifi-
cant improvement in the cargo handling aspect of port
operations. Mid-management level personnel are demonstrat-
ing an interest that had been lacking previously. Improved
attention to detail and cost avoidance is obvious. The
net result of this has been a steady increase in the cargo
handling rate from 650-700 MT per day in July 1973 to
approximately 1,200 MT per day at prese it.

c. Field Maintenance: The OR for artillery con-
tinued at a highly acceptable level although weapon
calibration continues to be a deficiency. The readiness

condition of tactical wheeled vehicles and combat vehicles

& continued to improve. The OR for MHE increased apreciably
during the quarter although a high deadline rate is still
being experienced due to nonstandardization of DIHE ana
non-availability of repair parts. The program to utilize |
local nationals and third country nationals for technical
assistance personnel is making satisfactory progress.

d. Ammunition: The ARVN aniunition supply position
at the end of the 4th Quarter was 9% below the established
stockage level. Four items were well below the cease-
firel vel; however, shortages in three of these four
items were due to manufacturing problems at the procurement
plants. Shortages in fragmentation and offensive grenades,
when computed on the cease fire level, are excessive;
however, the balances on hand, when computed against the
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90-day stockage objective, are within 91% for fragmen-
tation grenades, but only 23% for offensive grenades.

- e. Petroleum: RVNAF has been successful in meeting
lubricant requirements through their own contracts. This
will minimize-critical shortages by decreasing the long3 lead time experienced in MILSTRIP supply. AVGAS 115/145
requirement. -an now be fully met from in-country con-
tracts. This resulted from an additional supply agree-
ment with EXXON. Great strides have been made in con-
verting POL purchases to a buyer's market by gaining
competitive bidding. Lower prices are being obtained

through the new competitive bidding program.

f. RVNAF Facilities Engineering Self-Sufficiency
Program. ARVN's need to rely on US technical assistance
in the performance of facilities engineering services
has steadily declined as the capabilities of ARVN
technical and managerial personnel continue to improve.
The technical assistance effort is now focused almost
exclusively on complex tasks, such as equipment calibra-
tion and diagnosis of mechanical and electrical problems.

I ~i

I

N,!
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SECRET
_CHAPTER 6

VIETNAMESE AIR FORCE (V'AF)

1. (U) INTRODUCTION. The VNAF strengths, weak-
nesses, logistics, equipment status, OR rates and the
DAO assessment are presented in the following
paragraphs.

2. (S) AUTHORIZED STRENGTH AND ASSIGNED PERSONNEL
READINESS.

a. Current overall VNAF manning is as follows:

PERSO1NEL AUTHORIZED ACTUAL PERCENT

Officers 10180 10273 101%
Enlisted 5'1725 51837 95%
Civilian 762 694 91%Total 65667 684 96%

(Figure 6-1)

b. VNAF pilot manning, which largely reflectsSmanning of other crew positions, is considered suffi-
cient to fly available VNAF aircraft on a sustained
surge basis. The 1,7.78 scuadron pilots represent 74
percent of the authorized manning. Figure 2 reflects

the current manning by type of aircraft/mission. The
special air mission unit figures have been omitted.

c. Personnel readiness of the rated force can be
roughly determined by reference to the Figure 2 column
labeled "Operational Ready". This figure, however, refers
to aircrews which are in continuation/upgrade training.
The majority of the aircrews are capable of performing
basic combat missions.

3. (S) AREAS OF RESPONSIBILITY. The authorized
Air Order of Battle (AOB) is shown by military region.
The AOBs closely represent the areas of operation with
the exception of the support aircraft in the 5th Air
Division which operate throughout the country.

(Figures 6-3, 6-4, 6-5 and 6-6)
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VNAF PILOT/COPILOT , .- !--f!

- I
.-

° "

TYPE A/C AUTH ASSIGNED OR OR

A-37 350 302 230 76
A-I 123 78 78 100
F-5 217 117 C-! 78

Total Ftr/Attack 690 497 399 80

C-7 60 51 45 88
C-130 54 48 24 50

I Total Cargo 114 99 69 70

UH-1 944 582 529 91
ICH-47 80 75 56 75

Total Helo 1024 657 585 89

VC-47 15 18 8 44
(U-17, 0-1, 0-2) 329 273 273 100

Total Liaison 344 291 281 97

AC-119K 27 26 25 96
AC-119G 27 26 25 96
AC-47 24 20 15 75

Total Gunship 78 72 65 90

RC-119L 20 14 9 64

EC-47 18 44 43 98" C-719 15 11 73 (
U-6 10 11 11 100

Total Reece 97 84 74 88

T-37 31 29 29 100
T,41/01 27 49 49 100,

Total Training 58 78 78 100

C1 Figure 6-2
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5. (C) OPERATIONS.

a. VNAF Flying Hour Program:

(1) A-domparison of programmed flying hours with
actual hours flown, during the fourth quarter of fiscal
year 1974, is reflected in the following schedule:

ACFT APRIL MAY JUNE
TYPE PROG ACTUAL PROG ACTUAL PROG ACTUAL

AC-119G 963 787 963 1,160 684 690
AC-119K 414 830 414 739 684 605
AC-47 823 517 823 545 693 462
EC-47 1,398 2,396 1,398 2,079 1,380 1,770
RC-47 477 496 477 491 507 411
VC-47 146 142 145 171 145 141
C-130 1,210 1,343 1,210 1,041 1,196 1,117
C-7 1,485 1,113 1,485 1,170 1,542 1,296
0-! 8,334 11,306 8,333 9,249 8,333 7,632
0-2 1,324 1,430 1,324 1,410 1,352 1,132
U-6 466 458 466 358 368 329' U-17 2,570 2,258 2,569 1,993 2,193 1,858
A-I 2,050 1,857 2,053 1,836 2,397 1,733
F-5 2,367 1,721 2,366 1,652 2,867 1,728
A-n7 5,098 3,731 5,098 3,693 4,004 3,166
T-_7 189 448 1-9  491 190 407
T-41 1,053 1,127 1,053 982 900 995
UH-1 22,905 29,5:0 22,904 27,456 22,520 21,434
CH-147 2,1459 1,403 2,458 1,395 1,479 983

(2) Commando Gopher: The Defense Attache advised
JGS of the "Commando Gopher" program, which is a three
year project to restore all VNAF Navigational Aids and
Aircraft Control and Warning Systems to technical order
specifications. JGS was requested to ensure expeditious
reporting of in-flight noted discrepancies and to take

appropriate supply and maintenance actions to effect
early correction. The project is 10 percent complete.

(3) Cross Border Communication Circuits: Cross
border communication between Royal Thai Air Force Aircraft
Control & Warning (AC&W) sites in Thailand and VNAF
AC&W sites in Vietnam exchange air traffic, flight plan
and weather information for th mutual protection of
each country's air space. It also provides clearance
for host Pircraft in pursuit of intruders.
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6. (C) AERIAL RESUPPLY.

a, There are 17 RVNAF outposts and bases dependent
on Aerial resup ly. Of this total, four are located
within MR I, efght within MR II, two within MR III and
three within MR IV.

b. In order to accomplish aerial resupply re-
quirements, VNAF flew 206 sorties per month lifting 971
tons of assorted supplies. This effort supported
14,934 military and civilian personnel located within
the 17 resupply points. The number of aerial resupply
sites is subject to frequent changes due to loss or
gain of locations and subsequent relocation of troops.
Aerial resupply statistics do not include sites which

receive assistance for short periods of time.

c. A vari e ty of delivery methods are used, which
include CH-47 and UH- helicopters, C-A and C-130
fixed wing aircraft and air drops. The following
schedule reflects a summary of RVN aerial resupply:

Population Monthly
Sites Mil Civ Total Sorties Tons

MR-l 4 7,214 1,343 8,557 97 5_6 J
MR-2 8 4,641 i,i6l 5,802 93 377

MR-3 2 220 50 270 4 18

MR-4 3 300 5 305 12 20

COUNTRY-17 12,375 2,559 14,934 206 971
WIDE

7. (C) MAJOR EQUIPMENT STATUS.

a. Status of the eight major VNAF weapon systemsis depicted in Figures 6-7 through 6-14. The following
paragraphs address the Operational Ready (OR), Not Oper-ational Ready Maintenance (NORM) and Not Operational

Ready Supply (NORS) rates for each weapon system.

(1) T-37 Aircraft: The OR and NORM rates were the

results of increased maintenance requirements between
training schedules. The NORS upward trend was caused by
problems with the oxygen regulator and fuel pumps. Both
items are being received and the NORS trend is now on a

( ; decline.
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I (2) A-I Aircraft: The OR rate was consistently

above standard. Fluctuations were due to the scheduling
of aircraft for fuel cell, flare and communication modi-
foications in addition to IRAN, ACI and CBD repair. The
.OR.. rate wa, wlithin standard. The NORS rate has de-
creased from a high of 19.6 percent in September 1973
to 7.5 percent in June 1974. The current NORS rate was
caused by forecast errors for time change items. Sys-
tem manager and VNAF are monitoring time change re-
quirements to resolve the forecast problem.

(3) C-130 Aircraft: The OR and NOR4 rates re-I sulted from major unprogrammed requirements, in addi-
tion to programmed depot maintenance'(PDM), IRAN and
ALE-20 flare modification. The major unprogrammed
workload consisted of repairing cracked wing fittings
and fixing fuel tank leaks. The NORS rate resulted
from similar causes as those affecting OR/NORM rates,
plus the lack of in-country repair capability for com-
ponent items which had no stock on hand. Items causingI NORS condition are reviewed weekly by IVN, stock I-v--
els are analyzed and action is taken to replenish ex-
hausted stocks.

(4) UH-! Aircraft: The OR and NORS rates, through
March 1974, were the result of inadequate supply sup-
port and late processineg of repair cycle items, in ad-
dition to aircraft scheduled for fuel cell, gunship and
rotor blade modifications, periodic inspections, ACI

and CBD repairs. The improvement reflected during the
last quarter FY-74 resulted ff-cln improved Army supply
support, timely processing of repair cycle items through
ATLC shops, improved VNAF supply discipline and actions
taken to attain and mnrntain adequate stock levels. The
NORM rate was within standard.

(5) CH-47 Aircraft: The OR and NORS rates were re-
sults of inadequate supply support and extensive modi-
fications. A high percent of aircraft Pre undergoing
life extension inspection, ACI and/or CBD repair. A
review of the component repair policy is in process. J
In addition, an Army representative has been placed at
ATLC to provide direct contact with Army supply sources.
The NORM rate was within standard.

(6) A-37 Aircraft: The OR rate was above stand-
ard. Flu-tuatlons were due to scheduling of aircraft
for radio, flare, AIM-9E and wing modifications, in ad-
dition to ACI, corrosion control and CBD repairs. The
NORM rate was within standard. The NORS upward trend
was caused by errors in forecasting bnd delays in
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requisitioning for time change items. System manager
and VNAF are monitoring time change requirements to re-
solve forecast errors.

(7) F,5 Aircraft: The OR rate was affected by
scheduling of aircraft for AIM-9E capability modifica-
tion in addition to ACI, corrosion control and CBD
repairs. The NORM rate was within standard. The high
NORS rate was caused by the lack of generators, valves,
gear boxes, supports and tip tanks to satisfy routine
maintenance requirementn. Requisitioning and follow-
up actions are being expedited to assure availability
of parts.

(8) 0-1 Aircraft: The OR, NORM and NORS rates
were within standards.

8. (C) LOGISTICS.

a. Aviation Intensively Managed Items (AIMI): The
requirements for AI.I showed a marked decrease from the
previous quarter. These reduced requirements are the
direct result of enhanced VNAF management, improved in-
ventory controls and a new method to compute require-
ments. In addition, repair capabilities, both at ATLC
and the Air Asia contyictcr facility in Taiwan, have
reduced the dollar va .-e of AIMI buy requirements from
-ONUS.

b. Common Item Support: The VNAF fill rate on
common items requisitioned from the National Mareriel
Management Agency (NMMA) remained at approximately 31
percent. Large quantities of requisitions for materiel
have either been back-ordered or cancelled. Montnly
order reconciliations with NMMA began in May 1974. VNAF
personnel are assigned to NMMA to perform liaison for
ATLC and tasked to ensure proper execution of VNAF re-
quirements.

c. Supply: A major rewarehousing project of the
ATLC Base Support Group property consisting of 8,000
line items has been completed. Follow-up actions will
include disposal of unserviceable property and a wall-
to-wall inventory. Target date for completion of the
inventory is 1 September 1974.

d. Computer Operations: A total of 1,130 hours of
computer downtime was experienced as a result or power
failure, weather, air conditioning, equipment and com-
ponent malfunctions. DAO and VNAF personnel improved
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the quality of electrical power in the computer center,
which resulted in a drastic reduction in downtime.
Plans have been completed for refurbishing the computer
room facilities.

e. Maintenance Engineering Wing: The manpower
level has increased 60 percent since the cease-fire-
from 2,179 to 3,435 personnel. Production manhours
have risen from 119,000 to 236,000 for an increase of al-
most 100%. ATLC shortfalls and accomplishments are cited
in the following:

(1) Forecasting the workloads, parts shortages and
lack of skilled personnel have hampered production ef-
forts to some degree. In order to attain peak produc-
tion proficiency, VNAF is concentrating on more precise
forecasting and workloading techniques and improving
supply discipline by emphasizing in-country on-the-job
(OJT) training.

(2) VNAF is accomplishing corrosion control and
crash battle damage --epairs on A-37 and F-5 aircraft.
Repair capability f(- these aircraft was not available
at the cease-fire.

(3) Jet Engine Intermediate Maintenance (JEIM)

capability has been established and facilities are
being expanded to provide JEIM capability for the
J85-21 engine used on the F-5E aircraft. No JEIM capa-
bility was previously available.

(4) A power train facility has been built for the
UH-l helicopter, and personnel are being trained to ac-
complish component overhaul. Training is scheduled for
completion by December 1974. VNAF plans to produce
one-third of UH-1 requirements in FY-75 and all of the
requirements in FY-76. Also, a rotor, hub and blade
overhaul shop has been established to support power j
train workloads.

(5) Approximately 40 construction projects are in
process for needed improvements at ATLC. Some of these
are in the Maintenance Engineering Wing and tend to
disrupt production efforts in some areas. However, the
improved facilities will result in better distribution
of workloads and peak production levels.

(6) Reparable Processing Center (RPC):

(a) To achieve improved control and visibility of
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CONFIDENTIALF reparable assets two new programs are being implemented.

j (b) The first program is designed to reflect the
condit'ion of packaging and documentation of each re-
parable item received at ATLC. This program will be
"implemeited-i July 1974.

(c) The second program provides for a supplemental
listing to the Due-In From Maintenance (DIFM) Report
(R-26). The R-26 listing reflects items in maintenance
being reworked and the supplemental listing will re-
flect items with a low repair priority that are stored
in the reparable warehouse. The computer program
change for this action is scheduled to be developed

15 August 1974 and implemented 1 September 1974.

f. Crash/Battle Damaged (CBD) Aircraft: A total
of 107 CBD aircraft at VNAF bases require repair or|

salvage. Priorities have been established to con-
centrate efforts on the recovery of 36 C-7, A-l, A-37
and AC/EC-47 aircraft. Special teams of structural
engineers and material estimators have been requested
from AFLC to assess conditions and develop repair pro-
cedures. A special project code (PACER SCAR) and sup-
ply designator code (175) have been established to re-

, quisition and aggregate required materials at Bien Hoa.

The aircraft will be repaired by contractor and VNAF
personnel at the bases and the Bien Hoa depot.

g. Transportation:

(1) The VNAF formulated a disuse (storage) vehicle
program designed to improve utilization and to provide
a contingency pool. A problem developed in the pro-
curement of spares to keep the vehicle deadlined, parts
(VDP) rate minimal. It is necessary that the stored
vehicles be in running condition for possible usage at
any time.

(2) VNAF vehicle validation personnel are meeting
with members of each base transportation office to
determine requirements. Realignment of assets will
take place when the validation is completed.

(3) Air cargo movement has been satisfactory; how-
ever, to assure proper management VNAF has chosen to
implement a cargo flow study. This study is designed
to uncover any bottlenecks or lags in movement flow and
provi.de solutions to any problems which may exist.

(4) A directive has been written and distributed on
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the Packaging Conservation Program. The main difficul-
ty is lack of qualified personnel in the field. DAO
has :scheduled a packaging technician to make a field
trip. for the purpose of providing the needed technical
assistanc6 to make the program work.

h. F-5E Program: The program requires major Air
Force interest as it is undergoing planning stages,
i.e.:

(1) Program review at Tan Son Nhut

(2) Activation of the first squadron

(3) Arrival of six additional aircraft

(4) Rewrite of the VNAF F-5E Logistic Support
Plan.

(5) A myriad of logistics problems were formally
presented and fully discussed. With the arrival of ten
additional aircraft in May, the 536th squadron, oper-ating under the 3rd Air Division (Bien Hoa), was ac-

tivated.

i. Squadron Activations: Seven F-5E Squadrons
AJ (18 UE) totaling 126 aircraft are programmed for the

VNAF at locations and dates listed:

UNIT A/C LOCATION ACTIVATION DATE

536 ADS (18) BIEN iHOA FY 4/74 (May 74)

540 ADS (18) BIEN HOA FY 1/75 (Sep 74)

538 ADS (18) DA NANG FY 3/75 (Jan 75)

522 ADS (18) BIEN HOA (Not firm)

542 ADS (18) BIEN HOA (Not firm)

544 ADS (18) BIEN HOA (Not firm)

552 ADS (18) DA NANG (Not firm)

(1) All units will be activated at Bien Hoa then
deployed to permanent locations and are reflected
above. Unit activations will take place during the
months listed. Initial spares aggregation requisitions
for twelve months stockage were based on an aircraft
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utilization rate of 35 hours per aircraft per month,
which is the current CSAF approved flying hour program.

(2) Currently, the VNAF F-5A squadrons are author-
|zed 24 UE aircraft per squadron. Planning for the
*F-5E has been based upon an authorized UE of 18 aircraft
per squadron. The JGS and VNAF, with DAO concurrence,
have expressed a desire to retain the 24 UE aircraft
squadrons, with the exception of the RF-5Es, if approved

Iand funded.

9. (S) CONCLUSIONS.

a. The previous VNAF assessment remains substan-
tially unchanged. Although progress has been made in
some of the various programs, as reflected throughout
this report, many significant actions are still re-
quired to assist VNAF in attaining the desired degree
of logistic and operational self-sufficiency. The
highest priority is being given to areas identified in
the VNAF Logistics Plan, such as:

(1) Development and implementation of material
management techniques.Ii

(2) Achievement of full range maintenance support
for aircraft, component and aerospace ground equipment.

(3) Improvement ,f rhe efficiency and responsive-
ness of the supply system.

(4) Identification of future training requirements
and implementation of training programs.

(5) Activation of the F-5E aircraft squadron and

logistic support.

(6) Restoration of NAVAIDS and AC&W equipment to
optimum operating condition.

b. Evaluation of training requirements resulted
in phaseout of formal contractor training as of 30 June
1974• Emphasis has been placed on in-couiitry OJT
training. As training in the various logistics fields
is comple-ed and journeyman level proficiency is
reached, progress towards VNAF self-sufficiency will
accelerate.

c. Continuing effort and support of AOSAF pei-
sonnel remains essential to assist VNAF in attaining
the desired level of combat and operational readiness.
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CHAPTER 7

VIETNAMESE NAVY (VNN)

1. (C) PERSONNEL.

a. Authorization: The 30 June 1974 VNN manpower
authorization remains at 40,181(5,714 officers,
13,643 petty officers, and 20,824 enlisted personnel).

b. Strength- The actual strength as of 30 June
1974 was 40,131 composed of 5,800 officers, 13,896
petty officers, and 20,435 other personnel, including
midshipmen, recruits, and pipeline personnel.

2. (C) PERSONNEL READINESS.

a. The personnel readiness of the VNN continues
to be characterized by such factors as responsiveness
to emergency situations, high combat morale, will-
ingness to face personal danger, and active use of
formal training programs. Serious general deficien-
cies, however, persist in such vital areas as the
assignment/utilization of trained personnel, unit
level training and readiness development, morale and
basic shipboard subsistence (food). Despite th1e e
traditional problems, encouraging indicators of emer-
gency responsiveness and periodic high performance
also persist. Of special interest,in relation to the
VNN coastal patrol missionwas the professionalism

'I displayed in the recent interdiction and capture of
smuggler craft on two separate occasions. In an in-
cident during late March (reported early April),an
effective use of intelligence information and coordi-
nated naval assets led to the capture of a merchant
ship with contraband civilian cargo. In late June, the
effectiveness of the outer barrier coastal patrol was
tested by the interdiction and seizure of a Thai nar-
cotics trawler whlch was passing:throuh RVN.territorialwaters with a sizable cargo of raw opium.

b. Various longstanding personnel readiness short-
falls reflected in such areas as maintenance, underway
training, utilization of trained personnel, etc., con-
tinue to impact on the general VNN combat readiness
posture. These problems are considered to further
impact on the critical and generally fragile factors
of morale, motivation and confidence. This continues
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to be particularly evident in the demanding technical
context of Fleet Conmand ships, where additional mo-
rale problems relating to food deficiencies and other
ecohnomic-hardships are encountered. The Warship Arma-
ment Study anrdImprovement Committee, initiated by the
VTNAF Chief of Navl Operations in March and concluded
in April, served to draw attention to such problems as
they relate to basic command management deficiencies.
As a step in addressing these problems, at Navy Divi-Ision/DAO Saigon request, CINCPACFLT has arranged for
a series of visits to RVN by a sixteen man U.S. Navy
underway training Technical Assistance Team (TAT).
The TAT is to visit four representative major fleet
units of VNN (WHEC, DER, PCE, and LST) to conduct
Operational Readiness Evaluations (0RE's) in conjunc-
tion with the VNN Fleet Training Group. These visits
are planned for the period of 22 July - 30 August 1974.
In helping to better determine the operational readi-
ness posture of VNIN Fleet Command ships, the TAT vis-
its and joint USN/VNN ORE's are expected to have the
effect of helping to better define appropriate readi-
ness standards and a suitable division of responsibil- I.
ities in maintaining those standards. This is ex-
pected to aid the development of improved methods for
VNN to monitor, evaluate and properly respond to
readiness shortfalls.

c. During the quarter, the VNN reported a total of Jj
1,725 personnel entering and 1,258 completing in-
country training courses, with an average of about
933 personnel in training throughout the period. Par-
ticipation in offshcrm training courses included 48
officers and 9 enlisted beginning and 52 officers and
8 enlisted personnel completing training. Some of these
graduating personnel were enrolled in prior quarters* i

3. (C) EQUIPMENT STATUS OF SHIPS AND CRAFT.

a. As of 30 June 1974, the authorized number of
ships and craft remains at 1,547.

b. Reports of ships and craft figures normally
vary from month to month due to combat losses and
other mishaps, faulty reporting from the field and
faulty tabulation of reports and records. The N4i
project to purify records and reconcile the actual
number of craft on hand with inventory records by HQ
number is continuing and is gradually improving craft
accountability. Latest figures for VNN craft by gen-f .
eral category (which do not include sunken craft K
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awaiting salvage) are as follows:

COASTAL SURVEILLANCE AND PATROL CRAFT

DER (Destroyer Escort Radar Picket) 2

WHEC (High Endurance Cutter) 7

PCE (Patrol Craft Escort) 7

PGM (Patrol Gunboat Motor) 20

WPB (Patrol Boat) 25

PCF (Patrol Craft Fast) 103

Yabuta Junk 147

Kien Giang Junk 6

Command Junk 31

Coastal Raider - Ferro Cement 89

TOTAL: 437

RIVER PATROL CRAFT

" ATC (Armored Troop Carrier) 69

ASPB (Assault Support Patrol Boat) 72

CCB (Command Communications Boat) 6

Commandement 13

LCM Monitor (Landing Craft Mechanized) 21

LCM Refueler 15

LSIL (Landing Ship Infantry Light) 3

LSSL (Landing Ship Support Large) 4

Monitor 11
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J RlIER PATROL CRAFT (CONT)

£ Monitor Zippo 7

£ PBR (Patrol Boat River) 294

i RPC (River Patrol Craft) 27

STCAN (Fom) 38

TOTAL: 580

HARBOR AND MINE DEFENSE CRAFT

LCMMS (Landing Craft Mechanized Mine- 4
sweeper)

LCPL (Landing Craft Personnel Large) 23

MLMS (Motor Launch Minesweeper) 10

MSM (Minesweeper Mechanized) 7

MSR (Minesweeper River) 6

Picket 18

I Vedette Y 3000 1

Vedette I 3600 15

Vedette S 3700 1

TOTAL: 85

LOGISTICAL AND SUPPORT CRAFT

AGP (Auxiliary General Purpose) 2 I
ARL (Landing Craft Repair Ship) 1

APL (Auxiliary Personnel Lighter) 2
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LOGISTICAL AND SUPPORT CRAFT (CONT)

Water Barge 1I :
CSB (Combat Salvage Boat) 4

FNC (Floating Naval Club) 1

LCM-3 23

LCM-6 105

LCM-8 48

LCM Fire Boat 1

LCM Pusher 12

LCU (Landing Craft Utility) 15

LCVP (Landing Craft Vehicle Personnel) 39 1

j ILCVP Pusher 5 1

LSM (Landing Ship Medium) 5

LSM/H (Hospital Ship) 2 .

LST (Landing Ship Tank) 6 j

Skimmer 28

UB 50 (Utility Boat) 2

UB 100 I

YFR (Refrigerated Covered Lighter) 1

YLLC (Salvage Light Lift Craft) 3

YOG (Yard Oiler) 6

YR (Floating Repair) 1

YRBM (Repair, Berthing and Messing Barge) 4

YTL (Small Harbor Tug) 9

YTM (Medium Harbor Tug) 3
7-5
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LOGISTICAL AND STP- CP AFT (CC"T)

Flag Officer iarges

RB (Refuel Barge)

YW (Transport Craft) 1

FB (Fuel Barge) 5

BW (Boston Whaler) 56

Viper 6.

BC (Transportation Barge) 7

WLV (Floating Radar Site HQ 304) 1

TOTAL: 418

GRAND TOTAL: 1520
I

c. From the beginning of the ceasefire (28 Janu- .
ary 1973) through 30 June 1974, 78 miscellaneous craft" have been lost or sunk by enemy action. Many of these

craft have either been salvaged or are awaiting sal-
vage. Latest reports of these losses are as follows:

iI CRAFT TYPE NUMBER OF UNITS I

Command Junk 8

PBR 14 I
Monitor 1

ATC 11

LCM-6 4

LCM-8 1.4 Yabuta Junk I4
CONFIDENTIAL
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CRAFT TYPE (CONT) NUMBER OF UNITS (CONT)

LCVP 7

STCAN 5

Pickett 3

PCF 4

LCM-3 2

PCE (lost during engagement 1
with PRC)

ASPB 4

CCB 2

Iii~Coastal Raider 1,

LCMMS 1

LCM Monitor 2Ii Skimmer 1

TOTAL: 78

I 4. (C) LOGISTICS.
a. General:

(1) A meeting was recently initiated by the VNN
to discuss materiel conditions and how these conditions
can be improved in the upcoming fiscal climate. The

* meeting was chaired by the Chief of Staff, VNN, and
was attended by personnel from the VNN Operations Divi-
sion, the VNN Logistics Command and the VNN Shipyard
(VNNSY), as well as Navy Division representatives.
This is the first time such a meeting was held and
future follow up meetings are scheduled. Study groups
have been formed to examine a new concept for Fleet
Command ship operating and ma.ntenance schedules
proposed by the VNN Sea Operations Command, and to
examine the merits of continuing the ferro-cement ship
building program.

It CONFIDENTIAL
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(2) A final status report is being prepared for

the.,"1973 combined Logistics Development Plan. Monthly
status reporting has been discontinued. A 1974 com-
bined Logistics Development Plan is currently in the

]process of preparation and will carry forward a number
of issues contained-within the 1973 plan as well as
initiate new programs. When promulgated, a new re-
porting procedure will be established to monitor pro-

gress on the various programs and projects.

b. Technical Management:

(1) The implementation phase (Phase III) of the
Coastal Radar Improvement Program is in progress.
Realistic milestones to achieve all major goals of
this program have been established. Completion of all
actions for this program are scheduled for late April

(2) Based on VN provided data, the availability
of the Coastai Madar System averaged 85.8 percent for
the quarter.

(3) A schedule has been arranged to begin field
overhaul and modification of motor-generator sets at
all sites. A total of 42 sets are involved. The over--
haul at the first site, Vung Tau, is scheduled for
mid-July 1974 and will be done under the supervision
of Navy Division personnel. Overhauls at the remain-
ing sites will be accomplished by all-VNN personnel i
technical teams. Completion of this effort is ex- J
pected in early October 1974.

f (4) The issue of Army of the Republic of Vietnam !
(ARVN) watercraft maintenance has been resolved. The
ARVN will perform 3rd and 4th echelon maintenance,
utilizing repair parts requisitioned from the VNN. I
All 5th echelon repairs will be performed by the VNN. I

c. VNNSY 6,
of(i) Completion of dredging along the forward face

of "Lima" pier at the shipyard is progressing satis-
factorily. It is currently estimated that approximate-
ly 95 percent of all dredging has been completed. The

removal of the dolphin outboard of "Kilo" pier has not0:yet 
been completed, 

but some preparatory 
work has been

accomplished. It is now estimated that all dredging
and removal of the dolphin will be completed during7-8 

R
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the month of July 1974.

(2Y Sea wall repair work is progressing satisfac-
torily. Tbrt remaining work is in the area of the small
marine railway slip. A change order has been issued bythe Director of Construction to the maintenance

dredging contractor for completion of this area.

(3) The construction of additional sanitary faci-
lities for the docking shop is approximately 95 percent
complete. Progress on these self-help projects con-
tinues to be slow due to a heavy shipyard workload.

(4) Course plan briefs and rough lesson plans for
a course on the AN/UQN-I (Sonar Sounding Set) is now
underway. This course will be taught subsequent to
the course on the AN/SPS-10 (Surface Search Radar).

(5) Progress has been noted in the area of criti-
cal item support, especially for HQ-16 (WHEC) and
HQ-501 (LST). The Vietnamese Navy Supply Center
(VNNSC) is responding more rapidly to the shipyard's
needs and is taking action to increase the material
support of ARVN craft by stocking 4216 line Items of
required repair parts.

(6) The CY 1974 program scheduled ARV11 LCM-81s

to start overhaul by i June 1974. Fourteen have.!actually started, four craft have been completed andten craft are under overhaul.

d. Construction and Base Maintenance:

(1) The number of completed U.S. Navy sponsored
dependent shelters is now 5044 out of a total of 5144.

(2) The future of the Republic of Vietnam Armed
Forces (RVNAF) Dependent Shelter Program is still un-
decided. DAO has queried the office of the Secretary
of Defense regarding the critical nature of funding corthis program.

(3) The contract for the 15KV commercial power line
(exterior portion), from the existing Vietnam Power Co.
power line to and including the 5000 EVA transformer
station, has been awarded to a local contractor. The
interior arrangement will require considerably more
work, and will be let later on as a separate contract... .
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"A" The two operable generators are still carrying the

station load satisfactorily. Repair work by ARVN
continues on-the other two generators.

(4) The building rehabilitation project at VNN
Headquarters was completed during the quarter.

) The End Item Use Inspection (EIUI) team has
'--i.'C~ed surveys of the following bases: Logistic

t Base (LSB) Cat Lo, Intermediate Support Base
K.) Cho Moi, LSB Cam Ranh, ISE Long Phu, and LSB
Binh Thuy. The team found a number of deficiencies
which have been listed and sent to VNN Logistic Sup-
port Center (VNNLSC) and the contractor for corrective
action.

(6) ARVN is now overhauling the electric generation
facilities at Cam Ranh. Since earlier field surveys
revealed an urgent need for generatoi overhauls at
various bases, both the contractor and ARVN have been
alerted to the need for more and better maintenance.

V (7) The contract for the VNNSY Industrial Pier was
awarded (26 June 1974) to Eiffel Asia for $284,293, not
including government furnished material for $291,000.

e. Funding: Because of the new Military Assis-
tance Program (MAP) funding procedures and expected
fiscal constraints, logistic support activities will
be challenged as never before to get the highest pos-
sible return on a reduced investment. Every program
will have to be questioned In terms of its essentiali-
ty, and requirements will have to be carefully prior-
itized to assure optimum application of resources.
Financial managers must carefully justify all items to

: assist the RVNAF Joint General staff in apportioning
total MAP funds made available among the services to
achieve a well balanced posture of defense forces.

5. 'C) SUPPLY.

a. While waiting for the Supply Command to be es-
tablished, VNN Headquarters promulgated a significant
change to the mission of the VNNSC. In addition to the
original mission, the VNNSC has the responsibility for
managing -nd developing the Navy Supply System in-
cluding -he control and technisal guidance of all

7-10
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.supply organizations and personnel in the Navy in order
.to increase effectiveness in supply support of naval
units. _0

b. All tasks necessary to accomplish the correla-
tion of federal stock numbers to national stock num-
bers have been identified and scheduled. A total of
72 data processing programs will require revision and
28 milestones have been established which will be
tracked weekly until final conversion on 1 October
1974.

c. VNNSC stock replenishment dues were reconciled
with those of Navy International Logistics Control Of-
fice (NAVILCO) and a less than one percent match dis-
crepancy occurred (126 dues were recorded at WNSC
which were not recorded at NAVILCO). The 126 un-
matched records were forwarded to Oakland for research.

d. Average order and shipping time for VNNSC stock
replenishment items during the quarter was about 120.5' days.

e. In an effort to identify obsolete VNN equip-f ment, in May the VNNSC researched all requisitions to
CONUJS that were rejected since 1 Januar=.197 4 b-ecause
of obselete FSNs. From tnis research a list of
equipment was prepared which contains one or more obso-
lete parts. This list was referred to the Logistics
Support Branch as candidates for replacement in the VNN
modernization program.

f. Average supply effectiveness for the quarter
declined slightly from the previous quarter. Demands
in the fourth quarter increased by more than 11% over
the third quarter. Supply effectiveness data for the

I fourth quarter are as follows:

EFFECTIVENESS

DEMANDS ISSUES NIS NC WET GROSS AR*

51306 39312 5846 6!48 86.9 76.6 88.0

*Accomodation rate = Percent of requisitions received
for carried items.

6. (C) OPERATIOIqS.

a. Coastal Surveillance System:
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(1) VNN reported boarding 120,810 craft during the

quarter, which resulted in 446 craft and 2,327 persons
bei'g .detained for various reasons.

(2) The readiness rate of the coastal radar sta-
tions averaged 85.8%, which is a negligible change from
the previous quarter. An average of 1.7 of the 16
stations were down per day. Total contacts detectedduring the quarter were 7,053, of which 6,217 were

tracked. A total of 149 Filter King exercises were
conducted to test the system of which 114 were con-
sidered satisfactory for a detection rate of 76.4%.
The readiness rate for the last two quarters continues
to'be substantially above the previous two quarters,
which is considered to be a reflection of the Coastal
Radar Improvement Plan 'CRIP) progress. The Filter
King exercise detection rate for the past two quarters,
however, continues to be below the previous two quar-
ters (which had fewer exercises) as this rate typically
decreases with an increased volume of exercises. The
detection rate during the reporting period has never-
theless increased appreciably over the preceding quarter.

(3) Visual Air Reconnaissance Search (VARS) flights
were requested on 611 occasions, but only 359 were ac-
tually flown. Additionally, 34 air support missions
were requested and 20 provided.

b. Material Readiness: Average material readiness
rates developed by the Navy Division for blue water
ships were 69% for the Ocean Flotilla, 69.1% for the
Coastal Flotilla, and 69.4% for the Logistics Flotilla.
The average material readiness rate for brown water
craft during the quarter was 81.2%.

c. Tempo of Operations: Average figures for the
tempo of operations and days away from home port for
major fleet units for the quarter are as follows:

' AVERAGE NUMBER OF DAYS
SHIP TEMPO OF OPERATIONS AWAY FROM HOME PORT

DER 33.7% 55
WHE3 41.3% 48
PCE 42.3% 58
LST 24.1% 11
AGP 58.7% 19

CONFIDENTIAL
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NOTE: Above figures exclude ships which were under-
going regular overhaul- during a majority of the period.

d. Naval Gunfire Support (NGPS): 'VNN ships pro-
,Vided .NGFS for tactical operations in 64 missions. A
total of 241$ships were assigned to these missions at
various coastal areas as requested by field and terri-
torial ground forces, as well as other naval commands.
Expenditures included 399 rounds of 5", 1728 rounds of
3", 857 rounds of 81mm, 6550 rounds of 40mm and 4420
rounds of 20mm ammunition. A dramatic increase in
requests for NGFS was noted during the quarter, par-
ticularly during June. This increase is considered to
reflect the general increase in the level of hostili-
ties throughout the country and a growing trend on the
part of territorial forces to seek naval support. This
trend appears encouraged at least in part by shortages
of artillery ammunition available to territorial forces.

e. Combat Operations: During the quarter VNN
units were involved in 81 fire fights, 23 mining inci-
dents, and 20 attacks by fire. These actions led to a
total of 133 VNN casualties, of which 20 were KIA.
Following the usual pattern, incident.. within RVN were
initiated by both sides and included unprovoked attacks

V by enemy forces as well as enemy reaction to jointRVNAF security operations in which VNN units partici-

pated. A significant development during the quarter
has been a marked increase in enemy mining efforts
against naval craft as well as commercial tankers and
other obvious priority enemy mining targets.

f. Miscellaneous:

(1) VNN successes in countering smuggling activi-
ties in two recent instances were of special in.erest
during the quarter as they reflected favorably )n VNN
coastal patrol operations. In one incident in late
March (reported early April), the merchant ship HIGH
TIDE (Panamanian registry) was effectively lured into
a position (in RVN territorial waters) to be inter-
cepted and seized with expected contraband cargo. This
operation involved the well coordinated use of local
intelligence information and naval assets. In a more
serious incident in late June, the Thai registered
trawler LUANG LAP LUNG SRI was intercepted and searched
by an outer barrier patrol ship (DER) while passing
through RVN waters at night, apparently enroute to Hong
Kong. The trawler was found to have a cargo of 90 bags
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of- raw opium weighing 55 pounds each.

C2) 44ekong Convoy: During the quarter 11 regular
convoys and one special convoy were escorted to the
Cambodian border with no incidents in RVN territory.

(3) Cargo moved by LST's under operational control
of the Central Logistics Command was as follows:

MONTH AMOUNT (SHORT TONS) NUMBER OF TRIPS

April 3,972 11
May 4,310 8
June 3,731 12

7. (C) SHORTFALLS.

a. Basic limitations of VNN capabilities continue
to include inadequate defenses against North Vietnamese
aircraft and missile boats, limited amphibious capabi-
lity and a shortage of heavy water transportation
assets. Additionally, in relation to the routineoperational role of VNN, speed limitations significant-

ly hamper the pursuit and interdiction capability of
Fleet Command ships.

b. While inadequate food has become a major prob-
lem in messes throughout RVNAF, the quality of messes
aboard VNN ships continues to be an especially serious
problem. The VNN sailor at sea faces a fundamental
disadvantage in coping with this hardship because he isless able to supplement his diet from other sources, as
is normally done at shore units. Plans are now under
review to convert a utility boat into a fishing trawler-
in order to upgrade the VNN diet supplement program.

c. The most significant shortfall which limits
VNN progress toward realizing its potential level of
operational proficiency continues to be the general
problem of command management deficiencies. This prob-lemi is most serious in the lack of consistent, con-

certed headquarters level emphasis on comprehensive VNN
operational readiness. The effects of this deficiency
include vagueness in both the minimum acceptable readi-
ness standards and Zhe distribution of responsibilitiesfor maintaining appropriate standards. One of the mosttangible examples of inadequate headquarters level sup-

port of operational readiness requirements is the ex-
cessive personnel turnover rate aboard fleet command 
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.ships. This turnover rate reoortedly is a2 .:-..as 10
a month. This particularly damaging situa-ion is oer-
mitted by snior VNN authorities apparently because of
-he special hardships and unpopularity of duty aboardj VNN ships.

3. (C) CONCLUSIONS.

a. The combat capability of the VNM remains suffi-
cient to meet the current operational requirements of the
VNN mission.

b. The ability of the VNN to make effective use of
available capabilities of both equipment and trained
personnel assets is often lacking due to general com-
mand management deficiencies. These shortcomings
emanate from senior levels of VNN and impact through-
out the chain of command. The Navy Division must
continuously address command management deficiencies
in liaison and joint program development efforts with
.NN. Primary objectives in such an effort must include
consistent, concerted command attention from the
highest VNN levels to the comprehensive operational
readiness posture of the VNN. This attention must~focus on clearly defined readiness standards, a clearly

defined distribution of supporting responsibilities,
and an effective readiness monitoring an," evaluation
system, to include prompt emergency reactin to readi-
ness shortfalls.

17-15
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• CHAPTER8

VIETAMESE MARINE CORPS (VNMC)

:.r

I1. (.) PERSONNEL STRENGTH.

a. Authorization: The total VNMC personnel au-
thorizftion as of 30 June 1974 was 15,882 Marines,
with 964 officers, 2,490 non commissioned officers
(NCO's), and 12,428 other enlisted. These figures
represent a ten percent increase in the manning level
approved by the Joint General Staff (JGS) in December
1973.

b. Strength: The VNMC reported a current on
board strength of 15,279 j4arines at the end of June
1974. This figure includes 1,055 officers, 2,527NCO's and 11,697 .her enlisted Marines. Deducting

1,-428 personnel in recruit training status leaves an-'
on boasrd strength:.cf 13,352: arines filliLng.T/Obill-
ets.' The personnel-authorization and current.st .engVh
of the VNMC is indicated by grade as follows:'

RANK AUTHORIZED 'ASSIGNED"

Major General i 0

Brigadier General 1 1.

Colonel- 9 5-

Lieutenant Colonel 34 19'

Major 75 k5

Captain 262 133

Fi.rst Lieutenant ) 278

Second Lieutenant) 582 212 .

Warrant Officer .362).

Master Sergeant. 49 66'

Gunnery Sergeant 326 220'

Staff Sergeant : 787 ..36

8-1
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.,'RANK AUTHORIZED ASSIGNED

Sergeant 1328 1405

Corporal 2213 1052

Lance Corporal 1755 2089

Private First Class 2898 4793

Private Second Class 4118 4763

Pipeline 1444

TOTAL 15,882 15,279

2. (C) PERSONNEL READINESS.

a. General: During the continuing period of
comparative lull in the general tempo of operations,
the VNMC Division remains highly alert; t3oop morale
is high and training is active and supe ior in qual-
ity. I

b. Personnel: Noncommissioned officers represent
nearly twenty percent of the enlisted strength of
units in the field. These NCO's provide steady lead-
ership at all levels throughout the VNMC and are in-'I strumental in maintaining a spirit of unit pride and
cohesiveness. Turnover of personnel in the division
remains low (at an annual rate of 24%) further rein-
forcing the strong unit attachment characteristic of
the entire division.

c. Training4

(1) Training programs are a tangible reflection

of the degree of personnel readiness, and in these
programs the VNMC excels. Two infantry battalions I
completed zefresher training during the quarter atthe Dong Da Training Center. Training emphasis on ( |

position in MR-I was concentrated on anti-aircraft
51 defense using organic infantry weapons, squad leader

and platoon leader refresher training, the use of
demolitions, construction of tank traps and operation
and maintenance of individual and crew-served weapons.
In addition, the 3rd Artillery Battalion conducted

8-2
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special -- s he AT Company conduc- e cocen-

-- a e a.. '-)6mm re.-;i less rifle and

the TOW mis-'!e yszem and the Armored Brigade con-
ducted 'n' . :;. nersonnel wit-h the 50 caliber
mach ne =  -un. infantry tactics were studied in
those areas where VNC and !st Armored Brigade units
are col" ocate-2 . j

(2) Two hunireu an- .,'elve students attended for-
mal courses of instruction conducted during the quar-
ter by the Centra- Training_ Command.

(3) Recruit and advanced infantry training con-
tinues with heavy emphasis on individual weapons
training. Training inspections by the Chief, VNMC
Logistics Support Branch, reveal that the basic train-
ing provided .'eru az the Song Than _:a-e Ca lo
is thoroughly .- essiona!, organized, effectively
presented and .e.rne. .marine joining his first
combat vi- - 1-. .te -sset, familiar with all
infantry .. .. er crew-served direct
and indirect 2fre ;:eaos, and schooled not only in ,
basic tactics, but also in the rudiments of amphibious
operations. I

(4) The -,::".-C *on':i.Jues to stress amphibioustraining •.. internal programs, and

progress in this -",a is a i rimary goal of the VNMC
Commandant. Lsea~ift assets have restricted'{ Vietna~mese,:. ... '.,""--,.,o-t of the program.

3. (C) LOGi - - I
a. General: :'-he VMNW continues capable.of logis- I

tically supporting its assigned mission. However, as
the quantity of USMC direct support items still being8
received from pricr year requisitions decreases and
as the VNMC becomes totally dependent on the young and I
still-forming RV1AF supply system, some deteriorationj
in the logistic readiness of the Division is probable.
The V~ MC Logistics Support Cranch is developing (in
coordina-: 'n.......:C staff officers and with the
active zart iciair> r of Vietnamese civ.lian employees
of the Logistics :.:ouort Branch) five projects de-

"signed to t, o understand, comply with,and gain the max v._- . possible support from the devel-
( ,oping '.AF . o-i"i s-st,.sz. These projects are:

) Ah.eve a ...L. v.e..tor-. of all eculoment
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and supplies in the VNMC with a high level of corifi-
dence of accuracy. Prior to the ceasefire agreement,
c-ll1 maintenance of supply records and accountability
procedures wore physically performed by U.S. advisers, I
assisted by Vietnamese marines. Records were turned
over to the VNMC on relatively short notice and with-
out a physical inventory to reconcile records, loca-

tions and materiel.

(2) Validate and redistribute major equipment
excess in the VNMC; validate and fill major equipment
shortages in the VNMC. The VNMC Logistics Support
Branch has identified,from current records,sixty-six
major items of equipment shown as excess to require-
ments with a dollar value of $581,000, and ninety-

five major items of equipment shown as less than re-
quirements, with a dollar value of approximately three
million. The data concerning the excesses and short-
ages must be verified, records must be corrected, and
follow-up action must be accomplished to redistribute
excesses ane fill shortages.

i(3) vcvelop self-sufficiency in internal VN4C
supply accountability. Top level insistence on supply
discipline and tight accountability in the VNiC is
intense, but the internal procedures currently in use
are less than adequate to assure not only accountabil-
ity, but valid usage, requisition and identification
data. The VNMC Logistics -capport Branch is assisting
in establishing organic accounting procedures that
will permit efficient ,self-sufficient,organic account-

ing procedures within the VN14C.

(4) Develop financial management procedures ade--
quate to support budgeting and monitor spending. The

present lack of procedures for budget formulation and
execution makes it exceptionally difficult to develop
within the VNMC a capability to get the maximum possi-
ble support from the RVNAF system. Significant poten-

tial exists for the development of procedures that
will permit the VNMC to monitor the financial impact
of its operation, respond to the requirements of MAP

-funding, and when necessary, operate within a total~RVN-funded environment.

(5) Develop improved equipment maintenance pro-

cedures. The rapid turnover of equipment maintenance
responsibility of the VMC at the time of the cease-
fire must be supported by development of standing

operating procedures for preventive maintenance,
~8-4!
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i organizational maintenance and liaison witr.h AR

units performing maintenance beyond the capability ofi .,.the VINMC.

b. Zupcl. ana £quioment ..antenance

(1) During- this quarter the VNMC received 700 M16
rif1F and 20 M122 machine gun mounts under a current
DAO program to reduce overages and shortages through
the reallocation of assets.

(2) A major error in accounting within the RVUAF
supply system waz uncovered during the quarter by the
VNMC and contract representatives at the ARVN Central
Logistic Command (GLC). Improper procedures had pro-
hibited timely replacement to some using units of
combat losses and defined line items worn out in ser-
vice. Revised proceaures are being coordinated between
the VIRMC and the CLC.

(3) Conz;.,.i release and issue of critical spare
parts resulted in an increased capability for internal
equipment maintenance and operation. Lack of publica-
tions remains a significant problem, particularly in
establishing an adequate communication-electronics
repair facility at Song Than Base Camp. Follow-up
action on all outstanding publication requests has
been initiated.

(4) An additional quantity of Mini-Chargers for
the TOW Missile batteries has been received by the
missile section, APVN Depot Arsenal Go-Vap. It is
anticipated that the majority of these Mini-Chargers
will be issued to the TOW Missile units in the field,
including the VNMC.

4. (C) OPERATIONS.

a. A significant change in the operational pos-
ture of the VN4C Division during the quarter was itsreinforcement by the 1st Armored Brigade and a battery

of 155 (SP) howitzers. The Division continued to be
reinforced by the 15th Ranger Group a J eight Regional
Force Battalions and continued to occupy its extended
defensive positions in northern MR I. The Divisionts
assigned area of operations (AO) encompasses over 1600
square miles of diverse terrain facing three North
Vietnamese Army (1i-A) divisions in defensive positions
to the north and west. All three enemy divisions

8-5I
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I ccupy their positions in depth with main force Viet

I Cong units disposed in front of the regular forces.Onay minor enemy contacts, however, occurred duringt1ie quarter._ V!MC casualties were 26 KIA, and 11 WIA.

I b. Tne twelve civic action platoons continue to
operate in their assigned villages and hamlets, living
with the civilian population. The primary civic action
effort was urgently needed rice distribution to the
population within the VNMC AO.

5. (C) CONCLUSIONS:

a. Despite some significant maintenance and lo-I gistical support shortfalls, the VNMC Division remains
a highly effective and combat ready fighting unit.
Morale is high and operational readiness is excellent.
The pride, professionalism and cohesion of the VNMC,
as well as its superb internal training programs, are
excellent examples for the rest of RVNAF.

b. Joint ARVN/VNMC effort to improve spare parts
and maintenance support provided by the ARVN logistics
system must receive continuing emphasis.

- .

iii

I
i
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CHAPTER 9

TERRITORIAL FORCES

1. (C) REGIONAL FORCE/POPULAR FORCE (RF/PF).

a. This chapter presents an updated view of
the Republic of Vietnam Territorial Forces (TF) and
significant changes and/or modifications in their
organization, mission and employment that reflects
progress or regress since the previous quarterly
assessment. This assessment is based upon a com-
pilation of staff and field activity reports from
the Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces (RVNAF), the
Defense Attache Office (DAO) and a reduced U:S. iL

* Embassy field operations staff, to determine whether I1or not the RF/PF have, or are, effectively adjusting

to the current ceasefire situatior, militarily,
politically and psychologically. Cognizance is
taken of continuing heavy enemy pressure applied I
against the TF tactical and defensive positions, the
rural populated areas and the impact of continuing
enemy initiated ceasefire violations that have occurred
during the quarter.

b. General background (RF/PF): In the previous
assessment, brief mention was made of the creation of
the sub-subsector headquarters, on order of the
President, an organization that will provide the
Government of Vietnam (GVN) an additional subdivision
in the military territorial organization chain of com-
mand. The plan, which was approved by the Ministry of
National Defense (MOND) and the Joint General Staff
(JGS), is being implemented in six separate phases;
the fourth phase was completed at the end of June, the
fifth and sixth phases are scheduled to be completed
in July and August, respectively. The plan as origi-
nally approved called for deployment of approximately
7,800 RP officers and -NCO's in three-man teams (two

officers and one NCO) to nearly 2,600 pre-selected sub-
subsectors (villages) throughout the country, in an
accelerated effort to extend, consolidate, and re-
inforce GVN security programs down to the village/
hamlet level. In a recent decision.President Thieu
directed that the strength of the sub-subsector team
be increased from three men to six men, which signi- i

ficantly increases the total strength from approxi-
mately 7,800 men to over 13,000. The projected total
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of 2,600 sub-subsectors as originally established

-: the GVN, has been revised to a more realistic
- %.ure of 2,200 sub-subsectors.

i -. (C) REGIONAL FORCES (RF).

a. Nc significant change since the previous
assessment except to revise slightly the former
organizational chart to reflect command and control
of the RF/PF down to the sub-subsector (village/
hamlet) level.

I(Figure 9-1)

b. Current RF strength is 292,000 men; a de-
. crease of 9,000 from that reported in the previous.

assessment. This represents a reduction of approx-
imately 20,000 men (or 9.3%) from an Aug 73 peak
strength of 312,000.

|
Region (Figure 9-2) j

Military Region (MR) field reports reflect that in-
creasing personnel combat losses are continuing to
take a steady toll among the HF combat operational
units, resulting from increased enemy attacks against
RF tactical and defensive Dositions. In addition to
heavy combat losses being inflicted upon the RF
operational units in their assigned sectors, the RF
have suffered other significant losses as Corps/IR
Commanders continue to redeploy and attach the RF

in signifIcant numbers to reinforce the Army of the
Republic of Vietnam (ARVN) in the field, or to other
sectors that require additional RF reinforcement
because of increasing deterioration in sector security.
There is little room for optimism that the RF will

achieve its current force structure strength of
324,799, but rather, it is believed there will con-
tinue to be a steady decline in their numbers. In-
creasing combat personnel losses, continuing high

= desertion rates, normal attrition, and the on-going
assignment of over 13,000 RF officers and NCO's to
man and maintain 2,200 sub-subsectors are the major
contributing factors to a rapidly declining HF combat
strength. Additional losses have resulted as the j
Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces (RVNAF) is releasing

a from active duty those regular force and RF soldiers

eligible for discharge, retirement and medically

9 -2Ii CONFIDENTIAL
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disabled. There ' reason to believe that part of the
new, lower RF assigned and present for duty strength
figures is the result of action being taken by com-
mander s toadjust personnel records to reflect truer,
more accurately controlled strengths versus the pre-
viously inflated figures which resulted from carrying
nonexistent "Ghost" and "Flower" soldiers as assigned
and present for duty. Emphasis originating from the
President, in an effort to crack down on and elimi-1 nate personhel manipulations and malpractices,
could result in further reported downward adjustments
in TF strengths. JGS/Inspector General Directorate
inspection teams have been instructed to scrutinize
unit strength records and verify them by conducting
head-count musters.

C. There was no significant change from the
previous assessment regarding JCS participation on the
GVN Central Reconstruction and Development Council
(CRDC) concerning implementation of territorial
security policies. The GVN is, however, continuing
in its efforts to restore or increase security in the
rural populated areas of the country. This intensi-
fied and expanded effort is applied primarily to those

a areas that have long suffered from enemy incursions,
A infiltrations, land grabbing, attacks, fear campaigns,

taxation, proselyting of the population and areas
where trained enemy agent provocateurs have success-
fully penetrated village governments for the purpose
of subverting GVN control. Territorial security in
general has increasingly deteriorated since the first
of the year, particularly in the enemy's traditional
areas of interest. In these areas, he has been able
to extend and expand his base areas in order to
strike out at government forces, whose ability to
operate and defend against enemy attacks has been
weakened and impaired where RF forces have been
redeployed out of their home sectors. The principal
role of the RF (including the PF), as promulgated by
Presidental decree, is to insure effective imple-
mentation of GVN territorial security policies, and
to adequately defend the rural populace against Viet
Cong (VC) insurgent forces and enemy main force units.
To state that territorial security has been a failure
or has been generally ineffective, would be grossly
unfair and inaccurate as evidenced by the fact that
most of the 12 million rural inhabitants live in
relative security. It is accurate to state, though, that
field commanders and Government officials who are

9-6
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responsible for territorial security are not doing
everything that is reasonably possible to insure ef-
fective and adequate security to portions of the

..ural populace. It is reprehensible on the part
of the Central Government not to have taken the strong
action required to effectively correct long standing
shortcomings in implement-ing territorial security
policies stipulated in the GVN Four-Year Community
Defense and Local Development (CD&LD) Plan. Enforce-
ment of these policies from the Central Government
down to the local village leaders (including the
military establishment), coupled with effective and
efficient use of the Territorial Forces, would do much
to improve the Government's image and create
an aura of national unity that has long been tarnished
by a state of seeming inertia in certain geographic
areas.

d. Organization:

(1) The most significant event that has affected
RF operational policy during this quarter, as in the
previous quarter, has been the continuing imple-
mentation in establishing sub-subsector headquarters
throughout the aountry. A brief outline of the
initial plan, with supporting charts, was mentioned in
the previous assessment. In summary, the initial
plan established that the RF authorized strengths from
top to bottom would be traded off (or reduced) to
provide the required manpower spaces for this newly
created territorial administrative subdivision.

(2) The initial accepted Sub-Subsector Plan
called for an RF force of approximately 7,800 men,
(5,200 officers and 2,000 NCO's) that, in six sepa-
rate phases, would be assigned to nearly 2,600 sub
subsectors throughout the country to activate the
plan. The sub-subsoctors (village/hamlet complexes)
were to be selected oi. the basis of the Hamlet Eval-
uation System (HES) ratings, starting with the lesser
security rated villages, i.e., D and E, then gradually
increasing to the more secured C, B and A rated vil-
lages.

(3) Significant progress has been made to date in
implementing the initial plan. Approximately 7,100
of the 7,800 RF selectees have graduated from a specia,
two week, 110 hour course of training conducted at
five National Training Centers (NTC's) in the four

Military Regions, and have been assigned to their1~ CONFIDENTIAL
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I- respective sub-subsectors.
I(4) As of the end of June 1974, MR commanders

have completed activation of 88% of the 2,200 sub-
• subsectors (reduced from an originally projected
total of 2,o00). Phase four of the six phase plan
was completed at the end of June 1974 with the total
assignment to date of 7,100 RF soldiers, and the
activation of nearly 2,000 sub-subsectors.

(5) President Thieu, in a recent decision,
directed the Chief, JGS to increase the strength of
the sub-subsector teams from three men (two
officers and one NCO) to six men (two officers and
four NCO's). This increase is to be completed by the

IT end of CY 74. The new adjusted strength requirement
is as follows:

Original number of sub-
subsectors required 2,593

Revised sub-subsector
requirements 2,200

Difference in sub-I subsector requirements -393

Revised difference in
space requirements (393 x 3) 1,179

Revised spaces required
(2,200 x 3) 6,600

Actual spaces required
(6,600 - 1,179) 5.421

Actual RF spaces required

to man and maintain 2,200
sub-subsect;ors:

Officers - 2,200 x 2 4,400

NCO's - 2,200 x 4 8,800

Tonal 13,200

(6) To achieve the additional sub-subsector
spaces needed, the Chief/JGS will be required to
deactivate 46 of the current 372 RF separate companies;
each RF company consists of 118 men (reduced from 119
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to support the initial Sub-Subsector Plan). The
revised plan will be implemented at the end ofKAugust 1974,when completion of the initial plan is

.anticipated.

(7) The following depicts the revised Sub-
Subsector Plan, number of RF companies to be de-
activated and total number of subsequent spaces
available by Corps/MR:

Number of RF
Number of Sub- Companies to be Total Spaces

MR Subsectors Deactivated Available

1 380 8 (x 118) 944

2 560 12 1,416

3 460 9 1,062

4 800 17 2,06

Total 2,200 46 5,428

(8) Figure 9-3 depicts the proposed revised
organizational chart of the Sub-Subsector Head-
quarters and composition of the six-man team.
Figure 9-4 showing the Sub-Subsector Signal Com-
munications System remains unchanged for the present.
However, J-3 sources stated that the Central Tele-
communications Directorate (CTD), the National Police,
and J-6/JGS, are currently studying various plans for
future integration of currently assigned signal assets
at the sub-subsector.

(9) The JGS is completing a Sub-Subsector Hand-
book which will provide instructional guidelines to
sub-subsector commanders on how to administer, direct

and manage their activities, and on how they will
assist village chiefs in providing adequate security
with available village assets (PF, National Police
and People's Self-Defense Force Combat Interteams).

e. Missionc The RF support the GVN national
goals and nation building programs at the. rural
level by providing and maintaining adequate ter-
ritorial security; conducting mobile, offensive,
reconnaissance and intelligence operations against
enemy main force and VC local force units. JGS has

continued to direct MR Commanders to place command
9;_9
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emphasis on intelligence collecting and effective,

imiyroved reconnaissance and analysis of enemy move-
merts, t6 be used as a basis for attacking the enemy
when he is moafing into GVN controlled areas, or to
organize nighttime patrols and ambushes. The degree to
which this mission is being effectively implemented by
Corps/MR Commanders, tactical and sector commanders
and RF commanders, varies generally between MRs and
from sector to sector, and depends largely on the
local situation that confronts the RF and the ag-
gressive manner in which they execute territorial
security policies. Many of the mission oriented
problems that have been outlined in previous assess-
ments continue to plague the RF system ane remain
basically unchanged and uncorrected. However, top
command action to correct long-standing shortcomings
and inadequacies that have adversely affected overall
RF operational capabilities is being pressed. Ef-
fective execution of GVN territorial security policies
that has long been given only lip service is gradually
being enforced by the JGS.

f. Ceasefire Situation: Information that was
outlined in previous assessments remain basically
unchanged. Although there was a substantial re-
duction in the overall number of enemy initiated
ceasefire violations during the quarter, particularly

,4 in June, the enemy continued to increase his efforts
to usurp and subvert GVN control at the village/hamlet
level. Infiltrations, ambushes and harassing attacks

against the territorial forces continued, particularly
in lightly defended rural populated areas where
normally deployed RF units have been redeployed out-
side their assigned sector Area of Operations (AO) to'
reinforce ARVN. During this quarter (as in the pre-
vious quarter), RF reinforcing operations occurred
in the provinces of Dinh Tuong, Kien Thuong, An Xuyen,
Chuong Thien and Kien Giang (MR 4); Binh Tuy, Long
Khanh, Tay Ninh, Hau Nghia and Binh Duong (MR 3); and
Kontum, Pleiku, Binh Dinh (MR 2).

(1) ARVN tactical commanders continued during the
second quarter (as they did in the first quarter) to
request MR Commanders to redeploy RF to reinforce
their combat units. The largest number of Ir
unit redeployments occurred in Quang Duc and Binh Dinh

U1 Provinces (MR 2), and Dinh Tuong, Kien Tuong, Chuong
Thien, and An Xuyen Provinces (MR 4). MR 3, an area
that for the most part was normally quiet through most
of C1 73, became a hotbed of enemy offensive activity

l i 9-14
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during the first quarter CY 74I. To help cope with
this new activity, several RF units and supporting
.Sector Tactical Command Posts (STCP's) previously

* deployed along major infiltration routes leading
into MR 3, Lines of Communications (LOCs) and de-
fensive perimeters guarding the approaches to the
Saigon Capitol Military District (CMD), were re-
deployed to support ARVN forces. During most of
April and part of May 1974, the RF distinguished
themselves fighting courageously while reinforcing
the ARVN Task Force in Duc Hue District, Hau Nghia
Province. For their acts of heroism, the RF units
involved in this operation were cited by President
Thieu for gallantry in the face of the enemy. As
Corps/MR Commanders and tactical commanders are
forced to react to enemy initiatives and deploy ARVN
combat forces in their Tactical Areas of Responsibi-
lity (TAOR), RF battalions and STCP's will continue to
be used to fill the void created by the departure
of ARVIN Regular Forces, or to augment these forces.

(2) During the second quarter CY 74, enemy forces
initiated a total of 7,482 incidents against the
Territorial Forces, and inflicted a total of 9,001Icombat casualties. This reflects an increase of 592
and 1,519 respectively from the first quarter. Of
this total 3,927 incidents and 4,490 combat losses
occurred in MR 4. The most significant increases in
enemy initiated incidents and TF combat losses occurred
in MR's 1, 2 and 3. In MR 1, enemy incidents in-
creased nearly 300%, while TF losses increased 200%;
in MR 2, enemy incidents decreased by 200% and TF
losses increased nearly 150%; and in MR 3, enemy in-
cidents increased nearly 200% while TF losses in-
creased nearly 190%. Field commanders continue to be
generally critical of RF!?F operational performance,
but RF/PF organization, mission and capability are not
comparable with ARVN units. J-3/JGS and RVNAF
Inspector Gcneral sources have stated during recent
meetings with DAO staff officers, that field visits
and inspections of RFIPF have reflected a significant
overall improvement in TF battlefield performance
compared to what it was during the first six months
following the signing of the Paris Accords. Thesesources also admit that the TF have a long way to go,
but increased efforts are being conducted at all com-
mand levels to insure that improvements in TF perform-
ance continues. The Chief, JGS continues to closely
scrutinize the Territorial Force System and is
clearly taking the lead to insure that MR Commanders

CONFIDENTIAL
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I continue to place comumand emphasis on RF/PF peform-

ance.

g' Concept of employment remains basically un-
changed frim the previous assessment. However, JGS
staff field visits and JGS, MR and Sector Inspector
General (IG) inspection reports, reflect slight
overall improvement in established RF employment/de-
ployment policies. Although slight, it does reflect
that the Chief, JGS is turning the screw a little
tighter to force MR Commanders to substantially
improve their TF organizations from top to bottom.
Aggressive and responsive command leadership is still
required at all levels if the RF/PF are to be quickly
raised to an acceptable level cf effectiveness. J-3/2JGS sources state that current concepts of employment

and operational tactics and techniques are presently
being studied in an effort to achieve this goal.

(1) RF field operations employ 45 STCP's, 360
if battalions which include 1,440 RF rifle companies, and

372 separate companies, throughout the 44 provinces
(sectors) of the four- MR's, Additionally, PY are
manning and maintaining a total of 1,286 various size
outposts (up slightly from February 1974), ranging in
size from major operating bases of battalion level
down to and including squad size. The problem. of
command and control of such a large and widely
dispersed force continues to inhibit solutions of
complex logistical, maintenance and operational prob-
lems. J-3/JGS is in the process of preparing a plan
that will be presented in the very iear future to the
Chief, JGS recommending the dissolth-ion of a sub-
stantial number of outposts presently manned by the
TF (source estimates approximately 4:-50%). If
approved, this plan should contribute significantly
to a reduction in overall operational, resupply,
equipment, and maintenance costs that have long
plagued the TF. Continuous manning of this large
number of outposts has not insured or improved ter--
ritorial security of the rural populace, as evidenced
by the large number of these outposts that have been
overrun or abandoned since January 1974. If anything,
security of the rural areas has declined, and combat
personnel losses among the TF in defending or retaking
those outposts have remained high. In some areas these
losses represents approximately 30-350 of their total

I monthly losses. Experience has borne out that
whenever the RF are successful it has usually been4 when they have been completely mobile, and when they

79-16
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I have been given the a athr.rlIty to pursue the enemy

within their assigned TAOR. They have enjoyed over
tOe years a significant degree of success when de-
p loyed primarqly on mobile offensive or security

operations, and reconnaissance, intelligence and
interdiction operations, as established in territorial
security policies.

3. (C) POPULAR FORCE (PF).

a. There has been no significant change in the
PF organization. Current strength is reported at over
196,000, a slight decrease from that reported in the
previous assessment. Monthly strength of the PF has
varied only slightly since September 1973, and their
combat losses still remain high, particularly in
Wounded-in-Action (WIA) statistics. This attests
to the fact the PF experience little trouble in re-
placing their losses. Authorized strength remains
at 206,000 consisting primarily of 6,699 29-man platoons.
Actual number of platoons reported during the quarter
remains the sa-me as the previous quarter, -6,587, of
which 6,356 were deployed, the remainder held in zero
balance reserve, allowing spaces for pipeline replace-ments.

(Figure 9-5)

b. There has been no significant change that
would alter PF performance in manning and maintaining
4,200 various .size outposts throughout the country.
More than one-third of their operational strength
is still used for this purpose. This continues to
cause a degradation in their primary mission to provide
territorial security, defend their assigned villages/
hamlets, prevent internal VC infiltration, conduct
ambushes, interdict enemy local force units in and
around" village perimeters, protect resources, LOC's

Iand vital installations.

c. Overall PF performance remains basically
unchanged, although JGS sources stated that PF
operational performance has shown a marked Improvement,
as evidenced by the number of villages/hamlets that
were attacked and successfially defended-during this
quarter. Field activity reports reflect that enemy
attacks against PF positions significantl increased
over those reported during the first quarter.
Although their overall performance remains basically
unchanged from the previous assessment, battlefield
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performance (if MR reports are accurate) reflects that
PF continue to inflict more than twice the number of
enemy casualties than they sustain. JGS sources
stted that Sector IG offices are continuing in their
6fforts to cefiduct inspections of all PF units coin-
cidental to inspections of the RF. Results of these
reports are submitted through channels to JGS/IG who
forward them to the Chief, JGS. Concerted efforts
at all command levels are being exerted at eliminating
long standing deficiencies that have plagued operation-
al and tactical performance of the PF. J-3/JGS con-
tinues to monitor the PF program (as well as the RF)
for the Chief, JGS and has during the quarter con-
ducted a substantial number of field visits to
ensure compliance with JGS directives. J-3/JGS states
that, depending upon the security situation and avail-
ability of transportation means, a fixed number of PF
platoons will be visited each month at the same time
visits are being made to deployed RF battalions. A
review of recently conducted JGS/IG field inspection
reports reflects significant overall improvement in
support of the PF and its assigned objectives, compared
to the 1973 annual inspections. To a certain degree,
problems are being identified and significant cor-
rective action is being taken.

4. (C) LOGISTICAL SUPPORT.

a. The most significant improvement in support
[I of the Territorial Force system, since the signing of

Ceasefire Agreement, has been in logistics. Much
of this recent improvement can be attributed to the
dynamic and forceful leadership of the Commander,
Central Logistics Command, concurrently Chief of Staff,
JGS/RVNAF. Previous ineffective operational perform-
ance and tactical capabilities could, until recently,
be substantially blamed on inadequate and inequitable
logistical support, or more correctly, the lack of it.
Area Logistics Commands (ALC's) and Sector Logistics
Support Centers (SLSC's) has been undergoing a
modernization and improvement program, as a result of
a most singular effort on the part of the Commander,
CLC.

b. The Commander, CLC, has solicited and en-
couraged active support from all JGS staffs, sub-
ordinate commands and separate departments, to orga-
nize and consolidate their experience and expertise
in a joint, coordinated effort to improve and upgrade
the RF/PF logistical system. This collective effort
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is now beginning to produce positive results as
evidenced by reports of recent CLC tand ALC), JGS/IG,
JGS/J-3 and CTO command inspections. The Commander,
•*CLC, has esjtablished logistical objectives based
primarily on targeted and identifiable problems.
Corrective action is being taken by the five ALC's
and 44 SLSC's, and when required, the Surgeon General's
Office, the Ordnance, Quartermaster, Purchasing and
Contracting, Engineer and Signal Departments.
Monitoring and technical guidance is provided by
senior staff offices of JGS. The Inspector General
offices at all command levels will conduct annual,
periodic-and special inspections and report all
discrepancies through their respective reporting
channels to the Chief, JGS. Significant improvements
have been made in recent months, as noted in the
latest CLC Progrers Report on RF/PF Logistical Support.
The salient points in this report are as follows:

(1) Fourteen targeted objectives and tasks have
been established by CLC that are aimed at improving,
upgrading and modernizing the RF/PF logistical sup-
port system throughout the country. Monthly progress
reports will be submitted by the five ALC's and 44
SLSC's to CLC to be incorporated into a quarterly
progress report that is forwarded to the Chief, JGS.
These objectives will remain on the list until such
time as the Chief, JGS, and Commander, CLC, are
satisfied that all corrective action has been taken.

(2) Current RF/PF strength assigned to the
Sector Logistics Support Centers is 14,819 of the
authorized total of 16.066 (or 92%). Of the assigned
strength, 8,753 are assigned as Logistics Specialists,
and 8,110 have completed logistics training. Periodic
familiarization training is mandatory for all
logistics specialists to keep current and abreast of
the continually changing requirements, directives and
procedures of logiscical support.

(3) CLC developed and established the Logistical
Improvement Plan in CY 1973, and updated it for CY
1974. This plan is aimed at the entire RVNAF wth
primary effort at troop unit level support. With
decreasing US financial support, the Chief, JGS, has
directed improvement plans and policies throughout
RVNAF to streamline and modernize wherever possible.
CLC has taken the lead in this matter and has placed
increased emphasis at improving and upgrading the

RF/PF logistical system.
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7, (U) MIORALE.

This subject is covered in Chapter 12.

8. (C) SHOFTFALLS.

a. There has been no significant change in pre-
vious reported shortfalls during this quarter. The
following, however, capsulizes some of the more pre-
valent shortfalls previously reported that continue
to hamper RF/PF operational and tactical capabilities.

(1) Inadequate and inequitable logistical support
of RF/PF continues to be a pressing problem; however,
logistical command field status reports reflect that
many major problems have been identified, and cor-
rective action is now being taken. Improvements,
meager as they might be, can be attributed to con-
tinuing command emphasis, and the steadfastness of
the Chief, JGS.

(2) Logistical support of RF/PF units that man
and maintain nearly 5,000 widely dispersed outrosts
and installations remains a serious problem, due to
extremely limited surface transportation and dedicated
air assets required to furnish essential and high o] priority support. A significant number of these

. outposts are situated in areas that can only be sup-
! D~orted by helicopters. ,

i} (3) The RF/PF continue to be plagued by many of

the same problems reported in previous assessments.
A high rate of desertions and absenteeism, poor morale,
inadequate subsistence allowance (when compared to
an ever increasing cost of living), a lack of adequate
and effective leadership, inadequate unit refresher
training and leadership training and inconsistent
equipment and maintenance support. In varying
degrees, these problems continue to contribute to
marginal and mediocre RF/PF performance and a low state
of combat readiness. In view of this, the Chief, JGS
continues to place command emphasis on MR Commanders
and sector commanders to upgrade and improve the TF
program.

(4) Inconsistent and ineffective command and
control of the RF/PF at all levels still remains a
problem, as MR Commanders continue to redeploy or
attach RF units outside their home sectors for pro-
longed and unspecified periods of time. The JGS

9-23
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policy that prescribes 4ime limitations that RF units
= may be redeployed oultside their home sectors con-

__ tinues to be abused by 11R Commanders, as reflected
in the JGS monthly RIF deploy ment reports. This
problem can be reduced sIgnificantly if MR Commanders
direct RF unit .,o stand down in rotation from
operations, and with more frequent unit replacements.
This would provide more time for required training,
rest and recuperation and replacing of equipment.

9. (C) SUMMARY.

a. The substantive inputs to previous quarterly
assessments remain basically unchanged. There con-
tinues to be slow but noticeable progress in logistical
and maintenance apport of the RF/PF, if reports from
the MR's are valid. Admittedly, progress has been
slow, but JGS continues to identify and address these
problems, and MR Commanders continue to be prodded
by the Chief, JGS to improve and upgrade RF/PF per-
formance and support.

b. RF/PF continu? to be a significant fighting
force in the defense of South Vietnam against Communist
aggression when employed and supported properly and
adequately.' Their principal and legitimate role of
defending assigned sectors and the rural populace
against enemy encroachment is essential to ensuring
that the GVN can successfully carry out its national
policies and programs of rehabilitation and recon-
struction, village self-development, village self-
defense and village self-government. Long term re-
deployments of RF/PF outside their assigned oper-
ational areas for the purpose of reinforcing ARVNforces, if uncorrected, will have far reaching ef-

fects on achieving the established RF/PF goals under
the GVN Four-Year Plan, particularly as enemy main
force units and VC local force units increase their
efforts at subverting GVN control at the village/
hamlet level.

c. Noticeable improvements in RF/PF performance
have been seen in the past six months, when compared
to the first six months of CY 73. The JGS remains
firm in its continuihg efforts at modernizing and im-
proving the Territorial Force organization.
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CHAPTER 10

ASSESSMET OF RVNAF COMWUNTCATIONS-ELECTRONICS

CAPABILITY

1. (U) C-E SELF-SUFFICIENCY.

a. The skill level of RVNAF technicians is slowly
but steadily improving as they gain operational and
maintenance experience on the Single Integrated Milt-

tary Telecommunications System (SIMS). Presently, all
requests from MR III for technical assistance are being
performed without contractor assistance. Minimal con-
tractor assistance was required on technical assistance
requests from MR IV for the second quarter of 1974.
Due to transportation problems and lack of experienceon some of the troposcatter systems in M4R I and MR II,

contractor personnel usually accompany RVNAF technicians
on technical assistance trips to these regions.

b. Current drawdown of US contractor support can

continue as the RVNAF increase their technical profi-
ciency. During the second quarter of 1974, Area Main-
tenance Supply Facility (AMSF-V) completed 99 tech-
nical assistance requests, 30 of which required no con-
tractor assistance. It is not known how many of the
remaining requests actually required the assistazice
provided.

2. (U) COMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT AGENCY (CMA).

a. The RVNAF CMA personnel have made excellent
progress towards self-sufficiency with the assistance
and training provided by US Contractor personnel. How-
ever, it is not realistic to expect that they should

be completely self-sufficient and capable in th3 rela-
tively short period of time they have managed and con-
trolled the diversified and complex communications
system which comprises the SIMS. In many cases, they
are capable of all routine actions which are required
on a day-to-day basis. However, when confronted with a
problem they have not previously faced, and especially
if detailed analysis of several alternatives is in-
volved, they still need considerable technical and
management assistance. This need is not surprising
since most of the RVNAF CMApersonnel have less than two
years experience and many less than a year. Further,
most of the CMA personnel are lacking in technidal
background; therefore, their training to attain the

10-1
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required. technical ability must take a much longer
period cif timq!G.

b. Consequently, the current level of contractor
effort should be continued through calendar year 1974.
The cost of this effort, approximately $37,400 monthly,
is negligible when compared to the hundreds of millions
of dollars the US Government has invested in providing
a telecommunications system for the Republic of Vietnam.
This relatively minor cost will help insure that the
planning, engineering, management, direction and oper-
ational control of the SIMS is performed so that a
viable telecommunication system is in being while the
RVNAF CMA personnel gain the experience required for
complete self-sufficiency.

c. An additional factor which requires continuation
of the US contractor effort is the normal manpower at-
trition which occurs in any military organization -
whether US or Vietnamese. The attrition rate of approx-
imately thirty percent annually brings many inexperienced
personnel into the system who must be trained and assist-
ed while they gain the necessary technical experience.
Up to the present date, 25 US contractor trained CMS per-
sonnel have departed CMS for one reason or another, such
as attending offshore schools, transfer and termination/
dismissal from the service. Approximately 25% to 30% of
these personnel have been replaced with new personnel
who required the training already given their prede-
cessors.

d. This problem will be especially acute during the
next few months because of a command levied quota of 15

CMA officers to attend required courses at the ARVN Vung
Tau Signal School. Efforts to spread the training over
a longer period to lessen the impact on the CMA mission
have been unsuccessful.

e. A significant manning short-fall exists in the
drafting section of the Project Engineering Branch of
the Programs Division. At the present time there are
eight (8) unfilled civilian draftsman positions. This
shortage of draftsmen has a substantial effect on CMS
self-sufficiency and engineers must produce drawings by
hand sketching. The re It is that there is a lowering4of the professional stE ard of the engineering drawings
and, in addition, this extra drafting task on the part
of the engineer detracts from his time available for
produoing his normal workload products and results in
delayed projects. The US contractor is unable to assistI U 10-2/
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in alleviating this problem because of the deletion of
the drafting capability from the CMA support contract.

,..The most logical solution t6 this problem is for CMA to
actively pursue attempts to-fill the civilian drafting
slots but this has been unsuccessful because of the low
wage scale offered.

"f. During the period covered by rhis assessment,the US contractor effort in CMA has been reduced from
27 to 22 personnel. Little or no impact would have

resulted from this drawdown.had CMA been manned to
their full TO&E strength. However, current RVNAF policy
is to man such agencies to 80 percent'of TO&E authorized
strength. Currently, CMA has only 73% of their authori-
zation. The ARVN have provided the bulk of the manning,
currently 88 percent of ARVN authorization, while VNAF
and VNN are manned at 15 and 50 percent of authorization
respectively. It is anticipated that the 8% ARVN excess

(to RVNAF policy) will be withdrawn by reassignment. Of
course, this will make the VNAF and VNN shortages more
critical. CMA will attempt to have VNAF and VNN manningII'increased to the full 80 percent of TO&E authorizations.

g. Due to the above manning problem and scheduled
training mentioned in paragraph d above action will not
be taken on two projected drawdowns of US contractor per-' ______________________________
sonnel until a full assessment of CMA self-sufficiency
is made.

3. (U) SINGLE INTEGRATED MILITARY TELECOMMUNICATIONS
SYSTEM (SIMS).

a. Reliability:

The management, operations and maintenance of the
SIMS is the responsibility of the RVNAF. A limited
amount of technical assistance is provided to the RVNAF
by US contractor personnel. This assistance is being
reduced at a rate commensurate with the RVNAF's demon-
strated ability to maintain and operate the system
entirely by themselves. The monthly reliability for the
second quarter of 1974 was as follows:

APRIL MAY JUNE

99.91% 99.87% 99.74%

This indicates a slight downward trend which was par-
tially due to lack of repai parts.

(Figure 10-1)
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b. Undersea Cable System:

.,'Cl) The RVNAF operate five undersea cablehead
(CHD) terminalz'on the 439L and 484N undersea cable
systems. The multiplex equipment at the cableheads had
functicned well whether operated by US contractor per-
sonnel or RVNAF personnel. Assessing RVNAF maintenance
capabilities on the multiplex is difficult due to the
high reliability of the equipment.

n(2) The no break power system and frequency monitor-

ing unit does not have the reliability of the multiplex
equipment. Periodic failures occur, especially with the
no break power automatic bus selector equipment. 'The
RVNAF personnel continue to require US contractor main-
tenance assistance in this area. Assistance is required
in supply for spare parts identification and in the
performance of other than routine maintenance and repair.

(3) A cable break occurred in the 439L "G" link,

Vung Tau - Vayama, cable system on 28 April 1974. This
is a US owned link providing channels from CONUS and
Vietnam into Thailand. When the link fails, circuits/
groups are rerouted over the SIMS through Pleiku and

SMonkey Mountain to Warin. Restoration of the system is
accomplished in three phases. Phase I, rerouting highest
priority circuits was completed, except for one circuit,
40 minutes after the order was received to implement

jthe restoration plan. Phase II of the restoration plan
reroutes a group through Monkey Mountain to Warin. Due
to noise and crosstalk on the reroute path. the group was
not restored until 1155 hours 2 May 1974. However, in-
dicat[ons are that all the problems were not in the SIMS.

The one remaining circuit from Phase I was restored with
this group. Phase III involves rerouting a group
through Nha Trang to Pleiku over an AN/MRC-85 tropo-
sphere scatter system. At the time the cable break
occurred, this system was in a hazardous condition with
one side down with a defective power amplifier and the
primary power breaker tripping intermittently on the other
side at Nha Trang. The system could not be restoredbecause all required parts were not available in-country.
RVNAF rerouted or preempted 9 special ihterest circuits,
over an alternate restoral path, Gia Dinh, Phu Lam, Nui
Pr'Line, Pleiku to Warin. This alternate path was noisyi ii and required time to isolate the source of the-noise.

Through RVNAF efforts, the group was restored at 0840
hours 2 May 1974. Although US contractor assistance was
available at the communications management agency Oper-
ations Control Center and System Control Office, RVNAF
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handled ;he .it.-atior at h sfses ".t -_.,. US contractor
assistance. The RVA iz dhisgh level interest forUS circuitry as well a- fl-bil-_.Ity in establishing anUS a ct rna te as wel . = iii. .

a.ternate reroute Dath f;r Fhase I of 7-he cable restoral
plan. While-@hey have niot attained the highest level of
proficiency in all facets of th.e operation, they cannot
be faulted for desire and dedication. The successful
completion cf this operation raised their confidence level.

(Figures 10-2 and 10-3)

c. Tandem Switching Centers (TSCs):

(I) The RVNA-F oDerate four TSCs which Drovide long
distance direct dial telephone capability throughout the
RVN. Difficulties experienced in placing calls through
the tandems in FY4/74 led to a technical assistance visit
to the Can Tho tandem by ARVN Signal Department personnel.
This was the second such visit naid to a tandem (the
previous one was reported in the FY q/73 assessment).
Results of that visit indicate that the Can Tho tandem
is in good condition. Equipment appeared to be well1 maintained and the only problems discovered were in the
supply area. These-problems were resolved, for the most
part, with the assistance of the signal department
representatives who expedited the acquisition of parts
from the AMSF-V.

= (2) As mentioned earlier. This was the second technical
assist visit made to a tandem. by RNAF personnel. Results
of these two visits Indicate that the RVNAF are capable

* - of performing QA visits to their own tandems, identifying
and correcting deficiencies az required.

f (3) During the past FY the tandems ranged in con-

dition from poor to good. Problems outside the directt control of the sites (i.e. engineer support, transporta-

tion, supply etc) undoubtedly affected site operations.
However, the varying conditions at the TSCs indicate that

1aggressive leadership and management is the key to up-
grading the service provided by the tandems.

d. Dial Telephone Exchanges (DTEs):

(1) RVNAP DTEs provide dial telephone service to
authorized subscribers in and around RVNAF bases and
sites. These DTEs, in conjunction with tactical ex-
changes and switchboards, serve 124 areas in the RVN..

(2) RVNAF telecommunications (as opposed to civil)

engineers are currently -reengineering DTEEs to reduce
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UNCLASSIFIED
capacity as telephone requirements have been signif-
icantly reduced since the withdrawal of US Forces. The
first such engineering package, reducing the Long Binh
DTE from 5000 lines to 200 lines, is expected to be
completed in July, 1974. While US contractor provided
technical assistance was required in accomplishing this
transition, it is expected that RVNAF personnel will grow
in proficiency and self-sufficiency as subsequent projects
are undertaken and completed.

(3) Inside Plant:

(a) 19 RVNAF DTEs are equiped with Stromberg-°
Carlson X-Y switching equipment. For the most part,
this equipment has been fairly well imaintained. However,
increased attention must be paid to performing preventative
maintenance routines as some equipment degradation has
been noted.

,I (b) The RVNAF will not be able to support the fourOKI Denki DTEs past FY79 due to non-availability of parts.

Programming action to replace these four DTEs is underway.
Implementation will dcpend upon successfully reengineerinZ
the Stromberg Carlson DTEs to allow removal of excess
equipment.

(14) Outside Plant:

(a) The Inspect, Repair as Necessary Program (IRAN)
for RVNAF outside plants is continuing. 'This program is
designed to assist RW4,AF cable maintenance personnel
develop their skills in outside plant fault location and
trouble shooting techniques ar well as increase thereliability of RVNAF cable plant.

(b) During FY74, VNAF maintenance personnel success-
fully completed the pre-IRAN survey of the outside plant
at Binh Thuy AB. This is the fifth such survey completed
by the RVNAF. More surveys will be scheduled as priorities
for cable repair work are established.

(c) Lack of adequate supply support continues to
plague outside plant improvement and expansion efforts.
Numerous outside plant projects, including cable IRANsj have been adversely affected by lack of material. This

q, situation was affected by FY74 funding constraints; how-
ever, more efficient use of available in country assets
would have lessened the impact of the material shortage.

(d) The ARVN Signal Department is to be comended in
their recent efforts to recover abandoned cable for reuse
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in cable proje-its throughout the RVN. Approximately
$179,000 worth of cable has been recovered by signal
d6partment personnel. This effort demonstrates out-
standing ini Viative and willingness to accomplish the
signal mission despite having limited resources.

e. Quality Assurance (QA):

(1) The ARVN Signal Department QA program continued
during the last quarter of FY74. QA teams from the Signal
department and the regional signal groups conducted
approximately 60 inspections during this period. Teams
from area signal battalions also visited both the SIMS
and tactical sites. Major areas of concern were supply,
engineer support (power and air conditioning) and O&M.

(2) The program is well established and is indicative
of the signal department's desire to improve site con-
ditions and performance.

f. Air Conditioning and Power Generating Equipment:

(1) Surveillance visits to SIMS sites to evaluate
the status of air conditioning and power generating
equipment revealed the following:

(a) Problems resulting from the energy crisis
continue to have an adverse effect on operations. Non-
availability of lubricants and solvents continues. It
is also apparent that there is room for vast improvement
in the matter of fuel conservation. In several cases
it was noted that daily fuel consumption was excessively
high for the capacity or consumption rate of the gener-
ator employed. In other cases, it was noted that more
than one generator was running when one would suffice.
Improved conservation thru effective procedures, and
better security and control of fuel stocks is in order.

(b) In spite of the previous training many power
plant and air conditioning maintenance personnel have
received, it is reported that They continue to ignore
requests and suggestions concerning O&M and will not
change bad practices which make effective 3d and 4th
echelon support impossible. Failure to follow emergency
and normal procedures in this area does nothing to
enhance the progress of the RVNAF toward self-sufficiency.

(2) Equipment logs, charts and records continue
to be improperly maintained.
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4. (C) SELECTED C-E EVALUATIONS.

a. During this reporting period, Prime Minister
Khiem officially approved the formation of a Sensor
Bra'nch in the Special Operations Center (SOC). J3/JGS.
The SOC is responsible for setting up the new branch
with a mission that includes operations control,
training and management of all sensor resources in
RVNAF.

b. Surveys to determine sensor requirements for
perimeter defense of vital installations are continuing.
Currently there is a shortage of line sensors designed
primarily for perimeter defense. Tactical sensors are
being used wherever possible as gap fillers around
perimeters. The additional line sensors required for
perimeter defense are in country, but missing component
parts. All component shortages are on valid due-in
requisitions.

5. (U) LOGISTICS.

j1 a. Maintenance:

(1) Area Material Supply Facility-Vietnam (AMSF-V):

(a) AMSF-V production of repaired components
continued at a monthly rate of 400 plus, except for May.
The drop in May to 285 was due to a jharp decrease in

1A CONUS spare parts receipts. The status of unservice-
able components at AMSF-V is depicted on the chart.

tFigure 10-4)

(b) The current backlog of 544 items at AMSF-V
represents a 1.2 month workload based on the monthly
completion rate of 450 items per month over the past
12 months. The monthly maintenance shop backlog at
the AMSF-V includes those items deadlined for parts.

(Figure 10-5)

(c) During this period, SIMS has been deteriorating
seriously. Conditions at some sites reveal that
little or no preventative maintenance is being performed.
Consequently, many sites are in a hazardous condition,
although not reported. Callouts to Pleiku and Long
Binh sites have revealed the need for regular visits
to sites by highly qualified maintenance and logistic
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technicians. Such visits would be for the purpose of
inproving the capability of on site technicians to do
maintenance. -The result would be improved equipment
operation and reliability.

(2) 60th Signal Base Depot (SBD):

(a) Operations during this quarter have mainly
involved transfer of equipment and supplies to the
Associated Army Depot, Long Binh. Additional space'- will be available at 60th SBD upon completion of this
action. This additional space will permit use of tools
and test equipment required for the development of a
total depot repair and rebuild capability. A marked
increase in ARVN self-sufficiency in depot maintenance
would be a direct result.

(b) The Depot Maintenance Rebuild Program is
currently 48 percent behind FY-74 (revised) programmed
goals. The rebuild program, for all items except
modules, is 21 percent behind goals; for modules, 54
percent. Shortages of reparable assets (particularly
modules) and repair parts have caused the shortfall in
this program. It is apparent that prompt turn-in of
reparable assets must be even more strongly stressed
and supervised in the future.

(Figures 10-6 and 10-7)

(c) Repair and Return Program: National Materieli Management Agency (NMMA), Maintenance Division, has
revised its FY75 repair and return program for radars,
radar subassemblies and radar modules. The programir for radar subassemblies and modules for the AN/PPS-4&5

has been revised, the repair and return of these items~is now to be performed by 60th SBD. CONUS repair and

return will be continued for AN/MPQ-4A Counter Mortar
Radar Sets in FY 75.

(d) Depot Expansion and Improvement:

1 The review of the revised Depot Upgrade Plan has
been completed by the '60th SBD. A revised list of TO&E
equipment to implement this plan has also been compiled.
The revised program was submitted to the signal depart-
ment for approval in May. A decision is anticipated by
August.
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2 The movement of equipment and supplies from the

60th-SBD Storage Division to ]st Army Associated Depot
(AAD) began 12 March 1974. As of 14 June, 1435 tons,
65%. ercent of tJie total 2200 tons, had been moved. The
move is not anticipated to meet the scheduled completion
date of 15 July. Documentation in-process reDorts indi-
cate a backlog at the 1st AAD in processing 60th Depot move
receipts. Emphasis has also been placea on an inventory
of 29,000 lines which indicate a 60th SBD warehouse
location but no Asset Balance File records. The
move is approximately 45 days behind schedule. Comple-
tion is projected by mid-September.

(e) Test Measuring and Diagnostic Equipment (TMDE):
The ARVN has achieved a high degree of in-country self-
sufficiency in on-the-job training and cross training
is progressing with good results. There continues to
be a need for assistance from qualified US technicians
specialized in microwave and DC/Low repair. Some tech-
nical publications,formerly obtained through regular
channels,are not being kept up to date.

b. Supply:

(I) -Improvement of the NMMA system was hampered
during the period by funding problems. Workload has also
been increased by the required conversion from Federal
Stock Number system to a NATO Stock Number System. The
target date for this conversion is 30 September 1974.

N1MA personnel, in coordination with VNAF and VNN
representatives, developed an agregate list of common
items consisting of 21,000 line items which ARVN will
provide through common supply support. A listing and punch
cards identifying these common items which will be

f1 requisitioned through NMMA was furnished to the VNAF
and VNN 15 May 1974. The listing is to be reviewed
quarterly and revised as necessary.

(2) Changes in reporting procedures have improved
the accuracy of data submitted. Further changes,
particularly in the breakdown of requisitions, shouldmore truly reflect supply posture.

(Figure 10-8)

(3) The number of dues-out to SIMS sites decreased
from 3902 in April to 434 in May. This decrease wasdue to a wholesale cancellation of requisitions by the
AMSF-V to purify existing supply records.

4 (Figure 10-)
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T CONFIDENTIAL
6. ,C) CONCLUSIONS.

,. RVNAF C-E personnel are continuing to gain
technical compeence on the operation and maintenance
of the SIMS and tactical equipment/systems. They are
nearing a state of self-sufficiency in some areas such
as TPE calibration and sensors. As they gain additional
experience, RVNAF technicians will acquire the skills
required to maintain all RVNAF C-E equipment/sites/
systems at an adequate operational level. Total self-
sufficiency is not a goal attainable in the near future.
This statement is not intended to be derogatory. The
US military was not self-sufficient in their operations
in Vietnam (or anywhere else), therefore it is not
realistic to expect the RVNAF to attain a goal the US
military has not yet attained. As RVNAF proficiency
increases, US technical assistance will be reduced,but
it must be recognized that there is a minimum, beyond
which, further reductions should not be made.

b. Technical expertise in the RVNAF has continued
to increase; however, ineffective management is reducingI the readiness posture and reliability of the systems and
equipment. Many OICs and NCOICs are not providing the

,direction and leadership to effectively implement preven-
tive maintenance and quality assurance programs. Higher
levels of managenient have been unable to correct the
situatior. The unusually high outage rate experienced

A recently on the primary trunk groups results, in nart,
from this lack of positive leadership. Unless postive
action is taken at all levels of management to solve
logistic and maintenance problems ,we can expect a con-
tinuing decline in the readiness posture of systems and

equipment.

c. The effects of the FY74 funding constrants are
beginning to impact or, operations.- The supply situation
is now critical. With the depletion of the CONUS-RVN
supply pipeline, operational readiness of both fixed
and tactical C-E equipment will further decrease. Funds
which became available at the end of FY74 will provide
some relief. However, it cannot be expected that those
supplies will make up for a near five month disruption
of the CONUS-RVN supply pipeline.

6. (C) SUMMARY.

a. As the AMSF-V technical assistance teams gain
experience ,they are relying less on US contractor assist-
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ance. The CMA is making excellent progress toward
self-sufficiency, but is handicaped by an approximate
thirty percent annual personnel attrition rate. Their
capability is further reduced because the YNAF and VNN
are providing only 15 and 50 percent respectively of
their manning requirements.

b. The reliability of the SIMS is on the decline,
primarily for two reasons: ineffective management and
poor logistical support. It is anticipated that the
reliability factor will continue to decline until
effective measures are taken to correct the major
deficiencies.

c. The supply situation is now critical and will
become more critical before the CONUS-RV supply pipe-
line is refilled. The austere logistic support hashurt the RVNAF readiness posture to a degree beyond
which conservation efforts have been able to compensate.
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CHAPTER 11

REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM ARMED FORCES (RIINAF) TRAINING

.. (C-) OFFSHORE TRAINNG.

a. Army of Republic of Vietnam (ARVN):

(1) Objectives of the ARVN Fiscal Year 1974
Security Assistance Training Program (SATP) remain
as previously reported.

(2) The following is a brief summary of the
ARVN FY74 SATP as of the end of FY4/74:

FY74 SPACES COST

Beginning Program FY4/74 489 $2,053,712

Additions 19

Deletions 6

Current Program 502 $2,063,042

(3) ARVN operational requirements necessitated
making 19 additions to the program during FY4/74 as
follows:

ADDITIONAL TRAINING REQUIRED ADDITIONAL SPACES ,

Obs Maint Tng - CONUS (Tank Overhaul) 7

MOI Training 2

Command and General Staff 4

Sr Off Preventive Maint 4

Obs Comm/Elect Tng-CONUS 2

19

(4) The spaces originally programmed and the
additions made to the program produced a total figure
of 508. Six of these spaces were deleted from the
program as follows:

CNID
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j REASON DELETED SPACES

English Language Disqualification 2

" DA c'ancellation 4

6
(5) The following offshore training course were

attended by ARVN personnel during FY4/74:

TYPE OF TRALINING COURSE SPACES/STUDENT CODE

Operations Psy Opns Units Off 6/0

Operations Map/Chart/Geodesy Off 1/0

Operations Arty Survey Off 2/0

O Operations Ranger 4/0

! Operations Ranger OJT 4/0

E Operations Camera Equip Rpr I/E

Corm./Elec Tactical Microwave Sys Rpr 2/E

Comm/Elec Dial Central Office Repair I/E

i; Comm/Elec Fixed Plant Carrier Rep I/E

Co.,u/Elec Comm Elect Systems Eng 2/0

3Maintenance Engr Equip Rpr Tech 1/0Maintenance Calibration Tech and Spec 4/0
Maintenance Elect Instr Rpr I/E

Maintenance Obs Maint Tng CONUS 3/0 1 2

(Tank Overhaul)

Maintenance Obs Maint Tng CONUS E
(Tank Overhaul)

~ I Maintenance Turret aitnce2/E

Maintenance Tank Turret OJT 2/E

@ -CONFIDENTIAL
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TYPE OF TRAINING COURSE SPACES/STUDENT CODE

.aintenance, Elect Instr Rpr 2/E

Maintenance Sr Off Preventive Maint 4/0

Logistics Trans Movement Spec l/E

Logistics Trans Movement Spec OJT l/E

Logistics Def Proc Mgt 3/0

Administrative Personnel Mgt-Non US 10/0[}
Professional Lang Lab Maint 3/E

Professional Engr Equip Off 1/0

Professional Lang Instr Ref 15/0

Professional Arty Survey Off OjT 2/0

Professional Engr Off Adv 6/0

Professional Def Proc Mgt OJT 3/0

Professional Contract Admin-175 3/0

Professional Language Instructor 6/o

Professional Infantry Off Adv 5/0

Professional Ordnance Off Adv 3/0

Professional Med Cbs Tng 2/0

Professional Command & General Staff 4/0
Off

Professional Civilian University 62/0*
Training

177

* Includes 49 carryover students from FY73.

(6) The number of students sent to CONUS for
training in FY4/74 is as follows:

11-3
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rONT1I QUANTITY COST

APRIL 61 $!66,515

MAY 25 113,590

JUNE 8 53,520

TOTAL 94 $333,625

(7) Statistical Summary of FY74 ARVN offshore
training as of the end of FY4/74 is as follows:

COURSES COMPLETED COURSES IN PROGRESS TOTAL

258 171 429

(8) The increasing ability of ARVN to plan
effectively for offshore training was again demon-
strated during FY4/74, as no spaces were cancelled
due to unit operational requirements.

(9) The close of FY4/74 brought a successful
conclusion to the ARVN FY74 SATP. No major problems

developed during FY74, and continued success during
FY75 is anticipated.

b. Vietnamese Air Force (VNAF):

(1) The Fiscal Year 74 SATP objectives for VNAF
remain as previously stated. The offshore training
summary below shows the VNAF SATP at the end of FY74 .

TYPE TRAINING STUDENTS COST
Aircrew 804 (106)* $23,119,660 !

Operational 90(20)* 227,350

Communications/Electronics 46 247,360

Maintenance 120 223,2170
Logistics 35 95,93 0

Administrative 10 35,740

SProfessional/Specialized 94 (32)* 2,572,620

11-4
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I Orientation Tours 8 10,720

Pther Training Costs 810,380

Training Aids - 539,130
I'

TOTALS 1207(158)* $27,882,060

SIndicates spaces filled by students already in CONUS.

As the training requirements of VNAF changed, adjust-
ments were made in the offshore training program. Also,
the program was changed; when VNAF was unable to pro- 
vide qualified candidates; and because of student elim-
inations. The total cost of the VNAF SATP as of 30
June 1974 was $27,882,060; this amount will be reduced
as students are eliminated subsequent to that date.

(2) The DAO Training Management Section (TMS) con-
ducted an extensive review of the VNAF FY74 SATP In an
effort to identify and delete training that was super-
fluous to minimum essential requirements. It was deter-i'i mined that 78 UPT/T-41/T-37 CONUS traini.ng spaces could
be deleted. The initial decision to train 396 UPT/T-41/
T-37 pilots in CONUS was made at the February 1973 Pilot

, Planning Conference in Thailand. This plan, if follow-
ed, would have resulted in training an excess of fixed-

I wing pilots. The following training spaces were deleted
from the FY74 SATP, resulting in the savings indicated:

TYPE TRAINING SPACES SAVINGS

UPT/T-41/T-37 78 $2,406,300

English Language (CONUS) 85 98,000

Electrical Power Specialists 2 101,470
1,i

Lab Maintenance Officer 1 2.,450

TOTALS 166 $2,517,220

The TMS, following the policy of maximum utilization of
in-country training resources, increased the English
Comprehension Level (ECL) requirement from 55 to 65

11-5
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for Undergraduate Pilot Training (UPT) and Undergraduate
Helicopter Training (UHT) candidates going to the CONUS.

- This requirement resulted in se. l ion of better quali-
fied candidates, fewer eliminat: from CONUS training,
and bett6r training for the do] spent. In the non-
flying courses TMS reprogramme. training sequences
whenever possible to eliminate t :necessary CONUS English
language training. Such reprogiamming was based on the
in-country capability to tra students to an English
Comprehension Level (ECL) of 70. The ARVN Central
Training Command assumed training responsibility for VNAF
of certain training courses common within RVNAF. This
training includes the fields of power production, civil
engineering, military police, and other general support-
type training. In view of the aforementioned changes intraining responsibility, CONUS training for VNAF per-
sonnel in these areas was deleted from the program.

(3) During FY4/74, 256 students were scheduled and
of these, 248 students were processed for CONUS training;
eight spaces were cancelled as a result of VNAF's in-
ability to provide qualified candidates. A total of 28
spaces was cancelled in all of FY74 for this reason
(2.3% of the total program). Although the percentage of
cancellations was a marked improvement over previousr years, most of the cancellations could have been avoided
if VNAF had identified candidates early and placed them
in language training in sufficient time to qualify. Also,
there were 30 training spaces rescheduled for later entry
dates so that candidates could have more time to qualify.

I (4) During FY4/74, 28 students were eliminated from
CONUS training for academic deficiencies, flying defi-
ciencies or disciplinary reasons. The total for the year
was 58 (32 for flying deficiencies and 26 for academic
and disciplinary reasons). Additionally, one Country~Liaison Officer and 14 students did not return to Vietnam

upon completion of CONUS training; five of the students
were undergoing four-year nurses training programs.

(5) The FY75 SATP was reviewed in light of VNAF's~in-country training capability. It was determined that

VNAF has the capability to transition UH-1 pilots into
CH-47 Aircraft. VNAF has 10 CH-47 instructor pilots
who were trained in CONUS. Accordingly, CH-47 pilot
training in CONUS was decreased from 50 to 12 spaces,
resulting in a savings of approximately $870,000.

C F N11-6
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(6) FY74 proved to be a good year for VNAF in

.terms of fulfilling the offshore training program.
." Progrimrmed spaces filled by qualified candidates ran
97.7 percent. The selection/processing of candidates
for offshore training was generally satisfactory.
Long-range planning of personnel training requirements
was adequate. The execution of plans in terms of
timely personnel screening could be improved, in order
to have sufficient time to qualify candidates for
offshore training. VNAF showed improvement in most
functions related to the offshore training program.

(7) During recent years 'JNAF and U.S. advisors

have emphasized pilot training programs .(both offshore
and in-country). This emphasis led to a projected
excess of pilots and the readjustment of training
requirements as pointed out in paragraphs b(2) and
b(5) above. ln view of the low Operational Readiness(OR) rate of certain aircraft, added emphasis has

been placed on training of logistics and maintenance
personnel. This shift in training priorities is
reflected somewhat in the FY75 SATP and will be
further emphasized in the FY76 SATP. More training
at the technician level was recommended as an inter-
mediate training goal intended to improve the OR rate.
Long-range training goals in the area of resource
management remain the same.

c. Vietnamese Navy (VNN):

(1) Objectives of the VNN Fiscal Year 74 SATP
remain the same as previously reported.

(2) Continued efforts by personnel ofthe Training
Management Section, VNN Deputy Chief of Staff for
Training, and the Armed Forces Language School
resulted in progress in obtaining language-qualified
candidates for CONUS courses during FY4/74. A total
of 199 candidates were tested and 170 qualified to
attend scheduled FY4/74 and FY5/74 CONUS courses.
To insure qualified candidates for the FY75 program
99 personnel are presently enrolled in English
Language training.

(3) The following offshore training courses were
attended by VNN personnel during FY4/74:
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,NAME OF COURSE SPACES/STUDENT CODE

Medical Officer/Urology 1/0

Medical Officer/-Pharmacy 1/0

Senior Foreign Officer Intelligence 1/S

Personnel Management (Non-US) 1/0

English Language/Management PG MS 2/0

Foreign Officer Naval Intelligence 2/0

Medical Officer/Internal
Medicine 1/0

Medical Officer/Radiology 1/0

Senior Officer International Defense
Management 2/0

On-the-Job Training/Aspirant Orientation
and Indoctrination, aboard US Seventh
Fleet units 26/0

OJT Afloat Overseas Repair Department
Operations/Management, aboard US
Seventh Fleet units 10/0

Construction Electrician CL-B/Instructor
ALFA l/E

Engineering Aids CL-A l/E

Machinery Repairman CL-A/QJT Tech/
Administration CONUS Shop Procedures 2/E

Teletypewriter Maintenance Mod 28 ASR

CL-C Instructor AFLA 2/E

Interior Communication Electricians
CL-B/Instructor ALFA 2/E

Hospital Corpsman CL-A/X-Ray Technician
CL-C " I/E

xi (4) A total of 52 VNN officers and eight VNK en-

listed personnel returned frof attending the followingCONUS training courses during FY4/74:

r 11-8
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k NAE OF COURSE SPACES/STUDENT CODE

$enior= Officer International Defense Management 3/S

Foreign Supply Officer/Functional Supply 5/0

Senior Foreign Officer Amphibious Warfare I/S

Engineering BS/University of South Carolina 4/O

English Language/Medical Department Diving
Officer 1/0

Special Gunnery Training Package 2/0

OJT/Aspirant Orientation and Indoctrination,[ aboard US Seventh Fleet units 26/0

OJT Afloat Overseas Repair Department opera-
tions/Management, aboard US Seventh Fleet
units 10/0

Data Processing Technician CL-A/Basic Pro-
gramming Concepts Enlisted and IBM 360
Computer System Programmer I/E

Machinery Repair CL-B/OJT Tech/Admin CONUS(Skill Enhancement )/Instructor ALFA 2/E

Radioman CL-B/Instructor ALFA 2/E

Basic Electricity and Electronics/Construction
Electrician CL-A 2/E

Engineman CL-A/EN General Motors Diesel
Technician/EN CL-C (FM 38081/8) I/E

(5) Five CONUS courses and 15 spaces were cancelled
during FY4/74 due to VNN inability to provide language-
qualified candidates:

NAME OF COURSE SPACES/STUDENT CODE

Foreign Officer Naval Intelligence 2/0 (Course Cancelled)

OJT Tech/Admin Afloat O/S 1/0 (Course Cancelled)

Dental Assistant Basic CL-A/Dental

Equipment Repair Technician CL-C l/E (Course Cancelled)
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Hospital Corpsman CL-A 1/E (Course Cancelled)

OJT ORTHOPEDIC Cast CL-A I/E (Course Cancelled)

Data: Processing-Technician CL-A 1/E (Spaces Cancelled)

OJT Afloat Training 01S Repair
Dept Opns 4/0 (Spaces Cancelled)

OJT Afloat Training O/S Aspirant
O&I Cruise 4/0 (Spaces Cancelled)

(6) No VNN courses were rescheduled during FY4/74.

(7) Following is a summary of programmed training
for the VNN FY74 SATP as of the end of FY4/74:

TYPE TRAINING STUDENTS/SPACES COST

Operations 1/2 $4,190

Communications, Electronics 14/18 20,560

Maintenance 5/11 8,330

Logistics 19/29 34,980

Administrative 3/25 12,090

I Professional/Administrative 78/120 450,550

Orientation 30,000

Operations O/S 42/42 23,400

Professional/Specialized 0/S 7/7 8,620

Other, O/S (MTT), etc 4/6 18,320

Training Aids 643,800

TOTALS 173/260 $875,840

d. Vietnamese Marine Corps (VNMC) :

(1) Objectives of the VNMC Fiscal Year 74 SATP

remain the same as previously reported.
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d (2) No VNMC personnel attended offshore training
during FY4/74.

(3) A total of three VNMC officers returned from
attending the following CONUS training courses during
FY4/74 :

NAME OF COURSE SPACES/STUDENT CODE

Observership Medical Officer/General Surgery 1/0

Basic Course USMC/Embarkation for Amphibious 2/0
Operations

(4) Thirteen CONUS courses and 21 spaces were
cancelled during FY4/74 due to VNMC inability to
provide language-qualified candidates:

NAME OF COURSE SPACES/STUDENT CODE

Command and Staff College 1/S

4Field Artillery Officer Advanced 1/0

i Foreign Officer Naval Intelligence 2/0

I! Landing Force Staff Planning 1/0

Basic Course USMC/Embarkation for AmphibiousOperations 2/0

Teletypewriter Maintenance Mod 28 ASR CL-C/
Instructor ALFA /E

MARCORPS Recruiting Enlisted/Infantry
Training School USMC 3/E

* Operations Communication Chief USMC I/E

Basic Electronics USMC/Radio Fundamentals
USMC l/E

Machinist 2/E

Basic Electronics USMC/Radio Fundamentals
USMC/Ground Radio Repair USMC l/E

Hospital Corpsman CL-A/Operating Room
Technician CL-C l/E
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Hospital Corpsman CL-A/Preventive Medicine

& Technician CL-C l/E

(5..) During FY74, due to inability of VNMC candidates
to -.e't English-lnguage prerequisites, 27 CONUS courses
aufecting 40 students and 41 spaces were cancelled. Due
to the 3p-el of military activity, continuous field
maneuvers reduced VNMC capability to acquire English-language training provided in garrison. VNMC is aware

that continuous emphasis on in-country English-language
training is required in order to meet mandatory language
requirements for offshore training. Nineteen VNMC
personnel are presently enrolled in the RVNAF Armed
Forces Language School.

(6) Following is a summary of programmed training
for VNMC FY74 SATP as of the end of FY4/74:

TYPE OF TRAINING STUDENTS/SPACES COST

Operations 7/9 $24,650

Communications/Electronics 1/1 2,710

Maintenance 1/1 1,040

Administrative 0/2 660

Professional/Specialist 3/10 8,260

TOTALS 12/23 $37,320

2. (C) IN-COUNTRY TRAINING.

a. ARVN.

(1) General:

(a) The recruit training program at the National
Training Centers (NTCs) is considerably short of the
program goals for the first half of the CY. The short-
fall at the NTCs is being partially eliminated due to
an increase in the number of recruits undergoing train-
ing at Division Training Centers (DTCs). Unit training
is progressing slowly due to extreme reluctance on the
part of division commanders to release their battalions
for the necessary five weeks.
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I (b) Of particular significance in CY2/74 is the

rapid acceleration of anti-armor training and the effect-
jive role it is playing in increasing troop morale. Word
is filterieg down to front-line units that they have the
means available to kill any known tank. ARVN Air Defense
(AD) improvements have not been nearly so dramatic.

(c) Although the groundwork was laid for major AD
improvements during this quarter, few actually took place.

(2) National and Division Training Centers :

(a) Recruit Training: Of the 96,560 recruits pro-
grammed for training in the first six months of CY 1974,
66,537 recruits have completed training at NTCs. The

I difference indicates a short-fall of 29,963 recruits not
trained at the NTCs. The DTCs were programmed to train
5,000 recruits in the first six months of CY 1974 and
already have trained 14,704 recruits. This difference
indicates a long-fall of 9,704 recruits trained at the
DTCs. The Division Commanders requested, and obtained
from the Joint General Staff (JGS), permission to recruit
and train within their own DTCs; as a result this long-
fall currently exists. Reasons given for the request to
recruit and train were the division casualty and desertion
rates and the lack of transportation to convey new recruits
to NTCs. Of the two NTCs visited during this quarter,
recruit training Programs of Instruction (POIs) were
excellent. Morale, discipline and acceptance of training
rated high. Self-help was very predominant, with the units
constructing recreation centers, unit clubs, chapels,
additional shower rooms, and various other improvements.

(b) Unit Training. In the first six months, 35,650were programmed for unit training and 34,057 attended,
i li leaving a short-fall of 1,593. Division unit training,

'4I  phase I is divided into five steps as follows:

STEP TYPE TRAINING HOURSI4 ~1 Individual 98
2 Team 24

3 Squad 52

S14 Platoon 60

5 Company 81

(Includes 79 hours of night training) 315 (5 weeks)

COMNF1~TIAL
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On completion of phase ; unit training, battalions ro-
tate through their DTCs for battalion-level training,
consisting of 338 hours (.5 weeks), which includes 63
houts night training (phase TI unit training). UnIt
re'resher trafling follows:

TOTAL CY 1974 COMPLETED
UNIT NUMBER PROGRAMMED PHASE II

Infantry Bn's 105 99 19

Ranger Bn's 45 32 13

Airborne BN's 9 9 4

Marine BN's 9 9 3

Armored Cavalry Sqds 63- Not programmed 3

Artillery Bnts 68 Not programmed 6

Regional Force Bns 358 83 28

Regional Force
Separate Companies 361 159 87

Popular Force
Platoons 6,644 1,640 543

(1) The short-falls in refresher training were at-
tributed to lack of transportation, POL shortages, and
tactical commitments. The armored squadrons and artill-

,| qry battalions, due to their tactical employment, arereceiving in-place training by Mobile Training Teams

(2) Of particular significance is the unit training
program conducted for the Ranger Battalions. The program
was increased to eight weeks for those battalions badly
mauled recently in heavy contact with enemy forces in
Military Regions (MR) 2 and 3. Additional time was al-
loted to allow for re-equiping and for motivational training.

(c) Peoples Self Defense Forces (PSDF) Training.
The PSDF training is for-key cadre personnel who, on
completion of training in NTCs, return to subsectors and

4conduct basic military training. The POI is four weeks
duration, consisting of 233 hours. In the first six
months of CY74, 10,654 cadre completed training out
of 12,675 programmed. The training received by the
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PSDF cadre is of the same high caliber as tiat of
recruit training given at NTCs. Optimistically,
the results of this training will be of benefit to
the PSDF in-the provinces and autonomous cities.

(d) Popular Forces (PF) Training. During the
first six months of CY74, 35,323 personnel were
programmed to receive training at NTCs. This
training was attended and completed by 15,296
personnel. Five-week platoon refresher training was
progr-ammed for 3,777 platoons in the first half of

= CY74 but 4,135 platoons completed the refresher
training. This training was of high quality, with
excellent POIs.

(e) Regional Forces (RF) Training for assignment
as security for villages. During this reporting
period 7,056 Officers and NCOs received special
training at five NTCs; they will be assigned security
for 2,352 villages. The breakdown follows:

fREGION OFF & NCO VILLAGES

1 993 331

2 2,106 702

3 1,554 518

4 2,403 801

7,056 2,352

The POI for this special course is two weeks, with
training continuing through August 1974.

(3) Service Schools:

For CY74, 54,220 personnel were programmed for
the 28 In-Country Service Schools. The actual input
for the first six months of CY74 was 23,000 personnel.
The attendance breakdown follows:

CY 1974 CY 1974
CY 1974 ACTUAL ACTUAL

SERVICE SCHOOL PROGRAMMED (APR-JUN) (JAN-JUN)

National Defense
College 43 0 0
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Command & General Staff 300 303 303

National- Military Academy 987 0 222

POLWAR College 2,459 320 850

Infantry School 4,405 747 1,997

NCO School 5,084 2,962 4,206

Armor School 1,065 410 930

Artillery School 2,2837 514 1,136
Women Armed Forces

Corps School 360 231 19

Junior Military
Academy/Vung Tau 1,400 0 0

Junior Military
Academy/Pleiku 400 0 0

Ordnance School 2,387 95 451

Quartermaster School !,213 448 531

Medical School 2,249 967 1,709

Intelligence School 2,404 376 530

Military Police School 2,734 538 764

Military Band School 687 120 185

Transportation School 6,015 1,029 2,322

Signal School 3,035 770 1,424

Engineer School 3,291 1,172 1,899

Adminstration &
Finance-Sehool 1,210 160 334

Adjutant General School 4,545 778 1,202

Armed Forces Language
School 1,400 397 881

Logistic Management
School 5 go 60 224
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Social Service School 210 10 10

."Martial Arts & Physical
Training-School 780 11 11

Dog Training School 373 36 50

POLWAR Training Cadre 1,850 267 510

TOTALS 54,220 12,721 23,000

(4) Anti-Armor Improvements:

(a) Major improvements in anti-armor defense
registered highly during CY2/74. Command emphasis on
training of "Tank-Killer" teams throughout MRs 1, 2,
and 3 has up-graded their anti-armor readiness. The
individaal soldier has gained the confidence that he
can effectively counter enemy armor. One such instance
was proved when in one day's battle four enemy tanks

ii were destroyed. Two of these tanks were hit with the
Light Anti-Tank Weapon (LAW) (M-72) and two with the
Tube-Launched Optically-Tracked Wire-Guided (TOW)I missile system. Quang Trung National Training Center
has developed a sub-caliber range for firing at a
simulated tank target propelled on rails. This new
anti..armor range system has been demonstrated to the
other national training center instructors and will
be used throughout all training centers in the near'1 future.

ii (b) TOW missile training has greatly improved

during this quarter. TOW missile instructors from the
H NTCs have completed their recycle training and are

presently recycling all TOW missile crews in MRs 1, 2,
and 3. The instructors' recycle training was highlighted

by the firing of two live TOW miss'les for demonstration
purposes. Both scored direct hits on targets at 2,000
meters. The JGS released 40 additional live missiles
for firing. Of these 40 missiles 22 were allocated to
the Central Training Command (CTC) for training and
18 were equally divided between MRs 1, 2 and 3 for
crew-refresher training. Emplacements, alternate
firing positions, and ammunition storage have been
greatly improved by utilizing effective overhead cover
and concealment. TOW missile mobility has taken a long
stride forward with locally-manufactured mounts for
Jeeps and Armored Personnel Carriers. Mounts have been
field-tested and proven adequate. The JGS ordered the
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Vietnamese Army Arsenal to fabricate 135 jeep mounts

F and 130 Armored Personnel Carrier mounts for the TOW
missile systems.

(c) DurinT CY2/74, 20 TOW missile Mini Battery
Chargers arrived in-country and were distributed
throughout MRs 1, 2, and 3. With the arrival of these
Mini Battery Chargers, issued to division and support
group level3, the recharging time of the TOW missile-
system batteries has been greatly reduced.

(d) Recent inspections of the deployed TOW mis-
sile systems revealed that approximately 80 percent of
them are operationally ready. During the next quarter
(CY3/73) they should be 95 to 100 percent operationally
ready.

(5) Air Defense (AD): The assessment conducted by
the Air Defense Team from Fort Bliss, Texas in January
1974 was a thorough and well-conducted evaluation of
the VN Air Defense. The recommendations from this team
were forwarded to the JGS by the Defense Attache (DATT).
General Vien issued an AD improvement directive dated
22 Feb 74 to the Corps Commanders. From that time it
appears the kindled flame burned out. Approximately 70
percent of the M42 twin 40mm Self-Propelled weapons are
in poor condition. The wiring harnesses are frayed and

j corroded and unable to electronically track aircraft,
necessitating manual tracking--which is too slow against
fast flying jets. The reflex M18 sights are also in
poor condition. M42 parts are scarce and !:55 spare
parts are almost nonexistent, due to the obsolescence of
the weapons system. Considering its present training
and maintenance capability, ARVN AD would not pose a
major threat to attacking aircraft.

b. VNAF:
(1) As of 30 June 1974, 4,595 VNAF personnel were

tJ in all types of VNAF-conducted training, excluding US

contractor-administered training. During CY2/7L,
3,840 VNAF personnel entered formal training and 3,527
graduated. For various reasons, 622 personnel were
eliminated from training. A total of 1,441 VNAF per-
sonnel entered on-the-job training (OJT) during
CY2/74 while 2,058 personnel completed the OJT program.
Currently, 1,947 personnel are undergoing OJT.
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(2) The number of VNAF personnel that entered

-ARVN-conducted training is 509, while 568 graduated.

*/Currently, 312 VNAF personnel are undergoing ARVN-
conducted t-Paining.

(3) VNAF In-Country Training improved in some

areas, slipped in others, but held static in most.

Overall, the trend was up, especially in 3- to 5-level
manning due to VNAF formal school production and contract
OJT. On 31 Dec 73, CY74 programmed training was 2,512
students, but as of 1 Jul 74, 4,595 were in training.
This number is in addition to the 3,527 graduates who
completed training in CY2/74.

(4) Following is a summary of personnel in VNAF-
conducted formal training for CY2/74:

Pilot Training Entry Eliminated Graduated In-Training

T-37 JPT 0 4 15 53

UH-1 UHT 0 11 44 115

0-1 Liaison 0 0 23 39

Totals 0 15 82 207

~~Crew Training '

Navigator 17 0 0 17

Observer (FAC) 0 0 0 57

Totals 17 0 0 74

Technical Schools

Air Tng Cen (ATC),
Nha Trang (NHA) 114 11 183 200

3rd Air Div

Bien Hoa (BNH) 0 3 7 0

5th Air Div
Tan Son Nhut
(TSN) 10 1 19 30
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Sub-Tech Sch,
TSN 77 15 144 99

Sub-Tech Sch,
BNUJ 66 2 168 64

Totals 267 32 521 393

Communication
& Electronics Entry Eliminated Graduated In-Training

ATC, NHA 50 7 83 105

HQ VNAF TSN 0 0 20 0

5th AIR DIV, TSN 0 1 41 11

Totals 50 8 144 116

General Service Schools

ATC, NHA 396 2 355 212

3rd AIR DIV, BNH 25 1 79 25

5th AIR DIV, TSN 116 8 63 116

Potals 537 11 497 353

Civil Engineering School

3rd AIR DIV, BNH 34 0 58 34

Air Command and
Staff School, TSN 84 0 72 84

Basic Military
Training 1,410 44 95 1,387

OJT 1,441 512 2,058 1,947

(5) As the Offshore spaces were phased out, VNAF re-
sorted to in-country training. UH-1 co-pilot undergrad-
uate helicopter training is a good example. Another is
ARVN training spaces in base support/civil engineering. The
progress from a 3 to 5-level air force is slowly becoming
apparent. Enlisted basic Air Force Speciality Code (AFSC)
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kt programmed training has already exceeded the CY73 short-
fall and continues to train more basic trainees than
programmed.

(6) Summary of VNAF in ARVN-Conducted Training:
ARVN has allocated 2,738 spaces in.1 4 0 (APSCs), officer
and enlisted, to VNAF for specialized skills because
VNAF cannot Justify setting up a duplicate school. This
training requirement has been made more apparent with
the reduction of offshore officer training and VNAP's
inability to provide qualified NCOs for CONUS training
in critical billets. Examples are base development,
civil engineering and continuing maintenance support
of existing facilities. To date in CY74,VNAF has pro-
Vided 891 students (938 graduates, which includes en-
tries from CY73, and 312 in training) in 62 AFSCs. The

potential for this program is great but results will
depend in large part on service interface. Following is
a breakdown of VNAF in ARVN schools:

Entry Eliminated Graduated In-Training

1 JAN - 31 MAR 74 382 10 373 395

1 APR - 30 JUN 74 509 22 568 312

(7) Pilot Training:

(a) T-37 Undergraduate Pilot Training program:

(1) The T-37 UPT program produced its first 15
graduates 16 Apr 74.

(2) The second class of 20 UPT students are behind
schedule in the program because the available Operational
Ready (OR) T-37 aircraft were used to complete the train-
ing of the first class.

(3) The Non-Operational Readiness Supply (NORS) and
Non-Operational Readiness Maintenance (NORM) rates are
exceptionally high. During the period 9 May through 15
Jun 74 the NORS-NORM rate averaged 28.3 and 35.8 percent,
respectively. The OR rate during this period was 35.9
percent (daily. 8.6 of 24 aircraft).

(4) A minimum of 35 hours is required daily to
support the 20 students in UPT, and 8.6 aircraft will
not meet this requirement. In July a third class of 20students will enter training, making a total student
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load of 40 and a daily required minimum of 70 hours to
support the UPT. The above OR rate of 35 percent is not
expected to exceed 50 percent, if past experience is an
indicator. -

(5) Lack of skilled personnel contributes to the
high NORM rate and lack of logistic support to the high
NORS rate. Skilled maintenance personnel will require
time to upgrade 3-level personnel to the 5-level.

(6) Until recently, five U.S. contractor personnel
were augmenting production, with little time for OJT of
VNAF personnel. The contractor personnel were scheduled
to phase out 30 Jun 74. To hold or decrease the NORM
rate, these five personnel were extended to 31 Dec 74 and
the number of assigned personnel increased to eight.

(7) Logistic support for the T-37 aircraft has never
reached the proper level of proficiency:; possibly
time will reflect some improverrent,although highly doubt-
ful. The T-37 jet engine (J-69) is a logistic-support
problem. No overhaul capability exists and there are no
back-up J-69 engines. The above condition creates a
dangerous situation and jeopardizes the whole program.
Currently, the T-37 UPT program is unsatisfactory.

(b) UH-1 Undergraduate Helicopter Training
program:

(1) The UH-1 copilot training program is a "first
of a kind" in VNAF. The obvious pride of accomplishment
at every level of comnnand, from student to instructor
to operational-support element to VNAF Hqs, is readily
apparent and rewarding to observe. The program is
excellent to outstanding.

(2) The training program is on schedule. Three
classes have produced 119 graduates out of 122 candidates
(a production rate of 97.54 percent as compared with
an expected attrition rate of about 15 percent).

(3) Three additional classes are presently in train-
ing (120 students) with three more classes (180
students) programmed to complete training in CY75.

(4) If presen attrition rates continue, the
projected production of rated UH-I copilots from this
program is 412 against an original projection of 375
(a gain of 37 graduates).
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} (5) The students receive a great deal of personal
instruction from VNAF pilots who are highly seasoned

.,°combat veterans. The desire to excel is matched by
the desire-to teach. The only eliminations to date
have been for medical or disciplinary problems.

(6) The concept of using a nucleus of highly-
qualifried instructors and regular squadron aircraft,
furnished by operational units in lieu of training air-
craft, demonstrates that this approach to flight train-
ing could be expanded to other types of flight training
within VNAF.

(c) F-5E program is progressing steadily but is
behind schedule. See Air Defense training (para (8)
bel ow).

(1) The Field Training Detachment at Bien
Hoa AN is in place and maintained at pre-contractor
departure levels by CONUS-trained 5- and 7-level NCO's
of highest available quality.

(2) The Phase III class began 1 Apr 74 and completed
on schedule 1 Jun 74. To date 512 students (including 5
failures) have trained in 22 AFSCs.

(3) During the remainder of CY74, 305 more students
are scheduled in Phases IV and V. Phase VI is not
scheduled until CY75 but should complete the prescribed
course (60-days duration) by early March 1975.

d) The 0-1 liaison UPT program at Nha Trang is on
schedule and excellent.

(e) The Forward Air Controller (FAC) and Navigator
courses have only recently been regenerated and no
realistic assessment caa be made at this writing.

(8) Technical Schools:
(a) The ATC Technical School has an extensive and

impressive program; however, the quality of graduates

has diminished. The school lacks sufficient funds to
support a student training material handout program.
The student must devote several hours of each day in
the classroom to hand-scribing notes and diagrams.
Time spent on practical demonstrations by instructors
and on student performance and evaluations must be
correspondingly reduaed. This condition exists at all
VNAF formal schools. The ATC Technical School is
satisfactory. 11-23
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(b) All technical schools located at sites other

than the ATC provide in some respect a duplication of
cours.es conducted at the ATC. Although this fragmenta-
tion'has been pointed out to VNAF, it continues. This
fragmentation exists for several reasons, as follows:
Within VNAF the majority of personnel at each location
are recruited locally, with the condition (promise)
that they remain there to live and work, with continuing
and direct support of their families while soldiering
part-time. This arrangement is good for morale, mini-
mizes absenteeism, and reduces the AWOL rate. It is
almost a volunteer force and explains one of the main
reasons why VNAF personnel levels are among the high-
est in RVNAF. The VNAF has encouraged this local auto-
nomous concept, either accidentally or by design,
through their overall program. Commanders at the various
locations are reluctant to assign personnel to centrally-
located schools, especially 5- and 7-level NCO's and
even 3-level in many instances. Three recent command
personnel manning reports indicate a large shortfall
in the 5- and 7-level AFSCs and a large overage in
the 3-level AFSCs. Upgrading of 3-level personnel
is the solution and can be accomplished either or both
of two ways. With the assistance of contract personnel,
VNAF is de-emphasizing formal classroom training and
concentrating on upgrading thru OJT, because release ofII trainees to formal schools results in their permanent
loss to their home bases. Another solution is command
direction to release 3-levels for formal 5-level school-
ing, with the stipulation that 5-level graduates be
returned to their home bases upon completion of training
to effect release of 5-level skilled personnel for 7-
level schooling, etc. The lag in the personnel pipeline
(orders, transport, billeting, etc.) can be as much as
three to six months, with the individual EM doing little
or nothing to help or even adding to the delay himself.
This flow pattern, manning/training concept, while slow
and wasteful, is VNAF's system but from all indications
seems to be working. If trends continue, VNAF should
conservatively be a 5-level air force by the end of FY75.

(9) AD training in VNAF is minimally satisfactory
due to ten major areas of inadequacy:

(a) Virtually no Recognition/Identification

training program exists. Only some poor reproductions/
pictures (mostly as decoration) of enemy aircraft exist.I No real training aids (slides, cards, transparencies)

can be found in-country, although some scale models are
used in ARVN AD and infantry training.
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(b) Transition training to the F-5E has slipped.

Transition training began with 6 vice 12 students on
10 Jun 74 vice 20 May 74.

(c) TheF-5E OR rate has been running 83.3 percent.
The OR rate is expected to decline as utilization in-
creases. Northrop has 138 personnel in-country with
primary F-5E production tasking and F-5A retrograde pro-
duction. Some OJT is being conducted but OR production
takes precedence.

d) Aircraft Control and Warning (AC&W) centers
under the Tactical Aircraft Control Center (TACC) are

conducting,on a daily basis,maximum live and simulatedintercepts. Order of Battle (OB) does exist but has

not been fully implemented.

(e) Remoteness of live-firing areas (offshore) and
towed-target (Darts) supply shortages and AIM9B&E (Side-

winder) missile shortages precludes all but minimal
aerial gunnery/missile practice.

(f) Due to increased enemy activity, Direct Air
Support Center (DASC) high-priority requirements neces-

sitated a corresponding reduction 
in AD activity.

(g) Logistic deficiencies--such as spare parts, Aer-
ospace Ground Equipment (AGE), Petroleum, Oil, and
Lubricant (POL), AC&W/TACC spare parts, and communica-

tions networks--will continue to hamper training.

(h) Enemy tanks and troops have high visibilit:-,

enemy aircraft none to date. Therefore, lack of supjport
of the overall AD situation by JGS will continue.

(i) Royal Thai Air Force (RTAF)/VNAF cross-border
AC&W communications/operations interface is working from
the VNAF side but not within RTAF. VNAF will abrogatei j subject agreement if no improvement is realized between

now and 15 Sep 74.

(j) Interface between VNAF AC&W and civilian ATC
(for practice intercepts of high-flying aircraft) is
excellent, but Directorate Civil Aviation.(DCA parent
authority of ATC, refuses to respond to training requests
within commercially-controlled airspace (i.e., Bien Hoa-
Long Binh-Tan Son Nhut-Saigon area below 5,000 feet).
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c. YNN:

(1) Significant progress in training professional
na-ial personneg has been made since the fleet's expan-
sion three years ago. During FY4/74 this progress
continued, but there were marked deficiencies in VNN

J shipboard damage control,the naval supply system, and
the middle management upgrade program. A review
follows of each of these naval specialties and the
training actions taken during FY4/74:

I(a) The VNN has an 18-week damage control course
at Nha Trang. The course graduated 82 NCOs and 50 EM
during the 1st half of CY74. These personnel, when
assigned to the fleet, will continue damage-controlItraining exercises which presently are scheduled to
average 45 hours a month. On the basis of the number
of students graduated from this course over the past
two years, shipboard damage-control stations should be
adequately manned and personnel trained. The VNN be-
lieved its level of training adequate, as it discontin-
ued its CY74 Dc-nage Control Course for MN. However
VNN and DAO inspection tours of ships have identified
damage-control problems. Deficiencies identified and
corrective actions:

(1) Shipboard damage-control equipment.

(2) A 10 percent turnover in shies personnel each
month.

(3) A high percentage of cancellations of ship-
board training drills.

(4) Damage control officers and men lacking actual
experience. To remedy training deficienciec which may
exist, 15 VNN personnel will soon attend the US. Nazy
Damage Control School at Treasure Island Naval Base.
Following their return, they will provide OJT to damage-
control teams aboard all "WN ships. In addition, !TN
will start a damage-control course in the Saigon Naval
Shipyard and use simulated ship's compartmental training
aids to effect realistic training. Positive results
from these two training actions should become apparent
no later than FY2/75.

(b) Another apea where marked improvement should
soon be realized is naval supply training. Primarily,
the VNN Supply School supplements the ARVN Supply School.
The main reason for the VNN Supply School's existence
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is that the ordering of naval ship equipment is incompat-
ible with the ARVN logistics system. However, ARVN lo-
gistic support is compatible for the shore-based Navy.

.,-Problems emerged when the U.S. Navy supply teams left
Vietnam in-1973. To fill this void 52 VN Naval Officers
were sent to the U.S. Navy supply school at Oakland,

4 California. Additionally, a VNN supply school was
established in-country (at Cat Lai) with three weeks
training for EM's and six weeks for officers. In FY2/74
it was discovered that VN naval officers who attended
the Oakland school or the 'NN supply school were not
given credit for having earned a military supply or
logistics school certificate. In consequence, when
assigned as supply officers, their time was not credited
towards promotion. To correct this inequity, an agree-
ment was reached during FY4/74 whereby VN naval officers
attending the VNN supply school would not lose promotion
credits. Also, officers who remain as supply officers
will later attend the ARVN logistics school and receive
-due credit. Resulting from this issue of receiving
credit, the VNN supply school at Cat Lai expanded duringI FY4/74; its curriculum has been broadened to cover three
more weeks: six weeks for EM and nine weeks for officers.

(c) The training of VNN middle management personnel
is in essence the training of the professional naval
officer corps. Since the VNN's inception in 1952, the
training and professionalism of career officers has not
followed a designated sequence of schooling. This lack
of sequence changed in CY2/74. Career policies were
established that require each naval officer to spend
12 months at sea duty (not including riverine boats) to
qualify for staff officers course (middle management
training). Attendance at the senior officer courseit requires 36 months sea duty. All officers must have
completed these two courses to establish eligibility
to attend the RVNAF Command and General Staff College
and later to qualify as candidates to the National
Defense College. To meet the needs of the service,
training of middle management personnel was enlarged
during FY4/74. Previously, 50-60 officers attended
this 16-week school at one time. Now 100 officers will
be assigned at one time, with three scheduled courses a
year. Adquate classroom space, according to recent
estimates, will now be available for all junior officers;
they attend this course not later than two years after
graduation from the VNN Academy.

(2) During FY4/74, 215 officers and 882 NCO's/EM
A graduated from in-country service schools and training
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centers. As interpreted from (figures 11- tkrough 11-3)u officer professional training fell behind schedule with
23 percent of programmed instruction completed during
CY1 and 2/74. Refresher training accomplished only
18 percent of its annual goal during the 1st half of
CY74. EM training was at 13 percent of its yearly
projection and NCO training at 29 percent. Basic
recruit training was 31 percent during the last six
months of FY74.

d. VNMC :

(1) Marine training continued in FY.4/74 with only
minor changes in the program. Training emphasis centered
on team-leader development and basic-recruit instruction.I At the Marine Training Center (MTC), 1337 recruits, 521
team leaders, and 30 NCOs completed training. No "
officers attended refresher training during FY4/74.

(2) In riverine assault training ,coordination
continues between the VNMC and VNN in the use of LTV-5
(landing craft), but no Joint maneuvers were held during
FY4/74.

(3) VNMC received funds during FY4/74 to complete
the construction of a large water tank for use ,as an
amphibious landing training aid. The water tank will be
used to instruct Marines in proper procedures when off-
loading from ships and boats into deep water while
carrying back packs and weapons. Training is expected
to begin during FYl/75.

(4) The MTC at Song Than Base Camp continues to
meet its CY74 programmed personnel needs. The chart
below indicates that training schedules are being met,
with little deviation from input quotas established in
November 1973.

CYI/74 CY2/74 CY74
COURSES GRADUATED GRADUATED PROGRAMMED

Officer Refresher 138 106 200,

NCO Refresher 30 100

Team Leader, Enlisted 537 420 1,800

Squad Leader 95 200

RcutTraining 794 1,337 4,0004 11-28.
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3. (U) IN-COUNTRY ENGLISH LANG"UAGPE rTAINING PROGRAM( ELT__)

a. Intensive ELTP:

(I) FY4/74 was marked by pressure on the Republic of
Vietnam Armed Forces Language School (RVNAFLS) to
qualify students foi all remaining unfilled CONUS-
training spaces. Efforts to qualify all Navy and Marine
Corps candidates were hampered by diffi'ulties in iden-
tifying and programming personnel for timely ELT in-
country. Nevertheless, the overall capability of'
RVNAFLS to qualify candidates for direct entry into
CONUS training remains high.

(2) New English-language screening procedures were
initiated at the request of TMS in order to reduce over-
exposure and subsequent compromise of the ECL test.RVNAF was informed that weekly ECL testing would be

reduced to once a month. Furthermore, only those candi-
dates and their alternates identified for specific CONUS
spaces would be ested. Except for some minor adjustments
connected with m-ating the end of the FY requirements, thenew testing procedures appear to be working well.

(3) The quality of instruction at RVNAFLS remains
excellent; however, the number of qualified military
instructors is being reduced. The staff now includes
nine civilian instructors. Although they lack formal

If training at the Defense Language Institute (DLI),
English Language Branch, they are receiving in-service
teacher training from the DLI personnel attached to the
school.

ol(4) A breakdown of intensive ELTP data for FY4/74! follows :

(a) Total instructor strength at RVNAFLS, including

standby personnel and lab monitors, is 151 military and
9 civilians. Approximately 90 instructors are teaching
full time. NCO instructors are being phased out in
favor of an instructor staff composed entirely ofofficers.

(b) Peak load of students at RVNAFLS: 968; at the
Vietnamese Air Force Language School (VNAFLS): 183.

(c) Number of ECL tests administered: 499.

(d) Number of students sent to DLIELB, Lackland
AFB for aditional language training: 216.

UHCIAgSIFIED
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(e) Number of students sent for direct-entry into

CONUS training: 190.

b. Non-Intensive ELTP.

(1) The following units of the RVNAF conduct SATP-
supported ELTPs: Vietnamese National Military Academy
(VNM') in Dalat, Political Warfare (POLWAR) College in
Dalat, Vietnamese National Naval Academy (VNNA) in Nha
Trang, Highland Junior Military Academy in Pleiku, Junior
Military Academy in Vung Tau, and the naval training
centers in Cam Ranh and Saigon.

(2) Technical assistance visits were made by members
of the DLI Language Training Detachment to the
NTCs in Saigon and Nha Trang, VNMA, POLWAR College, andi I VNNA. Language teaching methods were monitored and found

satisfactory at all schools. Instructor evaluation methods
were in need of reinforcement at VNAFLS and a short in-
service training program was conducted by DLI personnel.
In cooperation with the U.S. Information Service, the
film "Only in America" was shown to the instructors and
students of VNAFLS, VNMA, and POLWAR College.

c. Accomplishments"

1_. (1) An in-service teacher training program designed

to strengthen RVNAF language instructors' capabilities
in the areas of methodology, teaching skills, and fluency
was successfully completed by DLI personnel. A total of
136 military and civilian instructors at RVNAFLS and
VNAFLS received 1,570 student hours of training. Subse-
quent visits to the classrooms revealed marked improvement
in teaching effectiveness and instructor motivation.

(2) At the request of TMS, Federal Electric Corpora-
tion conducted a technical survey of all RVNAF language
laboratories in Saigon, Dalat, and Nha Trang in order to
determine equipment status and spare parts requirements.
A final report, with recommendations for improving the
overall status of the RVNAF laboratory equipment, has
been submitted to TMS for consideration and action.

(3) A shipment of 30 language-laboratory spare-parts
kits (valued at $18,000) orginally ordered in 1972 and
lost somewhere in Vietnam was located in a Signal Corps
Depot near Dalat. An inventory indicated that most of
the shipment was intact and still usable. Distribution
of these spare parts to their intended sites will

.[! considerably improve the RVNAF language laboratories.

(UNCLASSIFIED
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4. (U) TEChnICAL TRANSLATION BRANCH (TTB).

a. The TTB has provided the RVNAF with technical
tiranslations gf U.S. military field and technical

manuals (F4/TM) since 1955. Under DAO, the TTB has
additionally been the main source for training-material
translations for the Vietnamese CTO. During FY4/74,
the TTB operated with 63 DAO local-national civilian
personnel after a one-third reduction of its work force
in FY3/74. Additionally, TTB personnel provided OJT
for 17 military translators. These 17 military trans-
lators were assigned as the vanguard of CTC's own
technical translation element. DAO discontinued direct
funding and staffing of the TTB on 22 Jun 74.

b. Production of translated copy fell appreciably
during FY3/74 and continued downward during FY4/74.
Work output in FY3/74 was down to 8,500 translated pages,
while in FY4/74 7,000 pages were translated. This
production lag had been anticipated, as Vietnamese DAO
employees took leave to search for new jobs and the
military translators had not gained enough experience
to produce normal weekly translation quotas. Neverthe-
less, TTB's reduced translation productivity in FY4/74
was still in excess of what the CTC Production Review
Board could program for printing.

c. During the TTB's 19 years of existence, the
following has been accomplished:

(1) Translated and published 10 military reference
dictionaries/glossaries.

(2) Translated special training materials for 300

projects related to ARVN unit, corps, and division i
training.

(3) Translated for dubbing into Vietnamese the
sound tracks of more than 200 training films.

(4) Translated in excess of 3,000 military manuals

and reference materials.

(5) Printed more than 500,000 translated editions
of military field and technical manuals.

d. The above translation and printing accomplish-
ments have become the day-to-day training and reference
nucleus for the RVNAF. There will always be a need for

(2 [jtranslated FM/TM as long as RVNAF Lises American-made
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equipment and their armed forces personnel attend U.S.

*military scJools. However, the largest part of the

Fi4/TM translation task has been accomplished and

future requirements will be accomplished by RVNAF

c translators.

5. (U) CONTRACT TRAINING.

a. Contracts Monitored by DAO C&E Division:

(1) Eastern Construction Company,Inc (ECCOI): During
the months of April, May, and June, ECCOI's instructors
provided formal and practical training at the RVNAF Vung
Tau Signal School, the ARVN 60th Signal Base Depot, and
at five medium maintenance centers (MMC). This training
was designed to increase proficiency and bring the RVNAF
closer to complete self-sufficiency in repair of tactical
Communications-Electronics (C-E) equipment.

(a) ECCOI technicians and instructors conducted
formal classroom instruction for 287 students in various
types of signal equipment. One-hundred-thirty (130)
repairmen at depot and field locations received OJT in
17 different areas.

(b) ECCOI instructors conducted a special course in
repair and maintenance of R-390/URR and AN/TNH-11/4 for[1 13 students from RVNAF signal intelligence.

(c) The ECCOI instructor assigned to the RVNAF Vung
Tau Signal School provided instruction to ARVN students
in third and fourth echelon maintenance of the AN/MPQ-4A
counter mortar radar. The course was designed to assist
ARVN personnel in increasing quality of radar repair and
in establishing a comprehensive maintenance program at

the MMC level.

(2) Federal Electric Corporation (FEC):

(a) Training Section:

(1) Two members of the FEC training staff conducted
a patching & wiring class at the signal school annex for
13 students. The FEC personnel then assisted signal
school instructors who conducted a subsequent class for
20 students. The RVNAF instructors are now fully qualified
to teach this course with no further contractor-provided
assistance required.

(2) Personnel assigned to Dial Telephone Exchange
- Ii-374UNCLASSIFIED
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(DTE) sites at Saigon and Gia Dinh also received OJT
during this quarter.

i " (b) Area Maintenance Supply Facility - Vietnam!" 1 (AMSF-V): -

(1) Daily technical/OJT was accomplished in the
I following shops:

I Tropo/Microwave Equlpment/Systems

Multiplex Equipment/Systems

Technical Control Facilities

I i Antenna Systems

Supply Warehouse Operation

I Stock Research

Shipping & Receiving

1I3 Data Processing Procedures/Operation

Records Control

j (2) All management level personnel received side-by-
side technical assistance from contractor management
personnel. Objective was to improve ARVN management of
AMSF-V functions.

- ! (3)Assistance/Training was provided in performing

Preliminary Inspect and Repair as Necessary (Pre-IRAN)
surveys at Pleiku and Binh Thuy ABs. Assistance is
currently being provided the VNAF at Bien Hoa AB in per-
forming a pre-IRAN survey. The Pre-IRAN tasks involve
visual plant inspection, electrical, continuity and insu-
lation tests of cable systems, Main Distribution Frame
(MDF) and Central Office (CO) cable vault inspection,
preparation of Bill of Materials (BOM) required to
accomplish repair work, research of federal stock numbers,
material item identification, and preparation of pre-IRAN
reports.4i

(3) Page Communications Engineers, INC. (PCE):

(a) During the months of April, May and June, PCE
personnel provided instruction at the RVNAF Communications
Management Agency (CMA):

11-38
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(1) Eight students were instructed under phase II

..of thF Systems Analysis OJT program.

(2) Two NCOs received instruction in plugboard
wiring.

(3) Performance Monitoring Program (PMP): Students
began the preparation of the first CMA-originated monthly-
outage summary and analysis for the month of June.

(b) PCE personnel assigned to the Evaluation Branch/
CMA are continuing with the test and measurement
equipment training task. Work continues on draft lesson
plans and training program schedule.

(4) Kentron Hawaii, Ltd. A Kentron Hawaii instructor
15 began a formal course in operation and maintenance of

439L/484N submarine cablehead terminals. Instruction
was conducted at the Vung Tau Signal School with practical
training given at the Vung Tau cablehead. Designed to
meet both ARVN and VNAF training requirements, the course
covers operation and alignment of the AN/GJQ-29 no-break
power system, FGF remote feeding equipment, T.F. 1900.2

, terminal bay and udersea cable test equipment. Seven i

students from ARVN and one from V1AF are in attendance.

b. Contracts Monitored by DAO Air Force Division

(1) Lear Siegler, Inc

(a) S10-2 (Acft repair and maintenance and -VNAFI :~training/maintenance augmentation):
(1) VNAF, DAO, and the contractor have concurred on

training requirements for the first half of FY75. In-
creased production through production-OiT is taking some
of the "sting" out of training commitments.

(2) Vehicle overhaul and maintenance is progressing
well with an 80 percent trained manpower expected upon
completion of training of the 60 students currently in
training.

(b) No further progress has been made in the building
and equipping of three accessory repair shops (pneudraulic,
egress, and oil cooler). Schedule for completion is Oct 74.

(1) VNAF has excellent student files on all trainingI phases, with rllow-up records to insure utilization oftrained personnel within correct AFSCs.

11-39
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(2) in general, all shops are progressing well,
but they are still experiencing spe.iai tool shortages
and supply problems.

(2) Pacific Architects & Engineers:

% a TIn accordance with the statement of work, supplytraining was phased out on 30 Jun 74. One-hundred-sixty-

nine (169) students were released to their units after
receiving 70 percent of the intended training. Slippage
in establishing the Economical Order Quantity (EOQ) computer
system dictated the decision to release the students with-
out requesting an extension for completionof training.

(b) Operationa and Maintenance are continuing well
with plans of consolidating contract F62272-73-C-0072 with
two other contracts in Aug.

(3) Page Communication Engineers report training is
70 percent completed of the 75 percent of authorized

manning in the navigational aids (NAy-AIDS) area. Some*
problems remain in losing of best students to higher-
level training.1 (4) Parsons of California, Corp : Student input,
progress, and completions are much improved. Planned
phase out of U.S. personnel is not considered a problem
to progress of the rotor-blade repair facility.

(5) Northrop Worldwide Aviation Services Inc : Plans
anderway to expand the number of F-5 squadrons are causing
some planning turmoil, but the 138 students in training
are progressing well.

F (6) Sierra Research, Inc : Some difficulty that had
been encountered replacing two nonqualified and nonmotiv-
ated students was recently overcome. Resolution was
delayed not by reluctance on VNAF's part but by VNAF man-
power problems.

(7) Systems Development Corp: Requirements have
been submitted for FY75, with training continuing on a
60-day option in the meantime. VNAF is requesting up-
dated (faster) tape programs.

(8) Kentron Hawaii, Ltd: Both contracts will be
consolidated 1 Sep 74 under one contract.

(a) Base Civil Engineering: Thirty-nine percent
of students are now. in training, with 54 percent
graduated thru 30 Jun 74.0
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ICb) Power Production; The 46 students in training

will brlng tbe overall percentage of completions to over
90 percent,,

c. Contracts Monitored by DAO Navy Division: The
VNN no longer has any active, ongoing contractor train-
ing efforts.

d. Contracts Monitored by DAO Army Division:

I (1) Eastern Construction Company, Incorporated:

(a) Under Contract DAJBo4-74-C-0018, formal
instruction and OJT were provided in the following areas:

(1) Organizational and support-level maintenance of
major weapons systems and combat vehicles.

(2) Maintenance management techniques at the organi-
zational and support levels, to include the effective
utilization of organic reports and data.

(3) The employment of special tools and test
equipment (organizational and support levels).

(4) Supply operations and management (organizational,
support, and depot levels).

(b) Assessment: Training has been effective, al-
though a lack of training aids and incomplete reference
material continue to present minor disruptions. These
difficulties have been minimized through improvisation,
and satisfactory instruction is being accomplished.

(2) Hughes Aircraft Company:

(a) Under Contract DAJB02-73-0009, training in TOW
system. direct-support maintenance was provided throughboth formal instruction and OJT. Hughes personnel also

participated in inspection tours conducted by the RVNAF
IG and provided informal instruction and technical as-
sistance during visits to field units.

(b) Assessment: The instruction provided by the
Hughes engineers is considered satisfactory.

(3) Dynalectron Corporation:

(a) Under Contract DAAK01-70-C-5873, formal

" iI-41
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instruction in the operation and maintenance of Material
Handling Equipment (MHE) was conducted.

(b) Assedsment: Training has been highly effecti've
as evidenced by the reduction in the number of deadlined
MHE assets.

(4) Vinnel Corporation.:

(a) Under Contract DAJBII-72-C-0333, continued OJT
was provided at the 40th Engineer Base Depot in the
following general areas of the depot maintenance operation:

(1) Rebuild of major end items and secondary
components.

(2) Quality assurance and production control.

(3) Depot supply management.

(b) Assessment: Training continued to be effective.

(5) Pacific Architects and Engineers (PA&E):

(a) PA&E conducted formal training for RVNAF a

personnel under the RVNAF Facilities Engineering Self-
Sufficiency Program at contractor operated training
centers in Da Nang and Long Binh. Courses taught
included Prescribed Load List Management, Facilities
Engineering Management, High Voltage Switchgear Repair,
and High Voltage Line Repair.

(b) PA&E also continued to conduct an OJT program
of significant magnitude in the repair and overhaul of
large generators and air conditioners at the 40th
Engineers Base Depot and the Medium Maintenance Centers
in each of the five Area Logistics Commands. A total
of 291 trainees are participating in this program, and
training is progressing satisfactoriiy.

(c) On-site OJT is also being conducted for a

approximately 100 ARVN personnel in power plant operations
and maintenance at the Newport Power Plant, the Cam Ranh
Main Force Plant, and the Cam Ranh Navy Transmitter
Site Power Plant. Trainees at all three sites continue
to show improvement.

(d) In addition, OJT in 2..a'istics management and In
the operation, maintenance, and repair of facilities, to
include installed equipment and utility systems, .is being

11-42
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I conducted at the 13 xlltary property conatruction

offfces located throughout VLetnam. Nore than 2,000
ARVN personnel-are benefiting from the OJT.

S(6) Daniel, Mann, Johnson and Mendenhall (DMJM):
Under the ABVN-LOC program, the technical assistance
contractor, DMJM, is conducting OJT in operation of
construction equipment, bridge design, materials and
soils testing. Approximately 500 ARVN personnel are
benefiting directly and indirectly from this OJT.

I ,
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BREAKDOWN OF REPLACEMENTS RECRUITED AND

TRAINED BY UNIT 1974

MR 1 -" JAN FEB MAR APR MAY

1ST DIV 188 377 406 252 313
2ND DIV 58 548 496 333 330
3RD DIV 217 459 466 303 417
ABN DIV 57 348 685 445 478
MARINE 114 747 684. 506 288

2

22ND DIV 170 464 471 - 325 396
23RD DIV. 181 513 549 479 458

3

5TH DIV 42 134 1120 206 226
18TH DIV 0 168 842 687 589
25TH DIV 0 0 1491 269 257
81ST ABN GRG 0 0 0 0 32

4

7TH DIV 299 798 684 656 598
9TH DIV 224 195 480 415 417
21ST DIV 89 295 266 190 233

FOR ALL MR's

RANGER 455 1826 1941 2044 1791
AF 0 0 0 238 1447
VNN 0 0 350 586 165
RF 2146 5344 5966 5774 6187
PF 538 2090 3449 2084 2755

Figure 11-8 11-53
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I. CHAPTER 12

RVNAF PROGRAMS, PLANS AND MORALE

1. (U) INTRODUCTION. Chapter 12 contains topics con-
cerning all services including:

a. Lines of Communication (LOC)

b. Military Construction (MILCON)

c. RVNAF Retirement Plan CY74

, d. RVNAF Morale

e. RVNAF Medical Evacuation

f. Chieu Hoi Program

g. Terrorism

h. Refugee Program

i. Property Disposal

j. Corruption

2. (U) LINES OF COMMUNICATIONS.

a. Waterways:

(1) Cargo: A cheaper means of transporting
military cargo is still a major concern of the RVNAF.
Members of the Central Logistics Command (CLC) have
been meeting with DAO representatives to seek means
of reducing costs and to improve overall management
of the transportation system. Commercial cargo con-
tinued to flow; primarily POL, cement and hardware
from Saigon to the Delta and rice and other agricul-
tural products from the Delta to Saigon.

i Commercial Cargo (as reported by the GVN
Directorate of Navigation):

~12-1
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Saigon-Delta Delta-Saigon

April 11,539 Tons 22,504 Tons

May 8,141 " 16,091

June 13,061 " 13,366 "

(* Note: Mostly rice, after the spring harvest.)

(2) Dredging: A major accomplishment was achieved
with the completion of clearing operations for the
primary Saigon-Ca Mau cansl. Reopening ceremonies for
this major rice route took place on 26 May 1974.

Debris removed, as re-
ported by the Vietnamese Dredging Authority (VDA)
totaled 584,000 tons. Although the five dredges
employed on the Saigon-Ca Mau canal were not operating
in June, dredging and other improvement operations
compared favorably with the previous quarter's total
of 798,400 tons. Combined Foreign Aid Chapter (FAC)
and GVN funds appear to be adequate to sustain con-

' tinued dredging and other improvements. Increasing
enemy activity in the Delta poses a threat and hampers
waterway navigation, however no major shipping in-
cidents have occurred during the quarter. Waterway
Patrol and Riverine Forces have been providing reason-
ably good security.

b. Railways: RVN railroad operations, which were
drastically curtailed in the previous quarter, were
diminished even further due to enemy activity and RVNAF
inability to provide adequate security. Approximately
130 Km of track remains in operation, as compared to
more than 600 Km during the 2nd quarter of FY-74. The
enemy has targeted the railroad in MR 1 and has severed
the line between Hue and Da-Nang, 50 Km is all that
remains operational. A 35 Km stretch of track remains
operational in MR 2 between Phu Cat and Qui Nhon. The
principle stretch of track presently in operation is
the Saigon to Long Binh run, with spurs to the Cholon

r commercial center and the Go Vap military complex This
totals approximately 45 Km. The negative impact of
diminished railway operations on the RVN is difficult
to fully assess, obviously the economy and transporta-
tion costs are affected. Moreover, the ease and abili-
ty for PVNIAF to transport bulk war materiel cargo is
greatly reduced. As mentioned in the preceeding para-
graph on "Waterways", the JGS/CLC is currently reviewing

K12-2 UNCLASSIFIED
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transportation management. Transportation management
is complicated further by the regional and provincial
commanderg perogatives in establishing local security
priorities. The indications of personal and vested
commercial interests opposed to the railroad also
persist. Traffic during the last quarter was reported
as follows:

Freight 11,747 Metric Tons Passengers 1,317,263

(Figure 12-1)

3. (U) MILITARY CONSTRUCTION (MILCON).

a. The Military Assistance Service Funded (MASF)/
Military Construction (MILCON) Program provided for
construction and major rehabilitation of RVNAF faci-
lities. Although MAP type funding will be instituted
in FY-75, obligated MILCON dollars will continue to
be expended through FY-76.

b. Projects under construction are administered
by the Director of Construction (DIRCON). All work
is done by fixed-price contractors. Problems arise
for Vietnamese contractors when offshore procurement
is required due to long lead times and complicated
importing procedures set by the GVN.

c. The present program consists of the fc lowing:

(1) Projects Under Construction:

f No. $ Value*

Hospital 1 2387
Logistics Depots 3 1558
Training Facilities 1 3938
Construction Battalion 1 185
Port Facilities 1 993

Total 7 9061

(2) Projects Funded, on hold by SECDEF:

Ammo Depots 5 4360

*Thousands of dollars.

( d. Inflation during FY74 has posed severe problems
for construction contractors in Vietnam. The price of
cement has doubled twice from VN$610 to VN$2400 per

12-3N
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I - bag and there are periodic shortages due to inability
of local manufacturer to meet demand. The price of
r Inforc4ing steel and other construction materials
has increased#rapidly; likewise, the price of POL
products has skyrocketed.

4. (U) RVNAF RETIREMENT PLAN CY 714.

a. As mentioned in previous assessments, the
RVNAF Demobilization Plan for CY 74 is based on three
Laws; #58, 59 and 486; Laws #58 and 59 signed 26

-i December 1972 and Law #486 signed 26 May 73 by
President Thieu.

Ib. The last assessment reported 9,751 personnel

were demobilized during the first quarter CY 74.
Personnel demobilized during the second quarter CY 74
is shown in Figure 12- 2.

c. There has been no change in the military
I[ pension regulations.

d. The scope of responsibility of the Ministry

of War Veterans (MWV) remains unchanged. All 44
.1~ Provincial City Service Centers are staffed and func-

tioning throughout the country.

5. (C) RVNAF MORALE.

a. A prime indicator of the declining morale of
RVNAF troops is the rising (since July 1973) desertion
rates most noticable in the critical Territorial Force
categories - those closest to the GVN population.
Although the desertion rate from regular ARVN units
has not changed substantially from the latter half of
1973, the increase in the number of desertions month-
ly from the Popular Forces (up 100%) and the RegionalForces (UP 30%) has been striking.

b. These results are not surprising when viewed
in terms of the overall declining economic situation
within SVN during the last fiscal year. RVNAF de-
sertions might be even higher were it not for the
negative but saving factor that the economic situation
of the lower civil servant, fixed income citizen, and
urban poor is, in that order, progressively worse.

c. Tentative findings from field studies pre-
sently underway by the DAO, indicate a preponderance
of RVNAF officers are independent of their salaries

1 - CONFIDENTIAL
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DEMOBILIZATION DURING SECOND QUARTER CY 74

a. Over-Age Personnel

I OFF NCO EM TOTAL ,

Regular Forces 157 415 1,491 2,063

RF 50 137 2,208 2,395 1
PF 0 4 106 110

Total 207 55.6 3,805 4,568

b. WAC Contract Expiration and Retirement 2

c. Category # 2. Physically unfit.

Regular Forces 177 433 1,610 2,220

£ RF 7 114 891 1,012

PF 0 0 565 565

Total 184 547 3,066 3,797

d. Category # 3. Disabled

Regular Forces 179 306 1,111 1,596

RF 17 197 266 480

PF 0 0 106 106

i Total 196 503 1,483 2,182

e. Grand Total of all Category.

Regular Forces 513 1,154 4,212 5,879

RF 74 448 3,365 3,887

PF 0 4 777 781

WAC 0 1 1 2

Total 587 1,607 8,355 10,549

Figure !2- 2 UNCLISIFIED
!I
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and tdentify with the "have" class. Thiscoupled

with the continuation of commanding officers to in-
dulge the- Vietnamese propensity for expecting tribute
from, rather than providing service to, their troops,
forbodes even more problems in the face of expected
continuing national economic crises.

d. Inseparable from the purely fiscal plight of
the RVNAF serviceman is the sudden loss of benefits
which he shared with much of the GVN population -
air and ground transportation, American consumables,
medicine and MEDEVAC, and a US generated supplementary
income from a family member. Adjusting to this loss
is not easy when his officers still fly to Saigon for
the best of free medical care for the same injuries
from which his "buddies" are left unattended to await
death. What hithertofore was a quantitative toler-
able difference in benefits, privileges and wealth
(prior to and during the large influx of American
troops and their largesse) is now a qualitative in-
tolerable difference in standard of living. The RVNAF
troop-r that saw his CO eating foreign apples in 1963
could fill his stomach with local grapefruit. If the
CO topped his desert with Scotch, he drank local beer
until the difference disappeared. These are not the
problems facing the GVN today. Today, the average
serviceman knows that there is sufficient rice for
either trading with tke enemy or exporting but that
there may not be enough on his family's table.

e. Desertions:

(1) During the months Mar-Apr-May 1974, RVNAF
losses due to desertion were as follows:

BRANCH DESERTIONS

ARVN 26,122
VNAF 563
VNN 244
VNMC 732
RF 16,725
PF 6,051
Ranger 4,858
Airborne 562

12-8
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(2) Desertion Rates (Percent) for three conse-

cutive quarters.

--BRANCH SEP-NOV 73 DEC-FEB MAR-MAY 74

ARVN 2.31 2.38 2.11
VNAF .23 .19 .31
VNN .26 .22 .21
VNMC 1.74 2.16 1.58
RF 1.149 1.72 1.90
PF .57 .67 1.03
Ranger 5.71 5.72 5.17
Airborne 2.87 1.84 1.39

f. Desertion Trends are shown in Figure 12-3.

g. Another more elusive but rather hard indicator
of present RVNAF morale problems is the percentage of
"flower" soldiers - that is those listed by unit CO's

as present for duty or on other assignments but ac-
tually working elsewhere in the private sector. This
problem requires collusion between classes. Normally
the "flower" soldier relinquishes his pay to his
superiors in return for the greater wealth of his other
occupation be it even as a humble farmer. Statistics
on this problem are not readily obtainable from JGS.
One special DAO study in MR-2, however, found that
about 65% of the authorized regular ARVN unit strength
was present for duty or justifiably excused. When
compared to the average regular ARVN unit assigned
strength of 85% of authorized strength, the magnitude
of the problem is evident. Resolution of this pro-
blemas with other forms of corruption 4must await the
highesz will of the GVN. In the meantime, in the lack
of plenty, endemic SVN corruption continues to sap the
strength and morale of RVNAF as it does the popula-

tion as a whole.

I1-
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I6. (C) RVNAF MEDICA-i EVACUATION (MEDEVAC). As pre-
viously discussed, the UH-l is RVNAF's primary MEDEVACJvehicle. MEDEVAC figures for 1974 to date are as
follows:

MONTH SORTIES HOURS WIA MEDEVAC

JAN 3771 1775 2552

FEB 3606 1636 2540

MAR 3796 1894 2631

APR 2990 1703 2588

MAY 3452 1706 3461

7. (C) CHIEU HOI PROGRAM. Figure 12-4 depicts Chieu
Hoi trends for 1974.

8. (C) TERRORISM. Terrorism continues unabated. The
populace has been subjected to increased terrorist ac-
tivity during this quarter. Casualty trends for the year
are shown in Figure 12-5.

9. (C) REFUGEE PROGRAM. Communist efforts to disrupt
the Vietnamese resettlement program were especially
noticeable this quarter. Resettlement areas in Quang
Ngai, Binh Dinh and Long Khanh Provinces were the main
targets. Despite these interruptions, the program to
resettle refugees continues to progress. Figures 12-6
and 12-7 depict the current reported status of this
vital project.

1 10. (U) PROPERTY DISPOSAL.

a. Considerable progress has been made in the area
of property disposal. The major remaining problems are
in the areas of accountability, use of Transportation
Control and Movement Documents (TCMDs) to facilitate ex-
port shipments of property sold to contractors, implemen-
tation of more effective prograins for recovery of pre-
cious metals and tightened control over demilitarization !
procedures. All can be resolved internally within DAO
with the exception of TCMDs. The latter problem is

directly related to an all-out effort now being made by
the GVN to prevent unauthorized export of unrecovered
scrap and the resulting loss of revenue to the GVN. In-i ,  country sales of USG excess property for export may be

12-12
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seriously impeded for some time to come. In that
event, it may be desirable to reconsider the present
plan to close out the off-shore sales office which
ha.'been maintained in Singapore since early CY 1972.

b. The current long range goal is to accelerate
Vietnamization of property disposal operations. In
order to achieve this goal, it is now planned to re-
duce the American personnel ceiling (currently 29) to
15 by 30 June 1975 and effect a smaller proportional
reduction in the Vietnamese personnel ceiling (currently
650). It appears that substantial additional personnel
reductions will not be feasible without significant
modification of the current legal basis for property
disposal operations in Vietnam as provided by the Fed-
eral Property Act of 1949, Mutual Defense Assistance
Control Act of 1951, Foreign Assistance Act of 1961
(and successor legislation), piece-for-piece replace-
ment provisions of the Paris Agreement and 10 May 1955
USG-GVN Agreement on Disposal of Excess Military Pro-
perty in Vietnam.

S11. (C/NFD) RVNAF CORRUPTION.

a. Programs to control pilferage have been insti-
tuted. The Jolnt Eradication Committee (JEC), estab-
lished specifically for this mission, has made progress
in this area. To prevent black marketing of military
items, units were inspected and JEC agents were placed
in supply depots with high consumption rates. Reported
results, in MR 1, show substantial amounts of confis-
cated clothing, hardware, POL, tires, batteries and
commissary items. If the JEC is effective in all Corps
areas, as reported in MR 1, pilferage can be substan-
tially reduced.

b. Joint General Staff Adjutant General inspection
teams have found cases of mismanagement and misuse of
manpower in many RVNAF agencies and units. Preliminary
reports indicate that there are as many as 20,000 per-
sonnel bribing superiors in order to remain at home.
Obviously the fighting spirit of the remaining personnel,
unwilling or unable to pay, is adversely affected. Spe-
cialized units were found to be particularly guilty of
the practice. Steps have been taken to revise the Table I
of Organization and Equipment to remedy this state of
affairs. There is evidence that some field commanders
retain casualty/deserter reports in order to pocket per-

$sonnel salaries.

I12-20
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Ic.c. The shift of Chiefs of Staff (1st, 2nd and 3rd

Divisions) seems to be related to corruption. Reports
indicate Colonel Huan, 1st Division, had been involvedI .in toleration of "Ghost" or "Flower" soldiers while
Colonel LA, 2nd Division, had covert connections with
businessmen in Quang Ngai. Colonel Bao, 3rd Division,
was moved to the 2nd Division to share his proven ex-
perience in staff procedures.

d. The Graft/Corruption subject is frequently
talked about while essentially nothing is done. This
deep-seated problem permeates all levels of Vietnamese
society. The current economic situationdoes not deter
the urge to "take" a little on the side to supplement
income. Until steps are taken to curb inflation, re-
compense honest effort and severely punish offenders,
the problem of corruption will continue.

e. Reports from North Vietnam indicate similarproblems within the communist sphere of influence.

jQuoting from one report, "If the State does not tatce
firm and urgent measures to check this situation, it
will not be able to satisfactorily fulfill the task:of restoring and developing our economy and stabilizing
the people's living conditions, and successfully im-
plementing the 1974 State plan."

II

I
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CHAPTER 13

JGS COMMAND AND CONTROL

1. (U) CHAIN OF COMMAND.

a. Previous quarterly assessments covered the
organization for national defense within the Govern-
ment of Vietnam (GVN) from the President as Supreme
Commander-in-Chief, down to the Military Regions/Corps
(MR/Corps). Those assessments provided information
that covered the relationship between the Joint
General Staff (JGS) and the Vietnamese Air Force and
Navy (VNAF and 1N), the Airborne and Marine Divisions,
and the Army of the Republic of Vietnam (ARVN) Combat
Branches; the Artillery, Armor and Ranger Commands.
This chapter now outlines how the Republic of Vietnam

. Armed Forces (RVNAF) Inspector General organization
(IG) and the Office of the Assistanu Chief of Staff,
J-5 (Plans) are organized and function in respect to
accomplishment of their stated missions.[1b. The RVNAF/IG organization is diffused down
through the echelons of com-mand from the JGS, MR/Corps,
Divisions,and Sectors, and laterally co-exists across

:I the major service headquarters of the VNAF and VNN,
plus the Marine Division and Airborne Divison Head-

quarters. Each part of the whole will be addressed in
this chapter.

(1) The following is the broad mission statement
of the Joint General Staff, Inspector General Directo-[I rate (JGS/IG) extracted from the Directoratets organi-
zation and activation authority:

(a) Represent Chief of the Joint General Staff,
RVNAF in the conduct of inspections and investigations.

(b) To receive, review and process complaints,
allegations and requests for assistance from service-
men of various grades.

(c) To report to the Chief of Joint General Staff,
RVNAF the results of RVNAF IG inspections and invesi-
gations with recommendations for appropriate action.

(d) To insure corrective action is taken on

13-1
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A: discrepancies and irregularities.

(2) The JGS/IG, in conjunction with all other
subordinate offices which make up the total Directo-

. rate, has, the stated capability:

(a) To inspect all units of the Republic of
Vietnam Armed Forces, Army, Navy and Air Force in re-
spect to command and leadership,general operations,
organization, personnel, training, logistics, polwar
activities, security, defense and fire prevention.

(b) To make an impartial appraisal or evaluation
and report to the Chief/JGS on the performance of
mission, the state of discipline, efficiency and
economy of the Armed Forces.

(c) To investigate irregularities and/or allega-
tions against the Armed Forces resulting from the in-
spections of units or made known from other sources.

(d) To analyze inspection reports and reports of
/ 'corrective action taken to insure that proper follow-

up action is taken on recommendations.

(3) The mission of the Joint General Staff.
Inspector General Directorate, Republic of Vietnam
Armed Forces, is very similar to that of the Office
of the Inspector General of the U.S. Armed Forces.
The two most significant differences are as follows:

(a) The JGS/IG monitors, directs and inspects
elements of all Arms of Service (Army, Navy, Air Force
and Marines) within RVNAF.2 (b) An inspecting officer may reward an out-

f standing individual or unit and may also administer
punishment to those who fail to meet acceptable
standards.

(4) The JGS/IG is adequately staffed and equipped
to accomplish its assigned mission. The exception
is the Air Force and Navy inspection teams of the
General Inspections Division. Each team has only
one officer assigned from their respective arm of
service. However, the subordinate IG offices are not
sufficiently staffed to carry their share of the
inspection workload. The Inspector General offices
below the JGS level are currently staffed with between
50 and 60 per cent of their authorized strength.

13-2
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(5) Faced with the necessity to tighten controlI . of personnel and "ateriel, and spurred by an order
M from the resident of the Republic to economize and

insure maximum return from each dollar spent, in-
creased emphasis is being placed on upgrading the
Inspector General organization at all levels. L1 28

November 1973, LTG Le Nguyen Khang, Special Assistant
for Operations to the Chief, Joint General Staff,
was appointed to be concurrently the RVNAF Inspector
General Additionally, general officers were assi6ned
as inspector Generals at each of the four Corps. This
was the first time in the history of RVNAF that general
officers have been assigned as Inspector Generals at
Corps level. LTG Khang divides his time equally
between his responsibilities as Special Assistant for
Operations and the JGS/IG. In January 1974, LTG Vinh
Loc became the full time Deputy IG to LTG Khang.
LTG Vinh Loc spends a great part of his time in the
field with the Corps Commanders and their staffs,
attempting to er.phasize the necessity of a well
staffed and e.i.ed TG as a management tool at all
appropriate levels of command . in a further effort
to upgrade the inspecting officerL entering the
Inspector General service, the following criteria
must be met: the officer must make application ex-
pressing a desire to J-oin the inspector General Corps.
c.ompany grade officers must have successfully com-
pieted the advance co-irse of his branch of Service and
field grade office, must have comp-eted the Commnd
and General Staff Cc-?ege. When officers are select-ed,they attend a one month course conducted at the

JGS/IG Directorate, Saigon. This course is scheduled
twice each year.

(6) The organization of the jGS/IG, RVNAF, is as
depicted in Figure 13-1 and consists bf Study and
Plans Division, reports Analysis Division, a General
Inspections Division, a Territorial Forces inspection
Division, a Technical Inspection Division and an
Investigation Division. These Divisions have
inspection teams as depicted (Figure 13-1); each team
consists of three to four officers except the teams
of the Investigation Division, which consist of only
two officers. During the conduct of an investigation
by these teams, tne team is supplemented with two I
additional officers, one each from the Military Police
and Military Security Service. An example of the use
of the IG system by the Chief, JGS, occurred during
November 1973, when a visiting U.S..Amy Anti-ArmorI

CONFIDENTIAL
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- - Technical Assistant Team discovered numerous technical,

tactical and training deficiencies within the RVNAF
anti-armor capabilities. During this period, there
were indicators that the enemy would increase the use
6f armor inis ceasefire violations. The IG was
directed to establish a sound inspection program for
this important area of concern. A team of experts in
the field of armor warfare was established to draft theinspection programi and checklist. Within a week this

was accomplished. The JOS/IG organized three special
inspection teams consisting of a team chief from Office j
of the IG, an officer instructor in anti-armor weapons
(Central Training Command) and two officers who had
received anti-armor weapons training in the U.S. These '1
three teams were dispatched to the three northern Corps
areas (area of threat) to inspect selected units and

Straining centers to assure their anti-armor plans, the
implementation of these plans, training at the centers
and units, maintenance and ammunition storage all
conformed with appropriate directives. Each of the
subordinate IS offices were directed to organize
special inspections and inspected those units within 
their jurisdiction as indicated above and in ac-

1cordance with the prescribed checklist. Within a
two month period, all units to include the tank-killer
teams of the Regional Force (RF) companies and sep-
arate artillery platoons, had received this special
inspection. This inspection procedure was also made I
a part of the Inspector General's regular annual
inspections at all levels.

(7) The JGS/IG relations to subordinate IG
offices are depicted in Figure 13-2. The JGS/IG I
monitors all inspections and investigations conducted] by subordinate offices. Co:ies of reports of
inspections and investigations are forwarded to the
Reports Analysis Div4 sion, JGS/IG, where the reports

-'Iare monitored to ins re that appropriate, corrective
follow-up action is taken. These reports are also
provided the J-Staffs, Central Training Command (CTC)
and Central Logistics Command (CLC). These staff 1
sections are responsible for correcting deficienciesin their functional areas which are beyond the rae-

sponsibility or capability of the inspected organi-
zation. All corrective measures taken must be re-
ported to the JGS/IG, through the Reports Analysis

£f Division.

(8) During CY 1974, the JGS/IG will conduct the I

13-6 -'
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Inspector General's annual inspections of units
indicated below:

'ia jor Unizs to be Inspected
Organizations by JGS/IG

1st, 2d, 3d, Two Regiments from each

5th, 7th, 9th, Division plus the Armored
18th, 21st, Cavalry Squadron, Divi-
22nd, 23d and sion Artillery Command
25th Inf Divs. and Battalions, Logisti-

cal Battalion, Division
Training Center and Divi-
sion Headquarters Com-
panies. The 1st and 22nd
Divisions will have three
regiments inspected as
they have four regiments
each -nle the other Divi-
slons have three. V

Airborne and iwo "-a-ae, Support
Marine Divs. Battalions, Training

Centers, Division Artil-
ler Comand and Battal-icns plus the Division

!ieadzuarters of' each
Divsion. 

Cent ral Logistics The -entral Logistics
Command .nstallations, the Logis-

tical units subordinateI to the five Area Logis- jtics Commands (ALC),
Ene=iner Construction|

units, Military and
General Hospitals. j

Central Train- Mil1tary schools and
ing Co.mmand training centers.

Regional Forces The JGS/iG will inspect
(Consists of 360 50F of the RF units. The
battalions and 50% to be inspected by
372 company size JGS!IG will be those
units.) units that were inspec ted j

4-%=Corps/IG during
CY 73-. i

Air Force and Headquarters and Techni-i' ~~Navy Headquarters cal elements.c0~ DETA |

CE

t 
716 r



CONFIDENTIAL
(', The JGS/IG Directorate also conducts most oi"

tne follow-up inspections of those units listed above
,4which.fail to meet acceptable standards on the ini-
tial inspeotion. In some cases,the reinspection may
be delegated to the Corps/IG, Div/IG or Sector/IG,as
appropriate, but this is done only when the defi-ciencies were not serious. The Investigation Divi-

sion investigates those complaints and allegations
that are of a serious nature. Investigation of less
serious complaints may be delegated to the appropriate
subordinate IC office.

(10) The Air Force and Navy Ins ictor General
offices,as depicted in Figure 13-3, are responsible for
conducting an annual IG inspection of each tactical
element of their respective Arm of Service. This
includes follow-up inspection of those units which
fail the initial annual inspection. These offices
are responsive to the JGS/IG Directorate. They may
investigate complaints or allegations when received
directly or as directed by the JGS/IG.

(11) The Corps/Military Region (MR) Inspector
General Offices for the four Corps/MRs differ slightly
in the numbe-r of inspection teams allocated for each

of the Corps,as indicated in Figure 13-4. The Corps/IG
will conduct the annual Inspector General inspections
of units organic to the Corps which were not in-
spected by JGS/IG, plus one regiment of each assigned
Infantry Division, and the 50% of assigned RF units
that were inspected by JGS/IG during the previous
year. The Corps/IG also conducts follow-up inspec-
tions of the above units, and others, when directed
by the JGS/IG. The Corps/IG also investigates com-
plaints and allegations of assigned personnel or may
direct the appropriate Division/Sector IG to conduct
the investigation, then monitor the outcome.

(12) The Division Inspector General, Figure 13-5,is
responsible for conducting the annual Inspector
General's inspection of the Division's support and
technical units, i.e., Engineer Battalion, Medical
Battalion, Signal Battalion, Transportation Company,
Recon Company, Military Police Company, Intelligence
Detachment and Scout Dog Platoon. This office also
conducts limited Command Maintenance Inspections of
organic units and investigates complaints and al-
legations within the Division's jurisdiction. The
Airborne and Marine Div/IG offices will also inspect
one organic Brigade each (the brigades that were not
inspected by JGS/IG).

CONFibNTIAL
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ORGANIZATION CHART
OF

ARMED SERVICES IG OFFICE

(AIR FORCE & NAVY)

Chief of IG Office

IG Management S Invection
Office InvestigationOffice ! roupsI

* Chief of IG Office .Iajor General

* Chief of IG Management Office : Colonel

* Inspection - Investigation Group: I Team Chief (LTC +
3 Inspection Officers
04ajor, Captain)

Figure 13-3 13-11
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ORGANIZATION CHART
OF

IG OFFICE OF CORPS & MR

!i [ ', I Chief of IG Office oCos

IG angemntInspection & TechnicalInvestigation InspectionE Office {Group Group

Corps/MR Inspector General: Brig. Gen.
Assistant Inspector General and concurrently
Chief of IG Office: Colonel

Inspection Group: 1 Chief of Inspection Group (LTC) +
2 Inspection Officers (Major)

Remarks: a. I Corps & MR 1 : 5 Inspection & Investigation
Groups + 2 Technical Inspection
Groups.

b. II Corps & MR 2 : 6 Inspection 4 Investigation
Groups + 4 Technical Inspection
Groups.

c. III Corps MR 3 : 6 Inspection & Investigation

Groups + 3 Technical Inspection
Groups.

d. VI Corps M MR 4 : 6 Inspection & Investigation
Groups + 3 Technical Inspection
Groups.

C) ]13-1.3
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(r

ORGANIZATION CHART
OF

IG OFFICE OF INFANTRY. AIRBORNE & MARINE DIVISIONS

Chief of IG Office

IG Management 2 Inspection &
Office Investigation

4idrouDs

* Chief of IG Office : Colonel

SChief of IG Management Office: LTC

* Inspection Group : 1 Team Chief (Major) +

1 IG Officer (Captain)

Figure 13-5 13-15
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(13) The Sector Inspector General's Office

(Provihcial),Figurel3-6,is the lowest level of com-
mand to hae an organic inspectorate. The main
function of this office is the annual inspection of
the Sub-Sectors, the newly created Sub-Subsector,
and Popular Force platoons. On rate occasions
some Sector/IGs may be directed to inspect selected
RF units. The complaint investigations conducted by
Sector/IG offices are very limited as the majority
of complaints/allegations are addressed to the Corps/
IG or the JGS/IG.

c. Th Office of the Assistant Chief of Staff,
J-5 functiuns directly under the Chief of Staff/JGS,
and is organized and staffed as shown in Figure 13-7
The Chief is an ARVN Colonel and his deputy is a Navy
Captain. The J-5/JGS is responsible to the Chief/JGSI for compiling, evaluating and publishing, on a recurr-
ing basis, reports covering the full spectrum of RVNAF
activities that graphically portray the current status
and trend lines of programs and activities within
RVNAF Services and Branches. Primarily, the J-5 is

, engaged in strategic and long range military planning.
Additionally, the J-5 coordinates planning and esti-
mates resource requirements to implement RVNAF
programs, compiles military history and conducts spe-
cial projects as required. As with other JGS
Sections, the J-5 is dominated by ARVN personnel.
Navy and Air Force representatives serve as special
assistants to the Chief, J-5, and as liaison to the
G-5 of their respective services. Unlike other
J-sections, e.g., the J-2 and the J-3, the J-5 does
not have a corresponding staff section nor does it
have specific responsibilities in the military regions
or at the division level. However, each military
region and ARVN division maintains a small historical
section which ultimately provides inputs to the J-5/
Historical Division. The present J-5 Table of
Organization and Equipment (TOE) personnel author-
ization is established at 55 officers, 20 noncom-
missioned officers and four enlisted men,
a total staff of 79. Actual strength, at present,
is approximately 75% of authorized strength. A
proposal is under consideration, by Ministry of
National Defense to reorganize the J-5 which
would increase the staffing authorization and in-
clude the establishment of an Information Manage-

2ment Center.
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ORGANIZATION CHART
*OF

SECTOR IG OFFICE

Chief IG Section

[IG Management

GMNCO IG Officer

SChief of IG Section: LTC

* 1 IG Officer :Major11 * 1 IG Management NCO: Sergeant -major

'I Figure 13-6
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(1) During 1972-1973 the GVN/MOND placed greater

emphasis on long term planning towards improving
RVNAF. Correspondingly, the J-5 increased in
importance as an integral element of the JGS. A
measure of this importance is reflected in the list
of currene primary responsibilities:

(a) RVNAF.Improvements (as required).

(b) CY 1975 Military Plan.

(c) Long Range (1974-1979) Military Plan
(Planning, Prcgrauning and Budgeting).

(d) RVNAF Improvement, Management and Modern-
ization System (RIMMS).

(e) Strategic Objectives Plan.

In the performance and accomplishment of its responsi-
bilities, the J-5 necessaril1y maintains close liaison
and coordination with the other sections of the JGS,
particulaely the J-2 (intelligence reports) and J-3
(operational activities), both of which provide major

inputs for analysis. Although there are few strict
guidelines, standard procedures include direct
cooperation between the various divisions of the J-5
and other JGS elements .4- an exchange of reports and
studies, combined study discussions and joint staff
meetings in planning sessions. Plans, proposals
and reconimenda tons a-e forwarded to the MOND through

the CS/JGS. Upon approval by .OND, the CS/JGS staffs
out plan requirements to appropriate elements of theI JGS for further development and implementation. I
Figurel3-8 reflects the relationship of the J-5 with

U the MOND, JGS and RVNAF elements.

(2) The stated missions of the J-5/JGS are:

(a) Formulate strategic plans, Armed Forces
organization, and military development programs,
plans and policies.

(b) Coordinate planning and estimate resource
requirements for carrying out the programs of theIArmed Forces.

(c) Conduct special projects or plans in com-
pliance with the instructions of higher commanders.

CONFIDENTIAL
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RELATIONSHIP OF THE J-5 WITH THE MOND, JGS & RVNAF(Ministry of
National Defense

JGS

Co fS

Ii_

j-5

/ ! I

/ I I

Joint General ]
S af Sections

7

Military Region Arms & (VNN &i-- - - - -- Services VNAFCorps G-5)

F ARVN ub
Di visi onsSubrdinate

si ~ ~ on ~Elements

- Command

--- = Coordination

Figure 13-8
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(d) Co-niie history of the Armed Forces and

the present war.

(3) The stated functions of the J-5/JGS are:

(a) StIdy and prepare strategic estimates

and strategic obj3ctives.

(b) Develop RVNAF military policies.

(c) Establish organization and development
programs and plans.

(d) Prepare strategic offensive plans.

(e) Prepare national strategic defensive plans.

(f) Propose Foreign Aid employment plans.

(g) Prepare special plans directed by higher
commanders.

' (h) Record military history.

(i) Supervise the Military Museum.

(j) Supervise the RVNAF leadership program.

n:2. (C) SHORTFALL A11D ASSE-'SzENT .

I a. Shortfalls enumerated in previous quarterly
assessments remain valid. The Joint General Staff
primarily coordinates RVNAF resources. While thei Chief/JGS and the JGS headquarters staff exercise
little day-to-day command and control, they continue

to allocate resources to Corps/MR Commanders. Even
though Coros/MR Commanders use the resources given

f1 [them as they see fit to accomplish their missions,
the JGS has in the IG Directorate system, the
ability to assess and measure the status of those'U resources regarding important areas concerning com-
mand and leadership, conduct of operations, personnel,
training, 2ogIstics, political warfare activities
and security. With the increased need to tighten
control of personnel and materiel, to economize in
every area and to insure maximum return from each
defense dollar spent, the IG Directorate is being
relied on more heavily to assist in the accomplish-
ment of this goal, and emphasis on upgrading its
ability to do so is coming to fruition. The

13-22
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RVNAF/IG system is very similar to the U.S. Armed

(_ Forces system in organization and is similarly
sound in principle. The major shortcoming has

. been, the failure of many commanders below the JGS
level uo-understand the importance of a competent
and authoritative "nzpection/redress system as a
management tool. This shortcoming has been reflected
by a long standing failure to ensure that sufficient,
qualified arid competent officers are assigned to
the offices of the Inspector General. In the past,
in numerous cases, officers assigned to IG positions
have been cast-off rejects who were released from
responsible assignments because of failure to de-
monstrate the leadership, drive and other qualities
required. The current emphasis being placed on

upgrading the IG offices throughout the chain of
command should help halt and reverse malassign-
ments within the system, educate commanders to the
importance of an effective organization with com-
mand backing and authority, and bring the IG to
fulfillment of its potential. At the JGS/IG level,
a study group 4.as recently formed to investigate
and find ways to improve the inspection system,
discover malpractices and cut costs throughout RVNAF.
An early recommendation from this group to the RVNAF
Inspector General was to form two special inspection
teams with unprecedented authority to travel and
make unannounced spot inspections. The underlying
purpose of these unannounced insDections would be
to discover commanders carrying "Ghost and Flower
Soldiers" (nonexisting soldiers carried on unit

: payrolls and soldiers surrendering their pay in
order to work in safe jobs or at better paying jobs
outside the military). The present system of
scheduling inspections calls for a minimum of two
weeks prior notice, and this affords ample time for
offending commanders to cover malpractices. This
recommendation alone, if favorably considered, will be
an auspicious beginning to putting greater efficiency
and meanin-fulness into the present inspection system.

g b. Currently the J-5/JGS is insufficiently
manned to carry out its mission and responsibilities

(approximately 755 of its authorized TOE strength of
79). Shortfalls in manning will be further compounded
when the J-5 absorbs responsibility for the "MOND
Information Management Center, and when its overall
mission, as proposed by MOND, is significantly broaden-
ed and increased. The J-5 needs officers assigned

S13 - N23 A
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with skill and experience in the plans and programs

= field, particularly economists, logisticians and
manpower experts. The current absence of officers
with planning related specialist backgrounds impacts
.,heavily on the J-5 ability to quickly define and
resolve plaining problems. This problem will be
increased if the proposed expansion of mission and
responsibilities is approved. As with other JGS
staff sections, the J-5 is predominantly Army, with
only minimal representation from the other services.

10 When plans or programs are being developed which
include or will impact on VNAF, VNN or Vietnamse
Marine Corps (VNMC), the Chief, J-5/JGS must requestVtemporary assignment of officers from those services.
There is no continuity of research experience or
problem familiarity applied from one requirement to

,I the next. The final problem facing the J-5 is the
El lack of close coordination between the MOND and

Prime Minister's Office, where requirements originate
and are subsequently approved, and those in theV J-5 who must develop the required plans and programs.
Requirements and responses pass up and down through

, cumbersome and bureaucratic channels, often causing
delay and confusion. Lateral staff coordination,
review and assistance also lacks the close,
harmonious working relationship that could avoid
unnecessary delays and provide enlightened input

S10y specialists in areas of concern outside of the
V-5 section limitations.

111
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CHAPTER 14

DAO DISTINGUISHED VISITOR

APRIL 1974:

DISTINGUISHED
DATE(S) VISITOR TITLE

1-3 Apr 74 MGen Robert E. Commander, Warner
Hails Robbins Air Materiel

Area

COL Thomas F. Staff member
Blake. Jr.

COL Jay T. Staff member
IEdwards, III.

1-14 Apr 714 COL Jared B. Assistant Chief of' Schopper Staff, Resources
Management Military
Assistance Advisory

Group, Taipei

f 2-4 Apr 74 RADK Henry ?. Chief, Fleet
Glindeman Coordinating Group,

Nakhon Phanom

j 3-4 Apr 74 BG Joseph R. Commander, Joint
Ulatoski Casualty Resolution

Center

COL Thomas Staf. member
Henry

4-5 Apr 74 MG Ira A. Deputy Commander,
Hunt, Jr. United States

Support Activities
Group

14-I
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DISTINGUISHED 

i

-
TITLE

D r(_)VISITOR TIEL

.! 8-2 pr74 Capt Charles M. United States -oast.

SMays, 
USN Guard 

!'

Ca)United 
States Coast

~Capt 
A.P.

Manning, USN Guardi

08-26 Apr 74 
COL John P. 

Chief,

Thuemmel 
Chief, Pacific Air

Force Team

11-13 Apr 74 BG Joseph E. 
Director of Interna-

Fix, iII. tional Logistics,
Headquarters, Army

M ateriel Command

12-13 Apr 74 BG Joseph R. 
Commander, JointIU

Ulatoski Casualty
Resolutiof Centern

14-20 Apr 74 COL I.L. Hylton Chief, Gummander-in-

4Chief, 

Pacific Team

t

- Anderson 
Division, United

States Army Support

Activities Croup

16-20 Apr 74 CPT Robert L. Chief, United States

Hall Army LogistiCs
Assistance Office,
Pacific

1 4 -
2 1 I lion
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4}
DA DISTINGUISHED

•DATEKS) VISITOR TITLE

19 Apr 74 COL Ewald G. Director of Safety,

Kruggel 13th Air Force

19-21 Apr 74 BG Joseph R. Commander, Joint

Ulatoski Casualty Resolution
Center

22 Apr 74 Dr. John J. Staff Consultant,
Brady, Jr. House Committee on

Foreign Affairs

Dr. John H. Staff Consultant,
Sullivan House Committee on

Foreign Affairs

22-23 Apr. 74 MGen Jack Chief of Staff,

Bellamy United States
Support Activities
Group

22-24 Apr 74 MG Ira A. Hunt, Deputy Commander,

Jr. United States
Support Activities
Group

22-25 Apr 74 COL Duane H. Chief. Operations

Smith Division, Plans,
Doctrine and System
Division, Office
Deputy Chief of
Staff, Logistics,
Department of the
Army

- 14-3
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DISTINGUISHED
A.. VISITOR TITLE

23-26 Apr 74 COL Eugene Deputy Commander,

Hollis Joint Casualty
Resolution Center

COL Charles Commander, Control

Beckwith Team A, Joint
Casualty Resolution
Center

24-27 Apr 74 COL C. W. Chief, Commander-in-

Boyd, Jr. Chief, Pacific,
Force Planning
Division

25-27 Apr 74 MG John R. Deputy Chief of

Guthrie Staff, Pacific
Command

BG Charles A. Director, Security

Jackson Assistance, Commander-
in-Chief, Pacific

26 Apr 74 RADM McClendon Carrier Task Force 77

RADM Boyd Carrier Task Force 77

26-28 Apr 74 Capt John E. Chief, Joint Petroleum

McNearney Office, Commander-in-
Chief, Pacific

14-4
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I DISTINGUISHED
DATE(S) VISITOR TITLE

27-29 Apr74 Mr. Gerald W. National Defense
Collins Transportation

Association

Mr. Everett National Defense
Hutchinson TransportationAssociation

28-29 Apr 74 Capt R.M. Vice Commander,
Fluss, USN Pacific Division

Capt A.G. Staff member
Sutherland, USN

28Apr-2May74 Capt Chong Commander, Naval
Sum Fong, USN Shore Electronic

Engineering
Activity, Pacific

A

] 29-30 Apr 74 Mr. L. J. Director, Procure-
Haugh ment Analysis and

Planning, Office
Assistant Secretary

| of Defense
(Installations &

Logistics)

COL Jack W. Procurement,
Gould Commander-in-Chief,.

Pacific

,, 14-5
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r L MAY 1974:

DISTINGUISHED
'.DATE(S) VISITOR TITLE

1-2 May 74 COL R.L. Burnell Defense Attache,
Phnom Penh

COL Opfer Staff member

1-3 May 74 LTG Lew Allen, Directcr, National
Jr. Security Agency

1-3 May 74 BGen H. L. Assistant Chief of
Jacobson Staff, J2, United

States Support
Activities Group

5-9 May 74 Capt 0. A. Head, Foreign
Porter, USN Security Assistance

Plans and Policy

6-10 May 74 COL Alvin L. Research Development
Meredith Test and Evaluation

Division, Commander-
in-Chief, Pacific
Staff

7-9 May 74 Capt D. D. Commander, Military
Ruebsamen, USN Sealift Command,

Par East
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" DATE (S) __SITO_____ _"

7-12 May 74 '.ommander, Control
I ec,.'I h Team A, Joint

Casualty Resolution
Center

10 May 74 RADM Henry P. Chief, Fleet
Glindeman Coordinating Group,

Nakhon Phanom

10 May 74 Cap': Craven Carrier Task Force 77

- arrier Task Force 77

10-12 May 114 r10- -"./: -7, Unite-d States
[via: ni tzmv Support Activi-

los G7roup

t' 
_

:AA

10-12 May 74 Sn., r. a n"nder3 ,Joint
Uasualty Resolution

13-15 May 74- H. i[eadouarters, Pacific
Air Force

114-15 May 7L Mr. Del-ras D.141 a 7 r eia . Headquarters, Depart-
h -l~r e',:ment pfthe Army

I'-r ocUrement M~anagement
.eview Team

IJNCI.,AS SF I 10

_____-
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15-214 May.4 7 r fDlgt

Mr. Charles F. Staff Delegate

19-21 May 741 MG z' A. Deputy Commander,IIHunt, Jr. United States
Support Activities

GoupU ~ ~19-21 May, 71' ~A~..Director of' LogistiCS,
~PC Co uan d er-ifl-Chief,

19-23 May 714 T~ ~ .~.iversity 
of' South

LK7a 
t Carolina

20-24 May 714 -v: .ecCommander-in-

"Zh4ef, Medical
ASsiStance Team

C0L~....... eam member

Ii22-214 May 714 BC joseurprt Commander, Joint

Ulatosk Casualty Resolution

214-25 May 7-h Chief, Fleet

r- Coordinatifg Group,
Na khon ?hanomt

ONCLASSIFIED
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DI STI NGUI SHED

." DATE(S) VISITOR TlILE

25 May 7h iGen i.L. Director, Military

?rice Assistance & Sales,
Headquarters, Pacifi'c

Air Force

26-28 May 74 Honorable Assistant Secretary
Hadlai A. Hull of Army (Financial

Affairs)

Mr. Joserh 1T. Deputy Comptr !1 .r
Sherick of the Army

S.:ard "... Execut..re to
JtZei :. Honoraole Hull

26May-LJun74 Tr. Werner Associated Director,
0rossh ans General Accounting

4 - 7r. Fred Lyons Staff member

Office

3lMay-4Jun74 COL David M. J5. Commander-in-
Murane Chief, Pacific

ri
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k= JUNE 1974:

,.." DISTINGUISHED
DATE(S) VISITOR TITLE

2-30 Jun 74 Mr.-M.A. Meling, Chief, Pacific
GS-15 Audit Division,

Office, Deputy
Assistant Secretary
of Defense (Audit)

3 Jun 74 BG Joseph R. Commander, Joint
Ulatoski Casualty Resolution

Center

3-4 Jun 74 Mr. Moron Political Advisor,
Abram-o : Com-riander-in-Chief,

Pacific !

3-4 Jun 74 GEN Ti:.othy Commander, United
O'Keefe States Support

Activities Group/
7th Air Force

4-6 Jun 74 COL H.B. Joint Casualty
Lundin Resolution Center,

Liaison Officer to
Hanoi

!
5-9 Jun 74 COL Robert L. Commander, 7602 Air

Ventress Intelligence Group

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIE

..DATE(S) J T t".LE

5-10 Jun 74 COL D. ad i Deputy J2, United
States Support
Activities Group

8-14 Jun 74 Mr. George Customs Official
Roberts (US Customs Service)

10 Jun 74 MGen Earl J. Chief of Staff,
Archer United States Support

Activities Group

.13. Ju! 7 4. Director, Defense

Robinson,* Jr. . Supply Agency:1
1 3-23 Jun 74 C2 a .... . .-ief Deoartment of

-rmy Technical
-.1ssistant Team

15-22 Jun 74 Capt rving J. United Statesft Green US Representative to
:3th South East Asia
Regional Seminar on
Tropical Medicine,
Saigon University

16-19 Jun 74 "P.L. Editor-in-Chief.
Ka s -n Pacific Stars &

Stripes, Tokyo

UNCLASSIFIED
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J DISTIN GUISHED

DATE(S) VISI'TRo T ITE L

20-22 Jun 74 COL Elber't IM. Program Director,
Stringer F5E Program Review

Conference

23-27 Jun 714 COL Gerald W. Staff Judge Advocate,
Davis - United States Army,I

Pacific

214-26 Jun 714 COL Elbart M. Program Director,
Stringer F5E Program Review

Conference

214-26 Jun 714 COL Charles W. J2/United States
Nyquist Supportz

Activrities Group

214-28 Jun 714 COL L. R. Headiauafters, Un-itedI
Wasrnund States Suppor.t

Activi.Lties Group)

28-30 Jun 714 COL Sullivan Commander, Control
Fontaine Team B, Joint

Clasualty Resolution
Center

iiINCLASSIFIED 
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_ CHAPTER 15

DEFENSE ATTACHE ASSESSi,4ET

1. (S) GRERAL. The overall situation has deteri-
orated this quarter. Logistically speaking RVNAF has
improved and corrected many deficiencies. Economically
and militarily,RVN has shown weaknesses not previously
evident.

E 2. (S) IMPROVEMENTS. Defense Attache staff elements
agree that supply/logistics methods have improved. POL
consumption, while high, has been brought under control
and is monitored carefully. Operational Ready rates
of strategic equipment are within acceptable limits.
Training in technical and supply fields is progressing
smoothly.

3. (SNFD) PROBLEMS.

a. Economics: Inflation is ramoant. 'iCes have
risen 28.8 percent this year alone. Drastic action
has been suggested from some quarters but all solutionsIi currently being considered have inherent deficiencies
which warrant detailed consideration before implementa-
tion. Meanwhile the civil servant, fixed income an-
nuitant and military inductee must survive the storm
(a 14 percent government pay raise did little to soften
the effects). Corruption abounds, Judging by reports
from reliable sources.

b. Military: Militarily the enemy has taken the
initiative. Although nct waging a general offensive he
has held RVNAF at bay not 35 miles from Saigon, taken
control of the Ky Tra/Tien Phuoc area in MR-l, gained
a greater foothold in the Southern Delta (Kien Giang
and Chuong Thien Provinces) and disrupted RVN re-
settlement programs country wide, RVNAF has exacted aheavy toll but there are indications of weakening re-

solve within RVN military forces. if the present trend
continues the enemy could construe this as an opportune
time for an all-out push. The "frlower soldier" pro-
blem has surfaced frequently and commanding officers areincreasingly linked to underhanded businessmen.

c. Civilian Populace: The common people see no
$ end to hostilities. Nationalism, while not forgotten,I is overshadowed by the daily struggle to survive.

Government agencies are lackadaisical although propa-
ganda is plentiful. Refugees are subjected to constant

15- 
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harassment f-"om. Comin.unist troops and a rtillery.

4. (S) SUMMARY. RVUAF has taken the U.S. materie"
e,,,.back in stride. In our estimation, the current
ldgistical improvements will continue. Training of
personnel is following a satisfactory course and self-
sufficiency is apprcaching. The reported APVN successI in Cambodia is overshadowed by continuing stalemates
or losses within RVIN. The Communists have traded
propaganda/military victories at Tonle Cham, Chi Linh,
_ach Bap and Dak Pek for the setback sufferred in Cam-
bodia. The skies over South Vietnam have clouded.
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